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1 Future Hancock Comprehensive Plan 2022 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This Hancock County Comprehensive Plan (the Plan) provides a vision for the county’s future growth and development 
and includes goals and policies for achieving it. The Comprehensive Plan addresses the County’s important issues from a 
high-level perspective to shape Hancock County into the community it hopes to be for the next 20 years and beyond. 
The following executive summary provides a synthesized version of the Comprehensive Plan. In developing this Plan, the 
County has identified the core issues that will be central to its future success. Each chapter of this Plan is focused on a 
specific topic and presents the County’s overarching goals, objectives, and policies for that element. These policies are 
the basis for the recommended implementation strategies that are presented in each chapter. Appendix A details 
existing conditions and data used throughout the planning process. 

This Plan also includes a detailed Economic Development Strategy and Thoroughfare Plan, which provide detailed 
analysis and recommendations regarding the future of Hancock County’s economic and transportation systems. These 
documents can be read as components of the Future Hancock Comprehensive Plan as well as stand-alone documents.  

FUTURE HANCOCK VISION AND FRAMEWORK 
Based on the planning area’s context, extensive public input, and contributions from County staff and officials, the 
County developed a vision statement that describes the type of community that Hancock County intends to be in 20 
years. Hancock County’s vision statement serves as a goal that guides and informs the direction of this Comprehensive 
Plan. Achieving this vision will require the County and the various communities within it to work together and cooperate 
in confronting and making progress on the issues and opportunities described in this Plan.  

  

Specifically, the Future Hancock Comprehensive Plan: 

• Establishes a shared community Vision and Framework of strategic objectives that serve as foundations for the 
goals, objectives, policies, and recommended strategies.  

• Identifies areas appropriate for development over the next 20 years and recommends the types and character of 
future land uses for specific areas. 

• Makes recommendations for the preservation and enhancement of natural and agricultural resources. 
• Identifies and prioritizes needed transportation and other infrastructure to serve future land uses. These priorities 

are described in the Hancock County Thoroughfare Plan. 
• Presents forward-thinking and adaptable housing strategies. 
• Charts a path into a new economic future that produces an exceptional environment for Hancock County residents 

and businesses in the Economic Development Strategy.  
• Directly connects county policies and development choices to support a high quality of life for a diversity of 

household types. 
• Provides detailed action items to implement plan recommendations.  

 

Hancock County 2042 Vision 
Hancock County is Central Indiana’s community of choice and recognized leader in proactively managing growth to 
balance and promote its agricultural resources with targeted economic opportunities. 

Strengthened by their welcoming residents, Hancock County’s vibrant communities, towns, and city offer a range of 
living and employment opportunities and are united by their outstanding public schools, quality development, quiet 
neighborhoods, rural landscape, high-value amenities, and excellent public infrastructure and services.  
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Vision and Framework 
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KEY STRATEGIES 
The following is a brief summary of the key strategies in the Plan, organized by chapter. The County invites you to read 
the full Future Hancock Comprehensive Plan to explore each in greater detail and the context in which they were 
prepared. Additionally, please review the Hancock County Economic Development Strategy and Thoroughfare Plan for 
detailed recommendations for the future of transportation and economic development in the County. 

Conservation, Agriculture, and Natural 
Resources 
• Develop or Enhance County Regulations to 

Protect Natural Features and Improve the 
Natural Quality in Hancock County 

• Foster a Compact Development Pattern to 
Protect Environmentally Sensitive Areas 
and Agricultural Resources 

• Support and Encourage Agriculture Cultural 
Development and Advancement  

Housing 
• Provide a Wider Mix of Housing Types, 

Sizes, and Costs Throughout the County 
• Promote Traditional Neighborhood Design 

Principles 
• Implement High-Quality Design Standards 
Land Use and Growth Management 
• Coordinate with Hancock County 

Municipalities on Strategic Growth Areas 
• Develop a County Impact Fee Policy 
• Incorporate Public Safety and Public 

Facilities into the Development Review 
Process 

• Create and Maintain a Future Right of Way 
and Public Facilities Map 

Community Livability 
• Expand Community Engagement 

Opportunities 
• Develop Plans to Preserve and Enhance 

Community Character 
• Develop a County Park and Open Space 

System 
• Increase Public Health Awareness and 

Collaboration 
• Continue to Coordinate with Hancock 

County School Districts on Future Planning 
Decisions 

 
 

Intergovernmental Cooperation 
• Pursue Intergovernmental Agreements with Hancock County 

Jurisdictions and Municipalities 
• Develop and Expand Opportunities for Intergovernmental 

Cooperation and Communication 
• Advance Coordination within Hancock County Government, 

Departments, and Elected Bodies 
• Coordinate with Public Safety in the Development Process 
• Coordinate with Private Utilities in the County 
• Collaborate on and Take a Leadership Role in Regional 

Initiatives 
• Contribute to Statewide Initiatives 

Implementation (Policies) 
• Provide education and training to staff and elected officials on 

incorporating Comprehensive Plan implementation into their 
decision making and policy review.  

• Indicate items or topics relevant to Comprehensive Plan 
implementation on public meeting agendas.  

• Incorporate Plan implementation into annual budget and 
capital improvement plans. 

• Post and display up to date Comprehensive Plan document and 
materials on the Hancock County website, in County offices, 
and other community locations, such as public libraries. 

• Develop an educational presentation on the Comprehensive 
Plan to share with the public and local stakeholder groups.  

• Require that any request for a Zoning Map Amendment be 
accompanied by an analysis of the amendment’s consistency 
with the goals, objectives, and policies contained in 
Comprehensive Plan and the recommended Future Land Use.  

• Track and report progress on the implementation of the Plan to 
the Area Plan Commission via staff reports and presentations 
to the Area Plan Commission, Council, and County 
Commissioners at least twice a year. This should include a 
review of any previous Zoning Map Amendments that were 
deemed to be inconsistent with the goals, objectives, and 
policies contained in the Plan or varied from the recommend 
Future Land Use and the potential need to amend the text of 
the Plan and/or Future Land Use Map accordingly 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
PLAN PURPOSE 
This Hancock County Comprehensive Plan (the Plan) provides a vision for the county’s future growth and development 
and includes goals and policies for achieving it. The Comprehensive Plan addresses the County’s important issues from a 
high-level perspective to shape Hancock County into the community it hopes to be for the next 20 years and beyond. 
The Comprehensive Plan Vision and recommended strategies acknowledge how Hancock County’s people, places, 
values, and aspirations are interconnected and interdependent. The Plan is intended to serve as a guiding document for 
County leaders, institutions, and community members to promote and foster public health, safety, and welfare for all 
residents with particular attention to quality of life and responsible growth. The Plan does this by directing community 
change, growth, and development to ensure continued and enhanced community prosperity in the future.  

In developing this Plan, the County has identified the core issues that will be central to its future success. As one of the 
last areas in the greater Indianapolis region to experience urban and suburban growth and development, Hancock 
County is faced with mounting growth and development pressures, accelerating the potential for change within the 
community – both positively and negatively. These changes and the evolving identity of the county in the region raise 
important questions: How can the County adapt to address its current needs and opportunities for growth while 
ensuring a high quality of life for its current and future residents? Can the County preserve its small-town, rural 
familiarity and character in the face of changing market forces? Can the County find a collective identity when the 
County seems divided between growing urban and suburban areas to the west and rural agricultural lands to the east? 
As the County grows and evolves, how can it use its growth opportunities to amplify or create the qualities that 
residents value to continue to make Hancock County a desirable place to live and work? This Comprehensive Plan 
attempts to provide a guiding framework that will allow Hancock County to answer these questions and accomplish its 
goals for a better collective future.  

A collaborative effort will be required between the County, its municipal jurisdictions, community partners, major 
institutions, business owners, and residents to answer these questions and advance the Plan’s goals and 
recommendations.  

Specifically, the Future Hancock Comprehensive Plan: 

• Establishes a shared community Vision and Framework of strategic objectives that serve as foundations for the 
goals, objectives, policies, and recommended strategies.  

• Identifies areas appropriate for development over the next 20 years and recommends the types and character of 
future land uses for specific areas. 

• Makes recommendations for the preservation and enhancement of natural and agricultural resources. 
• Identifies and prioritizes needed transportation and other infrastructure to serve future land uses. These priorities 

are described in the Hancock County Thoroughfare Plan. 
• Presents forward-thinking and adaptable housing strategies. 
• Charts a path into a new economic future that produces an exceptional environment for Hancock County residents 

and businesses in the Economic Development Strategy.  
• Directly connects county policies and development choices to support a high quality of life for a diversity of 

household types. 
• Provides detailed action items to implement plan recommendations.  
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PLANNING AREA 
The Plan exclusively makes recommendations for the area for which the Hancock County Area Plan Commission is 
responsible for planning. This includes the entire unincorporated portion of the County plus the Towns of Shirley and 
Spring Lake. Although the Plan provides specific direction for the areas within the Plan Commission’s jurisdiction and 
does not address areas within the boundaries of the County’s municipalities, it aims to be consistent with the future 
growth and development of Hancock County’s towns, the City of Greenfield, and the surrounding counties that are not a 
part of the planning area. Accordingly, it provides recommendations for continued cooperation with these other 
jurisdictions to achieve mutual goals.  

PLAN ORGANIZATION 
Each chapter of this Plan is focused on a specific topic and presents the County’s overarching goals, objectives, and 
policies for that element. These policies are the basis for the recommended implementation strategies that are 
presented in each chapter. Chapter Nine: Implementation Action Plan summarizes the proposed strategies and timelines 
needed to help make this Plan become a reality. The recommendations of this Plan are informed by key issues and 
opportunities discovered through analysis of data and existing conditions, numerous public engagement efforts, and 
discussion and direction from County staff and the Future Hancock Steering Committee. Detailed data analysis and 
background information can be found in Appendix A: Data Inventory.  

 

  

Indiana Planning Statutes 
Indiana statute, Title 36, Article 7, as amended, empowers counties to plan. Local governments are further charged with 
the purpose of improving "the health, safety, convenience, and welfare of the citizens and to plan for the future 
development of the community to the end that:  

• Highway systems (and street systems) be carefully planned 
• New communities grow only with adequate public way, utility, health, educational, and recreational facilities 
• The needs of agriculture, industry, and business be recognized in future growth 
• Residential areas provide healthful surroundings for family life 
• The growth of the community is commensurate with, and promotive of the efficient and economical use of public 

funds. (ic 36-7-4-201)  

Public law further states that a county may establish planning and zoning entities to fulfill this purpose. (IC 36-7-4-201) 
Furthermore, the adoption of a comprehensive plan is established by legislative mandate as the basis for zoning and 
subdivision control ordinances. The Indiana statutes provide for and require the development and maintenance of a 
comprehensive plan by each plan commission. (IC 36-7-4-501)  

IC 36-7-4-502 and 503 state the required and permissible contents of the plan. Required plan elements include:  

• A statement of objectives for the future development of the jurisdiction 
• A statement of policy for the land use development of the jurisdiction 
• A statement of policy for the development of public ways, public places, public lands, public structures, and public 

utilities 

The Future Hancock Comprehensive Plan was prepared in accordance with State of Indiana statutes.  
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ABOUT HANCOCK COUNTY 
Established in 1828, Hancock County grew rapidly over the course of the 19th Century. This began first with the 
establishment of a railroad within the County and then with the discovery of natural gas in the region in the 1880s, 
prompting the growth of many small towns throughout the area. Established around these resources, which quickly 
attracted businesses and housing construction, the County developed into an important agricultural production area and 
established base industries in farming and glass production.  

The population of Hancock County grew exponentially after World War II, when the automobile allowed for easier 
access to employment in nearby Indianapolis and Anderson, allowing commuters to enjoy the rural atmosphere of 
Hancock County while maintaining jobs in Indianapolis’s urban core. Since that time, Hancock County has continued to 
grow into a county comprised of several towns and the City of Greenfield with a total population of 79,840 residents in 
2020. 

Located in central Indiana, Hancock County is positioned adjacent to and directly east of the City of Indianapolis and 
Marion County. It is bordered by Madison County to the north, Henry and Rush Counties to the east and southeast, and 
Shelby County to the south. Interstate 70 runs east and west through the center of the County, and several U.S. and 
state highways cross through Hancock County, providing it with multiple connections to other regional communities. 
Regionally, Hancock County is within the Indianapolis metropolitan area as designated by the U.S. Census Bureau. The 
County is a member of the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization and the Madison County MPO both of which 
manage transportation projects and funding within their respective jurisdictions.  

Hancock County is one of the last metro area counties to experience the impacts of urban and suburban growth caused 
by the continued expansion and development of the greater Indianapolis region. Interstate 70 and state highways 
provide the County with excellent access to the entire greater Indianapolis metro area, as well as easy access to Fort 
Wayne and southern Michigan via I-69 and Cincinnati via I-74. As a result, the County is in close proximity to regional 
employment, shopping, cultural, and entertainment destinations, while much of the County itself remains undeveloped 
with large expanses of agricultural lands.  

COUNTY PROFILE 
Examining key demographic, housing, development, and 
economic indicators provides a baseline understanding of the 
county’s existing context and its opportunities for the future.  
A detailed and complete set of all data for Hancock County in 
comparison to neighboring counties and the state is available 
in Appendix A: Data Inventory. The following are highlights of 
several key trends.  
• As of 2020, the total population of Hancock County was 

79,840. This represents an increase of 44% since 2000. 
Over the last decade, the County has continued to grow at 
a faster rate (14%) than the average growth rate for all 
counties in the region (9%). 

• By the year 2045, Hancock County is projected to have a 
population of 103,431, or an increase of nearly 20,000 people from the Census 2020 population count.  
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• Similar to regional and national trends, Hancock County’s population is aging. Over the last two decades, the 
County’s median age rose from 37.4 to 40.5. This also coincides with the County’s decrease in both the percentage 
of the population younger than 18 years old and the average household size, which slightly decreased from 2.7 
people per household to 2.6 in 2020.  

• The median home value in Hancock County is 
$179,300, higher than in most neighboring counties 
and the state average. The median monthly cost of 
housing for an owner-occupied household is 
relatively affordable at $1,254, and though 
homeownership costs have increased across the 
board, Hancock County experienced the smallest 
percent increase compared to the rate of cost 
increases in every other county in the region and the 
state as a whole (a cost increase of 15% compared to 
an average of 23%). 

• Only 35% of the people employed in Hancock County 
live within the County, and a total of 79% of all 
County residents work outside of Hancock County. 
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ISSUES & OPPORTUNITIES 
The planning process identified several key issues and opportunities that influence the County’s ability to reach its 
desired vision for the future. The issues and opportunities identified for this Plan were developed based on data analysis 
and the observation of the County’s existing context, as well as through conversations with the Future Hancock Steering 
Committee, County staff, elected officials, community stakeholders, and residents.  

Regional Distinctions One of the clearest themes that evolved over the course of the planning process is the difference 
between eastern and western Hancock County. Where the west side of the county is experiencing rapid growth and 
commercial and industrial development, the eastern end remains primarily in agricultural production and rural nature. 
These dynamics have the potential to change the face of Hancock County and disrupt a unified county-wide identity.  

Agricultural History & Future As previously described, Hancock County long has been an agricultural community, and its 
existing land use remains agricultural. A variety of changes over the last several decades, however, presents new 
dynamics in agriculture that undoubtedly will impact its future, not only in Hancock County but around the country. 
Some of these changes include increased land prices for agricultural land and development pressure are increasing the 
sale of farmland for development; increases in traffic on County roads bring new conflicts between cars, trucks, and 
even bicyclists with farm equipment, making essential farm activities more challenging; developments in agricultural 
technology require new investments by farmers; generational change in agricultural families is leading to turnover of 
family farms; farms are negatively impacted by labor shortages, particularly at planting and harvesting times; and 
climate change, extreme weather, and natural resource management can lead to particularly volatile growing seasons 
and impact the bottom line for farmers.  

Rapid Industrial Development Over the last several years Hancock County has experienced a rapid increase in industrial 
development, particularly on the west side of the county. The County’s regional position within the state and the 
Midwest, its excellent interstate accessibility, and availability of large sections of undeveloped land have made it an 
appealing place for development, most recently for logistics facilities and warehouses. Although the development has 
primarily occurred in land zoned industrial and in areas shown in the 2012 Hancock County Comprehensive Plan as 
industrial, some County residents are concerned about the impacts this development has on traffic volumes, road 
conditions, and land use conflicts as industrial buildings are constructed near homes. Many in the County desire a future 
plan that balances development, contains industrial development to specific areas of the County rather than allowing 
the development to sprawl county-wide, and provides high design and buffering standards to promote more 
harmonious land use. 

Becoming a Live-Work County Hancock County’s 
regional position means that residents have access to a 
variety of employment opportunities, including in 
Indianapolis and Hamilton County, within a relatively 
short drive. In recent years, Hancock County also has 
lost large employers, including Elanco, which provided 
high quality jobs to County residents. As a result of these 
and other factors, 65% of the employees working in the 
County live somewhere else. This is a missed 
opportunity for the County because it means that other 
communities are receiving the tax income from these 
workers and they also likely spend the majority of their 
discretionary income outside Hancock County. Many of 
Hancock County’s largest employers, including Hancock 
Health, report the challenge in attracting new and 
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existing employees to live in the County, citing a lack of desirable housing stock and the absence of quality-of-life 
amenities, such as parks, shopping, dining, and entertainment, that they can find elsewhere in the region. This Plan and 
Economic Development Strategy provide a number of recommendations to establish Hancock as a place where people 
live and work with strategies to expand employment opportunities, diversify the housing stock while maintaining high 
design standards, and increasing amenities to serve existing and future residents. 

Intergovernmental Coordination Hancock County is home to a number of vibrant and attractive municipal communities, 
including the Towns of New Palestine, Cumberland, McCordsville, Fortville, Shirley, and Wilkinson and the City of 
Greenfield. Most of Hancock County’s residents live within the boundaries of one of these incorporated municipalities 
(59%). This proportion of residents has increased since 2010 and the incorporated communities are increasing 
population at a faster rate than the unincorporated areas of the county. It is important for the County to recognize that 
Hancock County’s overall success is tied to the success of its municipalities and that strong towns will lead to a strong 
County. To ensure mutual success, the County and its incorporated municipalities must work together on a number of 
fronts and increase communication, cooperation, and collaboration, particularly as they relate to land use strategies, 
development, and quality of life. 

CHAPTER STRUCTURE 
The planning process identified several key issues and opportunities that influence the County’s ability to reach its 
desired vision for the future. The issues and opportunities identified for this Plan were developed based on data analysis 
and the observation of the County’s existing context, and through conversations with the Future Hancock Steering 
Committee, County staff, elected officials, community stakeholders, and residents.  

The issues and opportunities described above are reflected in the goals, objectives, policies, and strategies found in 
subsequent chapters of this Plan. Generally, goals, objectives, policies, and strategies are defined below: 

• Goals are broad, advisory statements that express general public priorities about how the County should approach 
development issues. Goals are based on key issues and opportunities that are affecting the County.  

• Objectives more specifically identify future direction. By accomplishing an objective, the County moves closer to 
achieving its goals. 

• Policies are rules or courses of action implemented to achieve specific objectives. County staff and officials should 
use policies on a day-to-day basis when making decisions. 

• Strategies provide detailed information regarding how to implement objectives, policies, and programs. 

ASSET ANALYSIS 
Created through discussion with County staff, elected officials, and community stakeholders, the asset and opportunity 
analysis identify and summarize Hancock County’s existing initiatives and features that help define the County, and top 
opportunities for future growth and advancement of the County’s values and priorities. This analysis was grounded first 
in an understanding of the community as it exists today, including its demographics and key indicators. Asset and 
opportunity analyses were conducted at both the County and regional levels in order to take inventory of the local and 
regional contexts and opportunities for growth. 

Summary of Key Assets: 
• Location in the region: Hancock County, often referred to as the “last frontier” in the central Indiana region, is an 

attractive location for businesses that seek proximity to urban amenities but prefer the comfort of doing business in 
a small-town environment. The County’s appeal provides opportunities to influence the type of growth and 
investment it attracts.  
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• Excellent access & infrastructure: Traversed by I-70, US 40, US 
50, US 36, State Road 9, SR 234, SR 109, and Mount Comfort 
Road, the County offers a well-connected transportation 
system with available land and supporting infrastructure. 
Hancock County is also home to the Indianapolis Regional 
Airport. 

• Well-connected, high-speed broadband: Unlike any other 
county in the region, Hancock is one of the few rural counties 
in the state that has high-quality broadband service from 
corner to corner, which it can leverage for future economic 
development opportunities, including remote worker 
attraction. 

• Strong agricultural identity and prime farmland: With 80% of 
the land used for agriculture, the County takes pride in its 
rural identity. Many opportunities exist to take advantage of 
the local food movement as an economic initiative to diversify 
its economy with agribusiness, food processing, and farm-to-
consumer direct marketing and to grow its ag-tourism 
ecosystem. 

• Authentic downtowns & small-town community character: 
Hancock County is unique in offering well-rounded lifestyle 
options from rural, suburban, to urban with small-town charm 
at the heart of the County’s assets. This can be a strong 
marketing opportunity for talent attraction and retention. 

• High-quality school system: Hancock County has four 
excellent PreK-12 school districts that increasingly have become a key factor when families look to relocate. 
Supporting a strong school system is key for continuing to draw families and new jobs. 
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Regional Asset Analysis Map 
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Countywide Asset Analysis Map 
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VISION AND STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK 
Based on the planning area’s context, extensive public input, and contributions from County staff and officials, the 
County developed a vision statement that describes the type of community that Hancock County intends to be in 20 
years. 

Hancock County’s vision statement serves as a goal that guides and informs the direction of this Comprehensive Plan. 
Achieving this vision will require the County and the various communities within it to work together and cooperate in 
confronting and making progress on the issues and opportunities described in this Plan. 

Future Hancock Vision and Strategic Objectives 

  

Hancock County 2042 Vision 
Hancock County is Central Indiana’s community of choice and recognized leader in proactively managing growth to 
balance and promote its agricultural resources with targeted economic opportunities. 

Strengthened by their welcoming residents, Hancock County’s vibrant communities, towns, and city offer a range of 
living and employment opportunities and are united by their outstanding public schools, quality development, quiet 
neighborhoods, rural landscape, high-value amenities, and excellent public infrastructure and services.  
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
The County also has identified several strategic objectives that are crucial to implementing the Vision and serve as the 
foundation for the development of the Comprehensive Plan, driving the many other goals, objectives, policies, and 
specific strategies described in this Plan.  

Strategic Framework: 

A. Enhance Intergovernmental Collaboration and Coordination to the Benefit of all County Residents. Strong systems 
need to be put into place to ensure efficient and effective service delivery and consistent and mutually beneficial 
decision-making regarding infrastructure investments and policies such as: 
• Working collaboratively with Greenfield and the Towns to identify future growth areas  
• Ensuring compatibility of land uses at jurisdictional boundaries  
• Ensuring adequate public safety facilities and staffing are available to serve new development  
• Cooperating and coordinating with utility providers 
• Understanding the fiscal impacts of development incentives on other units of government 
• Identifying sites for new and expanded public facilities, schools, and rights-of-way 
• Determining the type and location of new recreation facilities  

B. Strengthen the Sense of Community and Identity while Diversifying Lifestyle Choices. Emphasis should be placed 
on reinforcing a strong sense of community and sense of place while accommodating a greater diversity of living 
options by: 
• Providing a greater range of public and private amenities including, open space, recreation, shopping, dining, 

and entertainment 
• Coordinating with the school districts to ensure their long-term quality and fiscal health as growth continues 
• Working with Greenfield and the Towns to offer a diversity of rural, suburban, and urban lifestyle options  
• Ensuring quality development with high design standards to create a recognizable sense of place  
• Protecting and building on Hancock’s rural heritage by promoting compact expansion of developed areas and 

creating additional ag-related tourism and value-added processing opportunities  
• Identifying and promoting new and expanded businesses to stabilize and enhance the County’s smaller 

communities that are appropriate to their rural nature 
• Developing a County brand identity as a community of choice in the Indy region to attract families, amenities, 

services, and employers  
• Developing a framework to be more intentional with types, intensity, and location of new development 

C. Expand Workforce Opportunities to Make Hancock a Live-Work County. Attract a wider variety of job opportunities 
that align with the skills of the resident workforce by: 
• Establishing career pipeline programs to introduce junior and senior high school students to local employers and 

the career opportunities they offer 
• Creating programs to make new employment opportunities known to County residents and encourage and 

incentivize employers to hire local 
• Attracting and expanding employment opportunities that align with resident skills in areas such as healthcare, 

education, scientific and technical services, and agbioscience, among others 
• Providing local opportunities for job training, continuing education, and career advancement 
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D. Support a Balanced High-Quality Housing Mix. Work with a variety of partners, including incorporated 
communities, to meet population- and job-driven housing demand by: 
• Creating attainable housing types at a wide variety of price points to support the workforce of growing 

industries  
• Supporting an appropriate balance of denser rental and for-sale housing products that appeal to both younger 

and older households 
• Promoting denser housing developments in areas well-served by supporting infrastructure and near amenities  
• Identifying areas that are compatible with existing neighborhoods and are appropriately buffered from 

potentially conflicting land uses 
• Developing strategies to revitalize housing conditions in communities that are experiencing significant housing 

vacancy 

E. Invest in a Robust and Efficient Transportation System Concurrent with Development. Due to global and national 
shifts in supply chain management, inventory control, and logistics, and shifting population dynamics bringing 
personal vehicle traffic, it is imperative that the County maintain a highly functional, multi-faceted transportation 
system for goods and people by: 
• Working with state, regional, and local partners to have a safe, efficient network of roads within the County to 

improve both freight and passenger mobility  
• Working with the state to make improvements to I-70 and interchanges and state roads  
• Working with IndyGo, Central Indiana Regional Transit Authority, and Hancock Area Rural Transit to create a 

strong multimodal transportation system that supports Hancock’s economic development objectives, which may 
include: 
o Workforce Connector services 
o Transit expansion  
o Innovative private partnerships to address employer demands 

• Planning for the increased electrification of all transportation modes by 
working with public and private entities to strategically locate charging 
stations  

• Implementing the Hancock County Trails Plan and developing policies for the 
addition of bike lanes and sidewalks with new development to improve 
walkability 

• Implementing a Complete Streets approach on new and expanded State, 
local, and County roads 

• Coordinating with the Indianapolis Regional Airport to avoid conflicting land 
uses in growth areas surrounding the Airport  

F. Leverage Broadband Infrastructure to Advance Smart Communities and Attract Internet-Dependent Businesses. 
Local governments and schools throughout the County should utilize its excellent high-speed broadband backbone 
infrastructure for: 
• Beginning the deployment of new, integrated technologies to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 

services to residents in areas such as: 
o Transportation 
o Public safety 
o Water, sanitary sewer, and stormwater utilities 

• Attracting and expanding businesses such as: 
o Data and call centers 
o Financial services 
o Web hosting  
o Logistics  
o Research and development 

Complete Streets is a term used to 
describe an overall goal to improve 
accommodations on streets and 
highways for pedestrians, bicyclists, 
and transit users instead of only 
prioritizing personal motor vehicle 
and freight transportation modes. 
Learn more about Complete Streets 
in the Thoroughfare Plan.  
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• Attracting remote workers who desire a more rural lifestyle by exploring strategies such as:  
o Increasing successful recruitment through programs and incentives   
o Marketing the County’s competitive and locational advantages 

G. Prioritize Growth Areas and Investments in Supporting Infrastructure and Services. Proactively plan to responsibly 
balance and manage growth impacts and avoid haphazard development in targeted areas of the County by: 
• Implementing the Mt. Comfort Corridor Plan land use and infrastructure recommendations 
• Leveraging Hancock County’s unique position in the region by using the Comprehensive Plan to intentionally and 

proactively identify the location and timing of other growth areas and those areas to remain mostly 
rural/agricultural 

• Identifying opportunities to stabilize employment and housing in areas that are stagnant in growth 
• Using the Thoroughfare Plan and Capital Improvement Plan to direct infrastructure investments to growth areas 

and away from areas where development is not expected or desired, including in rural areas where agriculture is 
practiced actively 

• Using the Economic Development Strategy and its implementing policies to direct new businesses into identified 
growth areas and utilize robust funding strategies for the supporting infrastructure and services 

• Evaluating the potential use of development impact fees, development agreements, and similar mechanisms to 
ensure that new development pays its fair share of infrastructure and service costs 

The comprehensive planning process was developed and viewed 
through the lenses of the Vision and Strategic Framework in order 
to ensure that they were elevated throughout the process and 
plan document. Additionally, all Plan recommendations, policies, 
and strategies repeatedly were examined through these lenses to 
examine how each advanced or hindered the County’s objectives 
related to quality of life and economic vitality. Accordingly, each of 
these overarching objectives is emphasized and integrated 
throughout this Plan. 

Many of the goals and objectives within this Plan are deeply 
intertwined. Tackling one challenge at a time is not likely to be 
successful due to the interrelated nature of many of these topics. 
For example, focusing on a singular objective (such as quality 
building design) could unintentionally impact another (such as 
affordable housing). For this reason, it is critical for the County and 
its partners to think about all components of the Plan 
comprehensively. When taken in consideration together, 
individual objectives can be mutually reinforcing rather than 
working towards goals that inadvertently obstruct each other. 
Therefore, this Comprehensive Plan attempts to leverage these 
co-dependencies and achieve multiple objectives at the same 
time. 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION OVERVIEW 
One of the key components in developing the Comprehensive Plan was the public engagement process. For a 
comprehensive plan to be successful, it must address the concerns and vision of the community. A variety of public 
engagement strategies and mechanisms was utilized during the planning process to gather as much information and 
community input as possible from the stakeholders and residents of Hancock County. A brief overview of the public 
input process is provided below. 

Project Steering Committee 
At the outset of the project, a Steering Committee was established to oversee and guide the comprehensive plan 
update. This Committee was composed of 11 members who provided their input as representatives of the wider County 
community. The Steering Committee met regularly to ensure that the Plan was on target.  

Future Hancock Website & Future Hancock Email Listserv 
As part of the project kick-off, a branded website was launched to 
house information about the Future Hancock planning process and was 
updated regularly with new information including public input event 
details and online questionnaires. In combination with the website, a 
Future Hancock email listserv of more than 500 recipients was created 
to make residents aware of the various engagement opportunities and 
was updated regularly throughout the process.  

Pop-up Events & Small Town & Unincorporated Community Tours 
At the beginning of the process, the project team had a Future Hancock 
booth at two highly attended community festivals, Riley Festival and 
Pumpkins and Peddlers Festival, where they provided information 
about the process, answered questions, and encouraged residents to 
sign up for email updates. The project team also held a multi-day tour 
across the County that covered more than 14 communities where 
residents were invited to come learn about the process and “chat with 
a planner.” The primary goal of these initial outreach efforts was to 
raise awareness and visibility of the Future Hancock planning process 
and encourage residents to engage in the process.  

  

Future Hancock Steering Committee 
The Steering Committee was comprised of 11 members that represent the County government, towns, schools, 
businesses, and other area stakeholders. 

Steering Committee Members: 
• Mary Gibble, Future Hancock Steering Committee 

Co-chair, Community Foundation Representative 
• Jeannine Gray, County Council Member 
• Pat Haley, Spring Lake Representative 

• Jack Parker, Future Hancock Steering Committee Co-
chair, Schools Representative  

• Steve Long, Hancock Regional Health Representative  
• Peter Uberto, Airport Representative 

• Jason Faucett, Shirley Representative • Bill Spalding, County Commissioner 
• April Fisher, Hancock EDC Representative • Mike Burrow, NineStar Connect Representative 
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Key Stakeholder Interviews 
Key stakeholder groups were identified and invited to personal interviews. This allowed these groups to provide 
focused, detailed input about their concerns and wishes for the future of Hancock County. Among these groups were 
school district officials, public safety providers, tourism and chambers, civic and non-profit groups, farmers, government 
officials, and many others.  

Visioning Workshop 
Early in the development of the new plan, a public workshop was held at Mt. Vernon Community School with 
approximately 100 residents in attendance.  This workshop was designed to facilitate discussion about the goals and 
priorities for the County through a series of activities. Following the in-person workshop, the project team launched the 
Virtual Workshop, which followed the same format and series of activities as the in-person workshop. This information 
was used to build the Vision and Framework that helped guide the development of the plan elements. 

Open Houses  
Three open houses were held at key milestones throughout the process, each with a specific purpose. The first open 
house gathered feedback on the Vision and Framework. The second open house previewed the draft Future Land Use 
Plan, Thoroughfare Plan, and Economic Development Strategy. The third open house was conducted in combination 
with the Plan Commission Public Hearing to view the final Comprehensive Plan recommendations and implementation 
strategy. 
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CHAPTER 2: CONSERVATION, AGRICULTURE, 
AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
INTRODUCTION 
Hancock County has a strong agricultural heritage and remains one of the last agricultural strongholds in the immediate 
Indianapolis metro area. Change to the agricultural industry and to the future of agriculture in Hancock County is one of 
the key issues identified in the development of this Plan and for Hancock County in the future. Hancock County is not 
only home to rich farmland that could be impacted by future land use and development decisions, but its open spaces 
and natural resources, including creeks, wooded areas, and open space areas, also could be diminished without careful 
conservation and preservation strategies.  

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, POLICIES, AND STRATEGIES  
This chapter is intended to provide the goals, objectives, and policies related to both agricultural and natural resource 
preservation, protection, and improvement. It also details a set of key strategies to help advance or achieve them. 
Background information, data, and existing plans related to agricultural and natural resources can be found in Appendix 
A. 

Goals 
1. Protect the health, integrity, sustainability, and quality of natural resources and ecological systems for the benefit of 

present and future generations. 
2. Work with county municipalities and other partners to preserve 

and protect agricultural uses from inefficient development in 
mutually agreed upon areas.  

Objectives 
1. Protect and preserve environmentally sensitive areas, isolated 

natural areas, and Environmental Corridors from new 
development and adverse development impacts. 

2. Advance the County’s role in becoming more sustainable, 
energy-conscious, and climate-resilient through regional 
partnerships and development of local policies and plans.  

3. Promote compact development patterns within Sewer Service 
Areas.  

4. Discourage land uses, land divisions, and activities that may 
conflict with agricultural uses or adversely affect farm 
investments in long-term farming areas outside of the County’s 
long-term growth areas.  

5. Prioritize the preservation of productive agricultural soils and 
environmentally sensitive areas in the County’s planning area as 
a factor in decisions on future development. 

6. Provide open space within two miles of all residents, including 
green space, parks, and other publicly owned and accessible 
open lands.   
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Policies 
1. Protect the County’s floodways and floodplains from 

development impacts. 
2. Appropriately manage riparian areas around the County’s 

drainageways through best management practices and in 
collaboration with regional environmental education and 
implementation partners.  

3. Manage and regulate wellhead protection within the County. 
4. Monitor and manage Hancock County’s aquifers and water 

supply to ensure fresh water supply for Hancock County 
residents, businesses, and agriculture.  

5. Promote wetland protection through coordinated efforts 
throughout Hancock County government, including the 
Surveyor’s office. 

6. Promote best practices in agricultural conservation, including 
cover crops and other runoff reduction techniques. 

7. Continue education on drainage maintenance and development 
impacts. 

8. Monitor and protect wildlife habitat.  
9. Promote alternative transportation to reduce congestion and 

improve air quality, including by establishing bicycle and 
pedestrian paths and trails and transit. 

10. Plan for the increased electrification of all transportation 
modes by working with public and private entities and 
integrating future technologies into the County transportation 
system. 

11. Implement the Hancock County policy for the development of 
renewable energy installations, including solar and wind, 
particularly in agricultural areas.  

12. Use the County’s subdivision review, rezoning control, and 
Future Right of Way and Public Facilities Map to prevent 
premature rural development and work with County 
communities to encourage an orderly, efficient development 
pattern that minimizes conflicts between urban and rural uses. 
Specifically, avoid 5-10 acre carve-out developments and 
promote systematic growth through large plot neighborhood 
and development plans. 

13. Support Smart Growth development patterns and control and 
limit the creation of scattered rural home sites and subdivisions 
that are not served by water and sanitary sewer utilities.  

14. Support cluster subdivision design for rural residential 
development. Small subdivisions in rural areas of the county 
should be designed carefully to incorporate natural features 
and minimize their disruption to farming activities. Cluster 
subdivision design allows lots to be arranged in small clusters, 
providing sizable pieces of remaining land that can be preserved or farmed as desired. 

Smart Growth is a planning and land use strategy that 
avoids urban sprawl by promoting compact, mixed use 
development patterns, creating more environmentally 
and financially sustainable development. Smart Growth 
can be characterized by 10 foundational principles: 

1. Implement mixed-land uses. 
2. Take advantage of compact building design. 
3. Create a range of housing opportunities and 

choices. 
4. Create walkable neighborhoods. 
5. Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a 

strong sense of place. 
6. Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, 

and critical environmental areas. 
7. Strengthen and direct development towards 

existing communities. 
8. Provide a variety of transportation choices. 
9. Make development decisions predictable, fair, 

and cost-effective. 
10. Encourage community and stakeholder 

collaboration in development decisions. 
 
These principles are integrated throughout the Future 
Hancock Comprehensive Plan. Learn more about the 
economic impact of Smart Growth vs. Urban Sprawl in 
Chapter Three: Housing. 
 
Source: US Environmental Protection Agency, 2022 
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STRATEGIES 
Develop or Enhance County Regulations to Protect Natural 
Features and Improve the Natural Quality in Hancock 
County 

As one of the last counties in the metro-Indianapolis area to develop, 
Hancock County has a great asset in its open spaces, farmland, and 
natural resources. Therefore, carefully developed regulations and 
plans need to be developed in partnership with agricultural 
stakeholders and residents. The following are recommended actions 
to preserve Hancock County’s natural quality:  

• Consider developing a county-wide Climate and Sustainability 
Action Plan, potentially in partnership with Hancock County 
municipalities. This Plan would set ambitious goals and 
determine the County’s priorities related to environmental 
protection and climate resiliency, including increasing renewable 
energy production, striving to become carbon-neutral, to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, to improve energy efficiency and 
consumption, to enhance surface or ground water quality, etc. 
Hancock County should use these priorities and goals to establish 
a framework for future decision making and planning efforts.   

• Define Environmental Corridors and incorporate them into the 
County Zoning Ordinance to establish development standards 
that protect rivers, streams, riparian areas, and wildlife habitat. 

• Add Wellhead protection measures to the County Zoning 
Ordinance, including the identification of overlay district 
boundaries and development practices that establish standards for appropriate land use and development practices 
within designated zones near water supply wells.  

• Use the County's Zoning, Subdivision, and County Future Infrastructure and Public Facilities Map (see Land Use and 
Growth Management Chapter) to protect waterways, wetlands, surface water, aquifers, and floodplain areas.  

• Require natural resource features to be depicted on all site plans and preliminary plats in order to facilitate 
preservation of natural resources. These should include wetlands, steep slopes, floodplains, drainageways, and 
wooded areas. Once identified, establish maximum clearance or removal standards for these features and require 
onsite mitigation where those standards cannot be met. 

• Develop sustainable infrastructure standards and preferred strategies so that developers understand what are 
acceptable for meeting water quality and quantity control objectives. 

• Implement the Hancock County Trails Plan and develop policies for the addition of bike lanes and sidewalks with 
new development to improve walkability. 

• Work with municipal and utility partners to map impacts of the increased electrification of all transportation modes 
on the transportation system, including strategically locating charging stations. 

• Explore opportunities to promote and encourage the construction of green buildings and consider adding green or 
sustainable standards into County codes and ordinances, including incorporation of LEED or LEED-equivalent criteria.  

• Create waste-reduction programs for construction and demolition of waste in partnership with Recycle Hancock 
County and the Hancock County Solid Waste District. 

• Codify best management practices to Erosion Control and Stormwater Management Practices for protection and 
continued improvement of its water quality.  

Climate and Sustainability Action Plan 
The purpose of a Climate Action Plan is to set 
ambitious carbon reduction and renewable 
energy goals for the community and develop 
an action plan for how to accomplish them. 
This process helps chart a course for how the 
County, its residents, public sector partners, 
and the private sector can work together to 
make these goals a reality. Key components of 
a Renewable Energy Action Plan include. 

• Setting carbon reduction and renewable 
energy goals for the next 10 years. 

• Developing strategies on how the 
community can advance and meet these 
goals. 

• Establishing partnerships with overlapping 
jurisdictions, local businesses and 
community organizations, utility providers, 
and others.  

• Identifying funding sources for 
implementation. 

• Creating the framework for future 
programs, policies, and decision making. 
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Agriculture and Sustainability 
The effects of climate change in the coming decades will profoundly interrupt the way we live and farm in the United 
States. It is projected that warming temperatures and changing rainfall patterns will drive agriculture and temperate 
climates northward, while sea level rise consumes coastlines and the entire country experiences more extreme weather 
events. 

Projections for farm productivity suggest that growing food will become difficult across large parts of the country, 
including in the heart of the High Plains’ $35 billion agricultural industry. Current climate change models indicate that 
the environmental suitability for crop production in Hancock County and most of Indiana will allow the regional 
agricultural industry to increase its yields by as much as 6.5%. At the same time, the County will experience significantly 
more heat and humidity throughout the year 

Observed & Projected Changes  
in Annual Average Temperature 

Observed & Projected Changes  
in Seasonal Precipitation 

  
Fourth National Climate Assessment https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/2 

To ensure that the quality of life and economy of Hancock County are resilient to the effects of climate change, the 
County should pursue and encourage sustainability initiatives. A sustainable community is focused not only on 
protecting natural resources and ecological systems, but also on ensuring a high quality of life for all residents, now and 
in the future. Promoting a compact development pattern will provide many benefits to the County’s communities, 
especially by protecting environmentally sensitive areas and productive agricultural resources from the impacts of 
development.  
Source: New Climate Maps Show a Transformed United States. Abrahm Lustgarten, et. all. and ProPublica, Inc. 

https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/2
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Stormwater Management Best Practices 
Maximize permeable surface areas. This technique focuses on reducing the impervious footprint of development sites 
and breaking up large paved areas with permeable surfaces and/or natural ground cover and vegetation. The impacts of 
stormwater runoff are managed far more effectively by natural systems such as wetlands and forest ecosystems than by 
pervious ground cover that has been altered by construction or other human impacts (e.g., front lawns). This approach 
also includes the incorporation of narrower street widths into neighborhoods where possible and the development of 
smaller lots, which are associated typically with less impervious surface per lot (e.g., less street frontage needed per lot). 

Incorporate progressive construction site erosion control practices. Construction sites generate a significant amount of 
sediment run-off if not managed properly. Progressive erosion control systems should be components of new 
development sites. These techniques include providing silt fencing surrounding the construction project, minimizing the 
amount of land area that is disturbed throughout the construction process, and quickly reestablishing displaced 
vegetation.  

Include infiltration and retention areas. Where stormwater basins are necessary to effectively manage run-off, such 
basins and associated conveyance routes should be integrated carefully into the surrounding development pattern and 
should incorporate native/natural edge vegetation whenever possible. Other possible infiltration techniques include: 

o Rain gardens. A rain garden is a landscaping feature that is designed, located, and installed for the purposes of 
capturing stormwater runoff and allowing it to infiltrate back into the ground. The County may consider codifying 
rain garden design standards and allowing the construction of rain gardens to apply toward meeting County 
landscaping requirements.  

o Rain barrels. A rain barrel collects and stores the water that drains from rooftops to prevent it from running off-site. 
A hose can be connected to the barrel and the collected rain can be used to water the lawn or garden, or to wash 
the car. Barrels also can be set to slowly empty themselves, allowing the water to filter back into the ground. The 
County may actively promote this option and provide residents with information about how and where they can 
purchase their own rain barrels.  

o Permeable pavers. Pavement and/or concrete is typically impervious, forcing water away from it. Permeable pavers 
aim to change that by allowing water to seep through the pavement itself or providing gaps for the water to seep 
into. Both methods allow stormwater to be controlled at the source, while helping to reduce runoff and increase the 
filtering of the water.  

o Vegetated buffer strips and berms. Locating areas of vegetation either alone or in combination with landscaping 
berms around properties helps restrict the off-site flow of water. Also, the addition of organic material to soil aids in 
the decomposition and filtration of pollutants. 

o Retention ponds. Retention ponds aim to filter out sediment and other solids from stormwater, while also retaining 
runoff on-site. These ponds usually have some water in them most of the time to allow materials in the water to 
separate out and sink to the bottom. These typically are used in larger-scale developments or subdivisions.  

o Bioswales. A bioswale is a small-scale combination of a detention pond and vegetate buffer stip. It is typically 
designed to be sloped, so that it both filters the water with through organic materials that make up the buffer, and 
contains the water during rain events. Bioswales remove pollutants, silt, and other debris that might be in the water, 
while also mitigating peak stormwater flow. 
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Foster a Compact Development Pattern to Protect Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Agricultural 
Resources 

Careful implementation of land use policies and controlling the location, intensity and quality of development are some 
of the most important actions the County can take to preserve environmentally sensitive areas. Preventing sprawl, 
limiting spot developments in rural areas, and encouraging development in sewered areas align with the compact 
growth goals listed in Chapter Four: Land Use and Growth Management and will significantly protect Hancock County’s 
open lands and agricultural resources. This Plan includes the following strategies and approaches to support the 
County’s vision and values through a compact development pattern within its planning area:  

• Work with Hancock County municipalities intentionally and proactively to identify the location and timing of future 
growth areas and those areas that will remain mostly rural/agricultural and to encourage compact development 
within these growth areas, requiring new development to be served by water and sanitary sewer utilities. 

• Within the municipalities and their future growth areas, encourage compact new development and infill and 
redevelopment to preserve lands outside of the growth areas for agriculture, natural resources, or open space. 

• Discourage the creation of scattered homes sites and subdivisions not served by public water and sanitary sewer 
within the County’s planning area. 

• Use public acquisition, dedication, conservation easements, and 
the Official Map to preserve critical natural resource areas, 
particularly in critical watershed areas and adjacent to existing 
natural areas, and Environmental Corridors.   

 

Support and Encourage Agriculture Cultural Development 
and Advancement 

Hancock County’s agricultural heritage and its preservation and 
promotion are not just about the land, but about the people who 
make up Hancock County and its agricultural community. The 
following recommendations help to strengthen partnerships for the 
advancement of the agriculture community and its culture in 
Hancock County:  

• Work with agricultural and environmental partners, including 
the County Sewer Water Conservation District, to promote and 
expand the use of water conservation and protection farming 
best practices, including cover crops.  

• Collaborate with partner organizations, including Hancock 
County Purdue Extension, Farm Bureau, 4-H, and Future 
Farmers of America (FAA) chapters, to encourage positive 
interaction and improved understanding between the 
agricultural community and Hancock residents and businesses.  

• Facilitate cooperation between the farming community and non-farming residents, particularly in Hancock County’s 
transportation system by promoting safe driving, widening roads to support farm implement travel, and reduce 
points of conflicts between farm equipment, trucks, and personal vehicles, including through signage.  

• Continue to support agricultural education in Hancock County schools, including through its 4-H and FAA chapters, 
and look for opportunities to expand the pipeline between students and the agricultural and ag-science community.  
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• Capitalize on Hancock’s proximity to major population centers, interstate highways, and rich agricultural land to 
encourage clustering of agricultural processing industries in the County. Hancock County is an attractive location for 
industries that process agricultural products for fuel, food, and other products (e.g., bio-products and 
pharmaceuticals). The County can accomplish this by implementing its Economic Development Strategy and by 
allowing agricultural businesses in its Agricultural future land use category.  

• Support connecting local food and agriculture producers with consumers to ensure the economic viability of future 
agricultural operations. The County should work with its local and regional economic development partners to 
establish food- and agriculture-based economic development strategies to make 
Hancock County a destination for local food and tourism. These efforts could 
include promoting the following: 
o Farmer’s Markets: Local farmers markets provide a direct means for farmers 

and other value-add food producers and makers to sell their products to the 
consumer.  

o Community-Supported Agriculture (CSA) programs: A CSA program allows 
farmers to sell shares of their products directly to consumers throughout the 
growing season.  

o Restaurants: The County should work with partners to build programs that 
expand the opportunity for restaurants, bakeries, and cafes to purchase, 
serve, and generally promote locally grown foods by reducing barriers 
between restaurants, food providers, and agricultural growers.   

o Schools and Institutions: Since it is necessary for schools and institutions like 
hospitals consistently to purchase large quantities of food, local food producers can offer fresh, in-season, 
healthful products that promote the health of students and patients.  

o Value-Add Food Producers: The County has the opportunity to pursue economic development strategies related 
to the expansion of value-add food production in Hancock County, including finding new ways to showcase, 
market, and sell local food-products to consumers and tourists. 

• Link natural resource preservation with recreational opportunities and tourism. Natural resource preservation areas 
can serve as important initial components of a new County park and recreation system, providing opportunities for 
outdoor education, relaxation, and exercise.  

• Expand community gardens in the County by identifying public lands that may be appropriate sites for community 
gardens, addressing community gardens in the County Zoning Ordinance, and continuing to partner with local 
municipalities, groups, and organizations on their efforts to develop new community gardens.   

 

  

Hancock County Agriculture 
Partners 
• Indiana Farm Bureau 
• Purdue Extension 
• Future Farmers of America 
• Hancock County 4-H 
• Hoosier Harvest Market 
• Farmers Market at the 

Fairgrounds 
• Local Food Providers 
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Natural and Cultural Features Map 
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CHAPTER 3: HOUSING 
INTRODUCTION 
Communities across the United States are facing housing shortages and challenges with housing affordability and 
accessibility. In Hancock County this has manifested itself differently throughout the County, with metropolitan areas 
experiencing growth in new housing units but struggling with housing affordability due to construction costs, while more 
rural communities are experiencing little or no housing growth. As a relatively affordable location to buy or build a home 
in the region, Hancock County is seeing population growth as residents migrate from other places in Central Indiana that 
are no longer affordable or no longer provide the small-town atmosphere they are looking for. Hancock County is 
challenged with providing a diversity of housing styles that will serve different family structures, and lifestyle 
preferences, whether urban, suburban or rural, and are accessible to workers’ wages to become a place where people 
are able to live and work.  

 

  

What is Affordable Housing? 
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) defines affordable housing as housing in which the 
occupant is paying no more than 30 percent of gross income for housing costs, including utilities.  

What is Low-Income Housing? 
Per HUD, low-income housing is determined by the percentage of a household’s annual income related to the median 
household income for that area. Low-income is defined as 80% of median family income for the area and very low-
income is defined as 50% of median family income for the area. If the household’s annual income falls within these 
parameters, the household is eligible for federally subsidized housing programs which are often administered at the 
County level. 
Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Glossary of Terms 

What is Workforce Housing? 
Workforce housing is homeownership, and rental housing, that can be reasonably afforded by households of moderate 
to middle income and located in acceptable proximity to centers of employment. The most common definition of 
workforce housing comes from the Urban Land Institute, which defines workforce housing as: “housing that is 
affordable to households earning 60% to 120% of the area median income.” This term may be used by some to place 
housing in economic development terms and in an attempt to avoid misplaced stigmas of identifying something as 
“ ff d bl ” h i  
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This chapter is intended to provide the goals, objectives, and 
policies to guide housing standards and policies in Hancock County. 
It also details a set of key strategies to help advance or achieve 
them. Background information, data, and existing plans related to 
housing trends can be found in Appendix A.  

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND POLICES 
Definitions of goals, objectives, policies, and recommendations are 
found in the Introduction Chapter of this Plan.  

Goals  
1. Provide an equitable, balanced, and sustainable diversity of 

housing types, densities, arrangements, and affordability levels 
to accommodate the needs, desires, and lifestyles of existing 
and future residents of all incomes, household compositions, 
and life stages.  

2. Increase the amount, type, and availability of affordable and 
attainable housing options in the County. 

3. Develop new neighborhoods that promote long-term fiscal 
sustainability in terms of utilities, infrastructure, and service 
provision. 

Objectives  
1. Identify opportunities to stabilize employment and housing in areas that are stagnant in growth. 
2. Carefully plan new neighborhood development to provide a range of housing types, densities, and costs that 

promote a high quality of life and healthy lifestyles for existing and future residents. 
3. Support an appropriate balance of denser rental and for-sale housing products that appeal to both younger and 

older households. 
4. Design neighborhoods that provide open space amenities and serve residents’ daily needs that are oriented towards 

pedestrians and well-served by sidewalks, bicycle routes, and trails. 
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Policies  
1. Develop strategies for the rehabilitation and maintenance of the County’s existing housing stock in areas that are 

experiencing significant housing vacancy and disinvestment. 
2. Encourage initiatives that strengthen existing neighborhoods through maintenance of existing housing, creative 

reuse of vacant or underutilized buildings, infill development, mixing of uses, and maintenance and improvement of 
public lands and rights-of-ways. 

3. Prevent monotonous “tract” housing by ensuring variations in architectural details and colors, preventing garages 
from dominating front or street side facades, and enforcing design standards recommended in this Plan. 

4. Plan and design new multi-family residential development to complement surrounding land uses and integrate into 
a cohesive neighborhood. Require high-quality design for all development.  

5. Create attainable housing types at a wide variety of price points to support the workforce of growing industries.  
6. Require Neighborhood Plans guided by Smart Growth principles in advance of all new large-scale neighborhood 

development. Use detailed neighborhood development plans to tie the opening of new areas for development with 
continuity in road improvements, utilities, and public facilities to accommodate such development.  

7. Promote the use of water saving technology, renewable energy 
production, electric vehicle charging, onsite composting, and 
other sustainability best practices in existing and new 
neighborhoods.  

8. Promote denser housing developments in areas well-served by 
supporting infrastructure and near amenities.  

9. Ensure areas for new housing are compatible with existing 
neighborhoods and are appropriately buffered for more 
intensive uses.  

10. Continue to require all residential developments to dedicate 
land, or pay a fee in lieu thereof, for public park, recreation, 
and open space acquisition and development. 

11. Partner with regional entities continuously to evaluate regional 
housing needs, collaborate on programming efforts, and 
leverage alternative funding sources in order to meet housing 
needs.  

12. Provide training and educational sessions for local elected 
officials, committee members, local government staff, and the 
public on local and regional housing data, evolving trends, and 
gaps and needs. 
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STRATEGIES 
Provide a Wider Mix of Housing Types, Sizes, and Costs Throughout the County  
An overarching goal of this plan is to provide a greater variety of housing formats and build quality housing for families 
in all life stages and income levels. Housing formats can include duplexes, townhomes, apartments, condos, single family 
residences, and more. Introducing a variety of building types – such as rowhouses, 2-, 3-, and 4-unit buildings, tiny 
homes, bungalow courts, courtyard apartment buildings, accessory dwelling units, live-work buildings, and multifamily 
dwellings above shops – greatly increases the housing options within a neighborhood. This approach supports the 
County’s vision and overarching goals in several ways. First, inclusion of a broad range of housing types and price levels 
within neighborhoods fosters daily interaction among people of diverse ages, races, and incomes, thereby building a 
sense of community across various social groups and fostering more equitable access to employment and amenities. 
Diversifying housing options can give everyone more choices about where to live. It helps residents find appropriate 
housing within Hancock County as their housing needs change, it increases diversity of residents and families who are 
attracted to Hancock County, and it provides housing choices that are affordable to current and future residents. Finally, 

providing a mix of housing types is an essential component of 
mixed-use neighborhoods and compact growth, other key goals of 
this Plan.  

Site and neighborhood design are critical to ensure that these 
housing types interact well within neighborhoods with varied 
housing formats and scale. Most people interact with the urban 
environment based on what buildings look like and how large they 
appear. Dwelling unit density alone can be very misleading: two 
buildings of a similar size could have very different densities based 
on the lot area, dwelling unit size, or bedroom count of the 
building. Two buildings may be the same density or size and be 
received differently due to design characteristics such as porches, 
windows, materials, stepbacks, and other visual interest. 
Regardless of its residential density, a new building should fit well 
within the fabric of nearby buildings. Height, form, placement of 
entrances, location of parking, and the distance between buildings 
of different scales often best prescribe how new development will 
fit into the surrounding context.  
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Life Cycle Housing. Although Hancock County is growing with new residents, housing must be provided to accommodate 
all stages of life and all abilities. Integrating life-cycle and accessible housing options within neighborhoods allows 
residents to upsize or downsize along with life milestones and changing situations without leaving the established social 
network of a neighborhood. This can include both accessible new construction, which already occurs, and retrofitting 
existing buildings. Older adults can stay in the neighborhoods of their choice if housing more appropriate to their 
changing needs is available throughout the County, especially in amenity-rich areas with good walkability and proximity 
to healthcare, basic needs, and programing and resources for seniors. 

Having a variety of housing formats 
and accessible housing to 
accommodate different life 
milestones in the same 
neighborhood also allows housing 
to turn over, making different 
housing available to others in the 
community. For example, as older 
residents look to downsize from 
their family home, 
this housing stock 
becomes available to 
young families 
looking to move from 
a starter home to 
one that can 
accommodate a 
growing family. 
Having this turnover and housing 
churn adds to health of the market 
and prevents shortages in specific 
housing types. 

  
Figure 3.1. Housing Life Cycle 
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Affordable Options. Affordable and attainable housing was a consistently identified priority throughout the public 
engagement process, highlighting issues related to housing cost burden, housing attainable for older adults, and 
workforce housing close to employment. Affordable housing must go beyond simply options that are financially 
attainable. It must be clean, safe, and well-designed and fit the needs of the household. All housing, regardless of price, 
should meet standards of quality and provide a safe, healthy environment for those living there. True affordability must 
also consider proximity: lower-cost housing far from jobs and services may actually cost a household more than higher-
cost housing that is close to jobs and transit due to transportation costs and access to services, schools, parks, and other 
amenities that impact health and other quality of life outcomes.  

Affordable housing should be distributed throughout the County and within areas that have access to public services and 
amenities for daily living. Integrating affordable housing into neighborhoods makes it more likely that the housing and 
residents contribute to a stable neighborhood and may result in better outcomes for residents, whereas concentrations 
of low-income housing tend to isolate residents and result in greater demands for services. New lower-cost and 
subsidized housing should be located in areas that already have a high level of resources and amenities available at a 
range of income levels. Correspondingly, resources and amenities must also be located equitably throughout Hancock 
County. 

What is Missing Middle Housing? 
“Missing middle housing” is a range of multi-unit or clustered housing types scaled between single-family detached 
houses and larger apartment buildings. Missing middle housing is compatible in scale with most single-family residential 
areas, and can help meet the growing demand for urban living. Missing middle housing types contribute to a walkable 
neighborhood, require simpler construction types than larger buildings, and contribute to higher residential densities 
than single-family homes.  

Despite the higher density, they have lower perceived density than other building types because the units are small and 
well designed. Housing types that should be considered as part of the missing middle include: 

• Tiny homes 
• Traditional small-lot single-family detached homes 
• Side-by-side duplexes (two-family twin) 
• Two-flat (over-under two-unit) 
• Three-flat (three stacked units) 
• Four-flat (2-up, 2-down) 
• Townhouse / Rowhouse (single-family attached) 
• Live-Work buildings (similar to rowhouses, but with small ground floor commercial spaces used by residents in 

the building) 
• Accessory dwelling units 
• Small apartment buildings 

Source: Missing Middle Housing: Thinking Big and Building Small to Respond to Today’s Housing Crisis. Daniel Parolek.  
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Ownership and Occupancy Types. Physical building type is only one aspect 
of housing variety. Different occupancy and ownership structures, including 
fee simple ownership, renting, owner-occupied two- and three- unit rentals, 
condominiums, co-housing, and housing cooperatives, are ways to provide 
residents with choices. While certain building formats lend to particular 
ownership and occupancy type – and this dynamic should not be overlooked 
– formats such as single-family detached homes most often associated with 
ownership are also frequently renter occupied. 

Throughout the planning process, some community members expressed 
concern about the increase in the development of housing types that are 
intended for rental. This is a common anxiety shared by residents who may 
be skeptical of community change and recognize how our economic system 
currently favors home ownership as a primary method for families to 
accumulate wealth and stability. Family housing stability is also critical to 
the strength of the County’s schools and the success of its students.  

The dramatic rise in demand for rental housing types is the result of a 
confluence of factors experienced by most growing communities due to a 
generation of stagnant wages and rapidly rising housing costs. However, 
there are housing types that enable ownership while also creating scale that 
can improve affordability. If well-designed, these scaling opportunities also 
contribute to other community goals such as Traditional Neighborhood Design, walkability, and others. Traditional 
Neighborhood Design is further explained below.  

These housing types include many of those formats as noted above, such as twin-homes, two-flats, townhouses, and 
small-lot single family. Unfortunately, these types are called “missing middle” because very few of these housing 
formats have been constructed over the past several decades, although these types were common prior to mid-century 
suburban development trends and associated development regulations.  
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Promote Traditional Neighborhood Design Principles 
Wherever possible, the County should promote Traditional Neighborhood 
Design. The implementation of Traditional Neighborhood Design aims to: 
• Integrate a diversity of high-quality housing types to accommodate a 

variety of lifestyles, age groups, and financial capabilities. 
• Ensure the long-term preservation of community character and high 

quality of life. 
• Provide housing, parks, and schools with direct and efficient 

connections to shops, services, and jobs. 
• Blend multi-modal transportation options into neighborhood design. 
• Preserve environmental systems that define, sustain, and connect 

neighborhoods and communities. 
• Reduce demand for fiscal resources needed for transportation, public 

infrastructure, services, and housing. 

In the design and approval of new neighborhoods (subdivisions), the County 
and developers should look to incorporate the following Traditional 
Neighborhood Design principles:  
• Establish Community Gathering Places: Design neighborhoods around 

community gathering places such as parks, public squares, outdoor 
dining establishments, schools, churches, and other community 
facilities. 

• Provide Housing Variety: Ensure that a variety of housing types are included and arranged in a compact and 
interconnected form. Particular attention should be paid to the scale of buildings, walking distances, direct and 
efficient connections to amenities, and the design of other neighborhood features such as streetlights and signage.  

• Advance Equity and Inclusion: Through creation of neighborhoods with a variety of housing formats, sizes, and price 
points, people from a diversity of ages, family sizes, and incomes can live in proximity to improve social cohesion. 
Multi-family and renter-oriented housing formats are integrated into diverse neighborhoods rather than 
marginalized. Diverse neighborhoods are shown to improve community resilience and equity through shared 
investment, familiarity, and access to opportunity. 

• Blend Land Uses: Integrate well-designed and cohesively incorporated commercial and office uses and other 
community facilities in appropriate locations, generally along busier streets and intersections to draw on a broader 
market.  

• Promote Walkability: Design the neighborhood to facilitate pedestrian movement and enhance mobility within the 
neighborhood and between the neighborhood and other nearby destinations, such as parks, schools, and business 
and job districts. Provide sidewalks or paths along all streets, and multi-use trails in the environmental corridor and 
park network. Require street trees to be planted along all new streets with native species selected for canopy and 
climate resilience. 

• Promote Connectivity: Interconnect streets, trails, drainageways, parkways, and similar facilities both within the 
neighborhood and to existing and future adjoining neighborhoods and development areas. Limit cul-de-sacs and 
dead ends, except in places where environmental features or topography require them. 

• Calm Traffic: Design and manage neighborhoods as collections of places where people live, rather than areas to 
move through. Integrate design elements that slow vehicle movements to improve safety and livability, with 
features selected for the context. These may include accommodating on-street parking and permitting narrower 
streets to calm traffic and increase pedestrian safety, traffic circles, medians, and curb extensions.  
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• Create Attractive and Active Streetscapes: Incorporate site and 
building design strategies such as decreased setbacks, front 
porches, balconies, and other interesting architectural features that 
help create a safe, pleasant walking environment. Set back garages 
from the main body of the house wherever possible and 
incorporate alley-loaded garage options where practical. Locate 
vehicle access to prioritize pedestrian safety. 

• Highlight Natural Areas: Integrate environmental features into the 
neighborhood as common open spaces for active or passive 
recreation, public gathering spots, or flood protection and 
stormwater management. Provide adequate vegetated buffers 
between development and natural features. Locate, design, and 
maintain storm water features as neighborhood assets.  

• Incorporate Public Health and Sustainability: Use sustainability and 
public health as lenses in which all new neighborhoods are 
designed. This can be done through the thoughtful integration of 
sustainability best practices such as onsite stormwater 
management, renewable energy production, waste reduction, and 
energy-efficient fixtures and building materials. Additionally, both 
the short-term and long-term public health impacts should be 
considered carefully through multi-modal transportation 
opportunities, mixing of compatible land uses, and prevention of 
isolated, standalone neighborhoods that are not fully integrated into the larger community.   

Implementing the design recommendations above will require Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance amendments or 
rewrites, coordination and collaboration with developers and landowners, and the development of detailed 
neighborhood plans for all new neighborhoods.   
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Economic Impacts of Sprawl vs. Density 
Implementing Smart Growth policies to increase the density of future development creates a more efficient use of land, 
which has a multiple social, environmental, and economic benefits for communities. Historic land use practices found in 
conventional suburban development are characterized by land uses that are separated and far apart from one another, 
resulting in a development style that is designed primarily for automobile travel and less sustainable, both 
environmentally and economically. 

By developing a mixture of land uses located closer together, increased development density creates more connections 
between streets and neighborhoods, resulting in walkable streets and increases access to goods, services, and housing. 
Responsibly developing land at higher densities helps conservation efforts, allowing for the preservation of natural 
areas, open spaces, and local park lands, providing more active transportation options, and reducing transportation 
system greenhouse gas emissions. Compact development is also more fiscally responsible because sprawling 
development does not efficiently use land or public infrastructural investments efficiently. The public investment in 
utility infrastructure and roadways required to serve our buildings is significantly more expensive for a sprawling 
community than it is for one that is compactly developed, as Smart Growth saves an average of 38% on upfront road, 
sewer, water, and other infrastructural costs. Smart Growth development and mixed land uses also generate 10 times 
more tax revenue per acre than conventional suburban development. 
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Figure 3.2. Planning Neighborhoods 
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Figure 3.3. Traditional Neighborhoods 
 

Implement High-Quality Design Standards  
To pursue the goals and objectives described in this Plan, design standards are recommended for all development. These 
standards may be achieved through Subdivision and Zoning Ordinance changes, the adoption of manuals, or a 
combination of both. These design standards must complement, be integrated with, and align with Traditional 
Neighborhood Development Principles, resulting in a coherent and complete approach to creating and curating highly 
functional, livable, sustainable, and attractive neighborhoods and places. 
Multi-family housing is an important component of the community to provide a diversity of housing options, for both 
owner-occupied and renter-occupied situations. These formats are often chosen by senior citizens, younger residents, 
employees for local businesses, and individuals and families seeking this lifestyle option. Such housing also can be part 
of an overall economic development strategy. The design and scale of these formats should fit within the fabric of the 
community and surrounding neighborhoods. The County intends to review proposals for multi-family residential 
developments against the guidelines listed below:  
• Incorporate architectural design and building scale that relate to the context of the surrounding neighborhood and 

community character. Encourage diverse building layouts (individual unit walk-ups and interior hallway design), 
high-quality exterior materials, architectural features, and varying densities and formats.  
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• Use brick and other natural materials on building facades. Avoid monotonous facades and box-like buildings. 
Incorporate balconies, porches, garden walls, varied building and facade setbacks, varied roof designs, and bay 
windows.  

• Orient buildings to the street with modest front yard setbacks, bringing street-oriented entries close to public 
sidewalks to increase pedestrian activity. Include private sidewalk connections. 

• Locate parking, dumpsters, and other unattractive uses behind buildings. 
• For parking lots and garages: 

o Locate garage doors and parking lots so they are not the dominant visual element. 
o Screen parking areas from public view. 
o Break up large parking lots with landscaped islands and similar features. 
o Provide direct links to building entrances by pedestrian walkways 

physically separated from vehicular movement areas. 
o Although large parking garages are undesirable, where necessary, 

break up facades with foundation landscaping, varied facade 
setbacks, and recessed garage doors. 

o Utilize alleys and side-accessed garages wherever possible. 
• Provide generous landscaping along: 

o All public and private street frontages and around all building 
foundations. 

o The perimeter of all paved areas and in islands within larger parking 
lots. 

o Yards separating land uses which differ significantly in intensity or 
character. 

o All outdoor storage areas such as trash receptacles and recycling 
bins (also include screening walls in these areas) and around all 
utility structures or mechanical structures visible from public streets 
or less intensive land uses. 

• Provide onsite recreational and open space areas to serve the needs of 
residents. Whenever possible, develop contiguous rear yards as a unit to 
encourage use by building residents and guests.  
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CHAPTER 4: LAND USE AND GROWTH 
MANAGEMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is intended to outline the goals, objectives, and policies related to land use and community character in a 
county that has experienced rapid and sustained growth over the past decade. Recommendations serve to guide the 
future preservation and development of public and private lands in Hancock County. Background information and data 
related to land use and community character can be found in Appendix A. 

Future Hancock’s Land Use and Growth Management goals, policies, 
objectives, and strategies were developed through detailed review of the 
County’s existing land use policies, zoning map and ordinance, state and 
locally approved sanitary sewer service areas, recent development 
activity and trends, input from Hancock County staff, municipal staff, the 
Future Hancock Steering Committee, and the general public. Maps and 
background information related to these inputs can be found in 
Appendix A.  

Compact Growth  
As highlighted elsewhere in this Plan and its Vision, the Future Land Use 
and Growth Management chapter advocates for prioritizing land within 
sewer service areas for compact growth and preserving open space and 
retaining rural characteristics in the areas outside of the municipal 
growth areas. Pursuing “compact growth” means employing growth 
patterns and policies that use land more efficiently and thoughtfully, 
thus reducing growth patterns that consume farmland, open space, and 
sensitive environmental areas, or create isolated pockets of sprawl 
development that drain resources and are disconnected from amenities. 
Directing development to sewered areas (and not to rural areas) is 
essential for providing an environmentally sustainable development 
pattern and for preserving open space and agricultural lands. 

Controlled, well-planned, balanced, diverse, and compact growth are all 
key components to the health, viability, and sustainability of the future of Hancock County. Compact growth can be 
achieved by advancing a combination of mutually reinforcing policies, including those that encourage development to 
occur in areas with utility access, support increased and varied residential densities, and advance upfront neighborhood 
and development planning. These policies are integrated throughout this chapter and the Comprehensive Plan. 
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EXISTING LAND USE 
An accurate depiction of Hancock County’s existing land use pattern is the first step in planning for a desired future land 
use pattern. The Existing Land Use Map categories (below) depicts the existing land uses within the County’s boundaries 
as of 2022.  

Existing Land Use Map Categories 
Land Use Category Land Use Description 2022 

Acres 
2022 Percent of 
Total Land Use 

Agricultural Agricultural uses, farmsteads, open lands, and very low-
density single family residential development. 

148,623 83.60% 

Single family Residential Single family residential land uses developed primarily in 
suburban-style subdivisions. 

14,476 8.14% 

Two-Family Residential Two-family residential development (2 dwelling units) 
typically developed as a two-flat, or duplex, twin-home. 

30 0.02% 

Multi-Family Residential Mostly multi-family residential buildings of three or more 
dwelling units. 

89 0.05% 

Mobile Home Single family mobile home dwellings, and the associated 
sanitary, washing, recreational, and office facilities to 
service mobile home dwellings. 

1,124 0.63% 

Commercial Indoor commercial, office, and retail land uses.  1,413 0.79% 

Commercial Vacant Vacant lands designated for commercial use. 71 0.04% 

Government/Institutional Small and large-scale public facilities such as City Hall, 
Library, Public Works, and other government buildings. 

3,597 2.02% 

Industrial General industrial manufacturing, production, assembly, 
warehousing, research and development facilities, and 
similar land uses. 

1,010 0.57% 

Industrial Vacant Vacant lands designated for industrial use.  130 0.07% 
Park and Open Space Public parks, recreational areas, open space, trails, 

greenways, and conservancy lands, or private recreational-
based businesses with significant open space, as well as 
conservation areas.  

156 0.09% 

Utility Small and large-scale public, quasi-public, and private 
utilities and stormwater management facilities.  

99 0.06% 

Vacant Subdivided Mostly open spaces that have been subdivided or platted 
and are ready to be developed, including residential, 
business/office, or industrial land uses.  

933 0.53% 

Right-of-Way Areas reserved for public infrastructure and uses such as 
transportation facilities, utilities, and green infrastructure. 

4,643 2.61% 

Surface Water Lakes, rivers, and perennial streams. 1,342 0.75% 
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GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND POLICES 
Definitions of goals, objectives, policies, and recommendations are found in the Introduction Chapter of this Plan.  

Goals 
1. Promote a future land use pattern that accommodates a 

compact mix of uses, densities, land use types, and affordability 
levels, while preserving and enhancing natural resources, large 
agricultural areas, community character, and high quality of life.  

2. Encourage development patterns that promote density and 
urban-style development in the future growth areas adjacent to 
municipalities and within Sewer Service Areas. 

Objectives 
1. Support efficient land use patterns that limit non-utility served 

development patterns, preserve open space, and agricultural 
lands, facilitate human interaction, advance economic growth, 
and foster increased sustainability, climate resiliency, and 
equity.  

2. Thoroughly integrate infrastructure, utility, public safety, and 
public facility capacity and resources in the development review 
process. 

3. Foster new economic and housing opportunities through a 
balanced approach to redevelopment, infill development, and 
new development.  

4. Preserve the resources that contribute to Hancock County’s 
character, including new parks and open spaces, environmental 
corridors, trail systems, and community entryways. 

5. Foster a sense of place within the built environment and create memorable places designed for people and 
interactions through high-quality design. 

Policies 
1. Follow the future land use recommendations that are mapped on the Future Land Use Map and described in this 

Plan when reviewing new rezoning requests and making detailed land use decisions.  
2. Practice fiscal sustainability by encouraging infill development to utilize existing infrastructure, and by directing new 

development to areas adjacent to existing development and where logical extensions to streets, sewer lines, and 
water lines may occur. 

3. Work collaboratively with Greenfield and the Towns to identify future growth areas, ensure compatible land uses at 
jurisdictional boundaries, and encourage Smart Growth in the County’s urbanized areas.  

4. Implement the Mt. Comfort Corridor Plan land use and infrastructure recommendations. 
5. Invest in transportation system improvements concurrent with development to maintain safe and efficient 

roadways even in times of change and development. 
6. Require detailed development plans, neighborhood plans, or corridor plans prior to the platting of large-scale new 

development of 10 or more acres. Development plans should include traffic, public safety, utility, and fiscal impacts.  
7. Coordinate with the Hancock County school districts on development projects and future planning of needed 

facilities.  
8. Coordinate with the Hancock County public safety providers to determine staffing impacts from development 

projects and future facility needs.  
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9. Evaluate and communicate the fiscal impacts of development 
incentives on other units of government prior to development 
decisions and approvals. 

10. Encourage compact, Traditional Neighborhood Design (see 
Chapter Three: Housing for more information) to better 
manage the rate of community expansion, preserve farmland, 
and protect natural resources. 

11. Ensure new neighborhoods contain a wide mix of housing 
formats, costs, and tenancy in order to create well-balanced 
and varied neighborhoods. Each neighborhood should 
accommodate individuals and households of a variety of sizes, 
ages, income levels, and lifestyles. 

12. Coordinate with the Indianapolis Regional Airport to avoid 
conflicting land uses in growth areas surrounding the Airport. 

13. Use the Thoroughfare Plan and Capital Improvement Plan to 
direct infrastructure investments to growth areas and away 
from areas where development is not expected or desired, 
including in rural areas where agriculture is actively practiced. 

14. Use the Economic Development Strategy and its implementing 
policies to direct new businesses into identified growth areas 
and utilize robust funding strategies for the supporting 
infrastructure and services. 

15. Evaluate the potential use of development impact fees, 
development agreements, and similar mechanisms to ensure 
new development pays its fair share of infrastructure and 
service costs. 

16. Minimize incompatible land uses and conflicts through high-quality design standards for residential, commercial, 
and industrial development as well as implementing rigorous landscaping and buffering standards. 
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Existing Land Use Map 
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Detailed Neighborhood Plans—A Recommended Process: 
The following planning process has a proven track record of success: 

Analysis: A wide variety of site-specific information must be collected about both existing and emerging conditions: 
A. Establish and confirm the full neighborhood design process, including the creation of an ad-hoc or blended oversight 

committee including and/or reporting to County staff, the Plan Commission, and County Council and County 
Commissioners. 

B. Collect existing map and plan data for the area and its surroundings related to parcels, topography, soils, land cover 
and uses, utilities, transportation, recreation, public services, plan recommendations, zoning, and property 
ownership. 

C. Evaluate the existing and emerging real estate market. 
D. Employ meaningful public participation to help identify opportunities and constraints, and to help create a vision for 

the area. 
E. Conduct property owner, agency, and stakeholder interviews. 

Plan: Based on the results of the Analysis phase, and under the guidance of the committee, adopt a Detailed 
Neighborhood Plan as derived from the consideration of a Preliminary Concept Plan, Alternative Neighborhood Plan, 
and a Refined Draft Neighborhood Plan: 
A. Refine and confirm the neighborhood vision. 
B. Draft and confirm a Preliminary Concept Plan depicting the general arrangement of land uses, development 

character, main roads and stormwater management facilities, pedestrian and bicycle networks, and the open space 
system. 

C. Produce and confirm one or more Alternative Neighborhood Plans for presentation and review by the public, 
stakeholders, agencies, and the committee.  

D. Produce and confirm a Draft Detailed Neighborhood Plan based on the responses to the Alternative Neighborhood 
Plan. 

E. Refine and adopt the Detailed Neighborhood Plan, and ultimately integrate it into the Comprehensive Plan as an 
amendment. 

Implementation: Following Plan adoption, establish and apply the appropriate regulatory and procedural foundation to 
ensure full implementation: 
A. Facilitate developments consistent with the Plan. 
B. Require compliance with the Plan as a condition of development. 
C. Establish zoning districts and boundaries in compliance with the Plan. 
D. Review proposed land divisions, conditional use permits, and planned developments based on conformance with 

the Plan, including consideration of land use pattern, density/intensity, community character, and infrastructure 
recommendations. 

 

*An identical process can be developed and implemented for commercial/industrial developments. 
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FUTURE LAND USE 
What is a Future Land Use Map? 
The Future Land Use map and related policies described below should be used as a basis to update the County’s 
regulatory land use tools, particularly the Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map. They should also be used as a basis for all 
public and private sector development decisions, including zoning map amendments, special exception use permits, 
subdivision approvals, extension of utilities, arrangement of transportation facilities, and other public or private 
investments. This Plan does not automatically compel property owners or the County to change the use of land or grant 
entitlements required for development to occur. Instead, changes in land use to align with the recommendations of this 
Plan will generally be initiated by property owners or private developers. The County must also consider land uses 
beyond the immediate study period of 20 years to ensure cohesive and strategic long-term pursuit of the community’s 
vision and values, and efficient outlook for infrastructure 
and services. 

To effectively manage growth, this Plan identifies desirable 
land use patterns adjacent to municipal boundaries and 
within municipal Sewer Service Areas. This approach 
recognizes that Hancock County’s growth, public health, 
economic vitality, environmental sustainability, and other 
dynamics described in this Plan are directly facilitated or 
impeded by the patterns of growth and land uses in 
incorporated and unincorporated areas. For example, if 
lands adjacent to the City of Greenfields’s boundary 
develop within the County without access to utility services, 
there are limited opportunities for the County or City to 
potentially grow beyond that development due to 
impediments and constraints in providing future utility and 
infrastructure connections and contiguous annexation 
boundaries. This kind of development also strains County 
resources as public safety and other services are still 
required from the County. Implementing many of the 
recommendations of this Plan will be greatly aided by 
intergovernmental cooperation, which is the focus of the 
Intergovernmental Chapter of this Plan.  

Future Land Use Categories 
The Future Land Use Map provides recommended future land uses in Hancock County into the categories listed below. 
These future land use categories and the designation of property on the Future Land Use Map represent the desired 
future pattern of development in the County’s planning area. It is important to note that these future land use 
categories do not directly reflect zoning; however, they are intended to be compatible with the County’s zoning districts.  

Not all land shown for development on the Future Land Use maps will be immediately appropriate for annexations, 
rezoning, or other land use approvals following adoption of this Plan. Given service demands and other factors, careful 
consideration to the amount, mix, and timing of development is essential. Hancock County advocates the phased 
development of land that focuses growth in areas that can be efficiently served with transportation, utilities, public 
services, and community facilities. 

  

Future Land Use 
Categories, 2022 

Acres Pct 
Conservation/Open 
Space 

28,533 19.6% 
Agricultural/Rural* 91,816 63.2% 
Institutional 1,867 1.3% 
Rural Residential 1,118 0.8% 
Town Residential 227 0.2% 
Suburban Residential 7,603 5.2% 
Multi-Family Residential 2 0.0% 
Planned Neighborhood 27,069 18.6% 
Village Commercial 63 0.0% 
Mixed-Use Corridors 2,334 1.6% 
Village Center 1,195 0.8% 
Regional Center 3,494 2.4% 
Business Park 2,061 1.4% 
Industrial 5,285 3.6% 
Manufacturing 1,016 0.7% 
Water 57 0.0% 
Right-of-Way 4,724 3.3% 

Total 178,464   
*Includes 26,382 acres of Future Growth Area  
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Future Growth Areas 
Future Growth Areas are designated as Agriculture/Rural but have a long-term land use shown in stripes on the Future 
Land Use Map. These areas are within designated sanitary sewer service areas but currently are not served by 
centralized potable water and sanitary sewer services and are not expected to over the 20-year time period addressed in 
this Comprehensive Plan. As a result, they are planned to remain in their existing land use, which is agricultural in most 
cases, during the planning time horizon. 

The land uses on the Future Land Use Map shown in solid colors are thought to provide more than enough capacity to 
absorb the projected growth within the County over the next 20 years and represent the most logical extensions of 
infrastructure and development over that time consistent with the Smart Growth Principles. However, it’s difficult to 
predict exactly when and where development may occur, so the Future Growth Areas depict the recommended future 
land uses should they become ripe for development in the next 20 years or beyond. Considerations for determining the 
ripeness of extending development into Future Growth Areas include demonstrating that: 

• Other properties within the planning region designated for development on the Future Land Use Map have been 
developed or are not available for development 

• The area adjoins existing development and will not be an isolated pocket of development 
• Development of the area would not create conflicts with nearby agricultural areas including but not limited to 

creating isolated pockets of agriculture, creating traffic conflicts on public roads between agriculture equipment 
and non-farm vehicles, or likely lead to complaints about farm odors and noise 

• Infrastructure – including centralized potable water, sanitary sewer, and roads – can be cost-effectively 
extended into the area or already exist 

• Adequate public services – including fire, EMS, and law enforcement – can be cost-effectively extended into the 
area 

• The extension is consistent with the Smart Growth Principles 
 
Extensions of development into the Future Growth Areas will require approval of a Comprehensive Plan amendment 
prior to or concurrent with rezonings and other development approvals. Proposed amendments should include detailed 
technical analyses such as traffic studies, utility extension feasibility studies, public safety service studies, public 
finance/economic impact studies, and a land use and market analysis documenting that the extension in the Future 
Growth Area is warranted and is consistent with the above considerations. 
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Zoning Districts and Future Land Use Map Categories 
Zoning District Land Use Description Future Land Use Category  

Agricultural 
A Agricultural operations Agriculture/Rural 

Residential 
RR Agricultural operations and single-family 

rural uses 
Rural Residential 

R1.0 Single-family suburban uses Suburban Residential, Town Residential, 
Village Center 

R2.5 Single-family suburban uses Suburban Residential, Town Residential, 
Village Center 

R3.5 Single-family suburban uses Suburban Residential, Town Residential, 
Village Center 

R5.0 Single-family suburban uses + some TF and 
MF 

Suburban Residential, Town Residential, 
Village Center 

RMH Mobile home parks Rural Residential, Suburban Residential 

RM Two-family and multi-family uses Multi-Family Residential, Planned 
Neighborhood, Town Commercial, Mixed Use 
Corridors, Village Center, Regional Center, 
Business Park 

Commercial 
CN Convenience shopping  Town Commercial, Mixed Use Corridors, 

Village Center, Regional Center, Business Park 
CC Small to mid-sized commercial uses Town Commercial, Mixed Use Corridors, 

Village Center, Regional Center, Business Park 
CR Regional commercial uses Town Commercial, Mixed Use Corridors, 

Village Center, Regional Center, Business Park 
Institutional 

IN Public facilities Institutional  
Small-scale institutional = any category 

Industrial 
IBP Small-scale light industrial Business Park, Industrial, and Manufacturing 
IL Warehousing and other light industrial (all 

inside) 
Business Park, Industrial, and Manufacturing 

IG Large-scale industrial Industrial and Manufacturing  
PUD  Any land use category, Planned Neighborhood 
New Overlay  Conservation/Open Space 
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Future Land Use Map 
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Spring Lake Future Land Use Map 
Label Spring Lake Future Land Use Map 
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Shirley Future Land Use Map 
Label with Shirley 
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2022 Future Land Use Implementation & Rezoning Policies: 
 
A. Land use categories are intentionally broad and provide general guidance on how the property should be used and 

zoned in the future. 
i. Specific uses listed in each category are illustrative and not meant to be an all-inclusive list. 

ii. All uses may not be appropriate in all categories 

B. Land uses shown on the FLUM (Future Land Use Map) are generalized and not intended to be parcel-specific or hard 
boundaries. Ultimate boundaries will be determined as rezonings occur. 

C. Land uses shown on the FLUM and in the Comprehensive Plan text are policy recommendations, not zoning or 
regulations that have the force of law. 

D. Where the FLUM and existing zoning conflict, existing zoning will continue to govern until changed. 

E. Rezonings and land use approvals should be consistent with the FLUM and plan, but consistency is not mandatory 
under state law. 

F. In almost all instances, the County should not rezone property on its own or preemptively rezone based on the 
Future Land Use Map – rezonings should be driven by requests with specific development plans. 

G. Growth should emanate out from existing developed areas and along backbone infrastructure – avoid leapfrog 
development. The County should work with each utility and infrastructure provider to prepare detailed expansion 
plans to determine where and when development is appropriate. 

H. Within designated sewer service areas, the following should be coordinated with the respective providers: 
i. Rezonings 

ii. Subdivisions 
iii. Extension of utilities 
iv. Road improvements 
v. Providing development incentives 

I. New development on septic and well should be prohibited in sewer service territories. 

J. Along transportation corridors, create more intensive nodes – avoid strip development. 

K. Higher density residential development should be integrated with supporting commercial uses and amenities. 

L. Significant buffering should be provided between residential and higher intensity, non-residential uses. 

M. Large development and redevelopment initiatives should develop a detailed plan/master plan prior to any rezonings 
or development approval. Master plans can be completed by the County or by developers. The County should lead 
residential master plan development while developers are the appropriate party to lead commercial or industrial 
master planning. 

N. A memo reviewing the County’s zoning code for consistency with this plan’s recommendations is included in the 
Appendix. 
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FUTURE LAND USE STRATEGIES 
Each of the future land use categories listed and shown on the Future Land Use Map (Map 3) are described below. The 
text under each listed land use category includes a description of that category, an outline of where that type of land use 
should be promoted, and the policies related to future development in areas designated under that category. As 
previously stated, land use categories are intentionally broad and provide general guidance on how the property should 
be used and zoned in the future. Specific uses listed in each category are illustrative and not meant to be an all-inclusive 
list. 

Conservation/Open Space 
Character: Conservation/Open Space areas primarily are 
mapped in or adjacent to environmental sensitive areas such as 
along creeks and water bodies or areas of large-scale outdoor 
recreation. As such, they support a diversity of plant and animal 
species with some also providing important natural functions 
such as drainage. Natural areas should be preserved and 
restored to a natural state with minimal development or 
disruption. 

 

Uses:  
• Agricultural uses such as: crops, livestock, silviculture, 

nurseries, related accessory uses, etc. 
• Extractive uses and related materials processing such as: 

gravel pits, mines, cement plants, asphalt plants, etc. 
• Renewable energy systems such as: solar arrays, wind 

turbines, geothermal, etc. 
• Large-scale outdoor recreation uses such as: regional parks, 

golf courses, recreation trails, off-road riding facilities, riding 
stables, campgrounds, camps, zoos, wildlife sanctuaries, 
hunting preserves, natural preserves, etc. 

• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation such 
as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation centers, sports 
clubs, etc.  

• Very low density residential such as: detached single-family 
homes at densities equal to or greater than one unit per 20 
acres 

Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: utilities within Conservation/Open Space should be kept to a minimum 
• Transportation: roads within Conservation/Open Space should be kept to a minimum 
Implementation: 
• Conservation/Open Space areas should remain in very large, contiguous tracts and include appropriate buffer 

areas 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include creation of a new Conservation overlay district 
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Agriculture/Rural 
Character: Agricultural areas are intended to remain largely 
rural and undeveloped with uses primarily focusing on 
agriculture and agriculture-related processing and support 
functions in addition to outdoor recreation uses. Residential 
subdivisions and development unrelated to agriculture 
should be kept to a minimum and be located in areas where 
they will be least disruptive to near-by agricultural 
operations. 

 

Uses:  
• Agricultural uses such as: crops, livestock, silviculture, 

nurseries, related accessory uses, etc. 
• Agricultural product storage, processing, and 

distribution such as: grain elevators, washing, packaging, 
canning/bottling, rendering, etc. 

• Agricultural support uses such as: agricultural 
equipment sales and service, feed stores, lumber and 
building supplies; fuel depots, etc. 

• Extractive uses and related materials processing such as: 
gravel pits, mines, cement plants, asphalt plants, etc. 

• Large-scale outdoor recreation uses such as: regional 
parks, golf courses, recreation trails, off-road riding 
facilities, riding stables, campgrounds, camps, zoos, 
wildlife sanctuaries, hunting preserves, natural 
preserves, etc. 

• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation centers, 
sports clubs, etc.  

• Institutional uses such as: schools, churches, local government facilities, utility facilities, etc. 
• Very low density residential such as: farmhouses, farm worker housing, and detached single-family homes at 

densities equal to or greater than one unit per 20 acres 
Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: on-site well and septic systems 
• Transportation: uses expected to generate significant traffic should be located in close proximity to collector or 

arterial roads 
Implementation: 
• To the extent possible, areas used and zoned for agriculture should remain in large, contiguous tracts 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include: A. Agricultural 
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Institutional 
Character: The Institutional land use category supports the full 
range of public facilities, utilities, and private/non-profit 
institutional land uses. These typically are mapped as single 
parcels or as campuses and are located throughout the County 
in both developed and undeveloped areas. As result, water and 
sanitary services availability also varies, so uses without such 
services should be located on lots that are large enough to 
adequately accommodate on-site systems for an indefinite 
period. For more intensive uses and those with outdoor 
components, adequate screening and buffering should be 
provided from adjacent residential development and along 
collector and arterial roads. 

 

Uses:  
• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation such 

as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation centers, sports 
clubs, etc.  

• Public facility uses such as: government offices, schools, 
libraries, recreation facilities, cemeteries, public safety 
facilities, public works facilities, airports, etc. 

• Utility facility uses such as: offices, sub-stations, switch 
stations, treatment plants, communication towers, water 
towers, etc. 

• Private institutions such as: religious facilities, non-profit 
clubs and fraternal organizations, medical treatment 
facilities, etc. 

Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: on-site well and septic systems or centralized systems 
• Transportation: uses expected to generate significant traffic should be located in close proximity to collector or 

arterial roads 
Implementation: 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include: IN. Institutional 
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Rural Residential 
Character: The Rural Residential land use category primarily is 
mapped in existing low-density residential subdivisions 
serviced by on-site septic systems and wells where the 
provision of future centralized utilities is unlikely. Future 
subdivisions of this type should be kept a minimum and adjoin 
existing subdivisions in order to not break-up larger tracts in 
agricultural production. Further, conservation subdivision 
designs should be used in lieu of traditional subdivisions. A 
conservation subdivision is a housing development that while 
located in a rural area contains compact lots, common open 
space, and where natural land features are preserved as much 
as possible. Because these areas are unlikely to ever have 
water and sanitary services available, lots should be large 
enough to adequately accommodate on-site systems for an 
indefinite period. For more intensive uses and those with 
outdoor components, adequate screening and buffering should 
be provided from adjacent residential development and along 
collector and arterial roads. 

 

Uses:  
• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation such 

as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation centers, sports 
clubs, etc.  

• Institutional uses such as: government offices, schools, 
libraries, recreation facilities, cemeteries, public safety 
facilities, public works facilities, airports, etc. 

• Utility facility uses such as: offices, sub-stations, switch 
stations, treatment plants, communication towers, water 
towers, etc. 

• Private institutions such as: religious facilities, non-profit clubs and fraternal organizations, medical treatment 
facilities, etc. 

Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: on-site well and septic systems and stormwater management facilities 
• Transportation: new streets should be privately constructed, owned, and maintained 
Implementation: 
• Rural subdivision developments should be no larger than 10 acres or a maximum of five lots 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include: RR. Residential Rural 
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Suburban Residential 
Character: The Suburban Residential land use category 
primarily includes single-family homes on large lots in areas 
with water and sanitary sewer services. 

 

Uses:  
• Medium density residential uses such as: detached 

single-family homes at densities no greater than four 
units per acre 

• Conservation subdivisions (as defined in Rural 
Residential) 

• Large-scale outdoor recreation uses such as: regional 
parks, golf courses, recreation trails, off-road riding 
facilities, riding stables, campgrounds, camps, zoos, 
wildlife sanctuaries, hunting preserves, natural 
preserves, etc. 

• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation 
uses such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation 
centers, sports clubs, etc.  

• Institutional uses such as: schools, churches, local 
government facilities, utility facilities, etc. 

Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: centralized water and sewer services with on-site or regional stormwater management facilities 
• Transportation: new streets may be public or private and include curb, gutter, and sidewalks; off-street trails 

should be included that connect residential areas to key area destinations both within a particular development 
project and those in the surrounding area 

Implementation: 
• Suburban Residential developments should be 10 acres or larger 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include: R1.0, R2.5, R3.5 
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Town Residential 
Character: Town Residential is mapped in the Town of 
Shirley to reflect its existing single-family neighborhoods 
where platted lots are as small as 7,000sf. 

 

Uses:  
• Medium density residential uses such as: detached 

single-family homes at densities no greater than six 
units per acre 

• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation 
uses such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation 
centers, sports clubs, etc.  

• Institutional uses such as: schools, churches, local 
government facilities, utility facilities, etc. 

Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: centralized water and sewer services  
• Transportation: new streets should be public, continue the existing street pattern in the community, and include 

curb, gutter, and sidewalks; off-street trails should be included that connect residential areas to key area 
destinations both within a particular development project and those in the surrounding area 

Implementation: 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include: R1.0, R2.5, R3.5, R5.0 
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Planned Neighborhood 

Character: The Planned Neighborhood land use category is 
intended to include large, compact, master planned tracts 
with a wide range of integrated and compatible uses that 
provide a variety of housing types, basic services, 
supporting public facilities, and recreation/open spaces. 
Use of Traditional Neighborhood Design and concepts is 
strongly encouraged. Planned Neighborhoods are further 
described in Chapter 3: Housing. 

 

Uses:  
• Medium density residential uses such as: detached 

single-family homes at densities no greater than six 
units per acre and comprising 50% to 70% of the area 

• Duplex residential uses at densities no greater than 
fourteen units per acre and comprising 5% to 15% of 
the area 

• Multi-family residential uses such as: town homes and 
apartments limited to no more than four stories at 
densities no greater than 20 units per acre and 
comprising 2% to 10% of the area 

• Traditional Neighborhoods as defined in Chapter 3: 
Housing 

• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation uses such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation 
centers, sports clubs, etc. comprising at least 10% of the area 

• Institutional uses such as: schools, churches, local government facilities, utility facilities, etc. comprising up to 10% 
of the area 

• Neighborhood commercial and office uses such as: retail, restaurants, personal services, offices, medical clinics, 
etc. limited to two stories with floor area ratios no greater than 0.5 and comprising up to 10% of the area 

Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: centralized water and sewer services; regional stormwater management facilities 
• Transportation: all new roads should be public, include connections to adjoining existing and future development 

areas, and include both collectors and local streets with curb, gutter and sidewalks; collector streets should 
incorporate Complete Street designs; off-street trails should be included that connect residential areas to key area 
destinations both within a particular development project and those in the surrounding area 

Implementation: 
• Planned Neighborhood development should be larger than 20 acres and preferably 40 acres or larger. 
• The mix of land uses in each development project should comply with the land use percentages listed above. All 

projects should have mix of residential uses and outdoor recreation, but smaller projects may not include 
institutional and commercial uses. The county should monitor the overall percentage of uses within each sub-area 
as shown on the Future Land Use Map to ensure a mix of uses is provided in the appropriate proportions. 

• All projects should be approved under PUD zoning only. 
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Multi-Family Residential 
Character: This future land use category is intended to 
accommodate a variety of residential uses, including multi-
family apartment complexes, condominiums, townhouses, 
and single- and two-family residences, and mobile home 
subdivisions and parks, all served by public sanitary sewer 
and water systems. Use of Traditional Neighborhood design 
and concepts is strongly encouraged. 

 

Uses:  
• Higher density multi-family residential uses such as: 

town homes, duplexes, and apartments, limited to no 
more than four stories at densities no greater than 32 
units per acre 

• Traditional Neighborhoods as defined in Chapter 3: 
Housing 

• New mobile home subdivisions and parks should be 
limited to densities of 3 to 6 units per acre 

• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation 
uses such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation 
centers, sports clubs, etc.  

• Institutional uses such as: schools, churches, local 
government facilities, utility facilities, etc. 

Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: centralized water and sewer services; regional stormwater management facilities 
• Transportation: all new roads should be public and include both collectors and local streets with curb, gutter and 

sidewalks; collector streets should incorporate Complete Street designs; off-street trails should be included that 
connect residential areas to key area destinations both within a particular development project and those in the 
surrounding area 

Implementation: 
• Development should comply with the High-Quality Design Standards contained in the Housing Chapter of this plan 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include: RM. Residential Multi-family, PUD 
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Town Commercial 

Character: Town Commercial is mapped in the Town of 
Shirley, in some of the unincorporated villages, and smaller 
parcels interspersed throughout the County. Accordingly, 
these consist of a variety of commercial uses in various 
configurations with specific intensities determined by 
zoning. Use of this category outside of the Towns should be 
limited. 

 

Uses:  
• Multi-family residential uses such as: town homes and 

apartments  
• Mixed-use such as: residential, commercial and/or 

office uses  
• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation 

uses such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation 
centers, sports clubs, etc.  

• Institutional uses such as: schools, churches, local 
government facilities, utility facilities, etc.  

• General commercial and office uses such as: retail, 
restaurants, accommodations, entertainment, personal 
services, offices, medical clinics, etc. 

• Intensive commercial uses such as: service stations, 
auto repair, auto sales, contractor shops, repair shops, 
fabrication, storage, etc.; outdoor storage is 
discouraged and should be screened at a minimum 

Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: centralized water and sewer services required in Shirley or where such services are available 
• Transportation: all new roads should be public and include both collectors and local streets with curb, gutter, and 

sidewalks; individual private driveways on adjoining arterial streets are discouraged, with shared access points or 
access from internal streets preferred 

Implementation: 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include: RM. Residential Multifamily, CN. Commercial Neighborhood, CC. 

Commercial Community, CR. Commercial Regional  
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Mixed-Use Corridors 
Character: Mixed-Use Corridors are located along primary 
transportation links, and the existing character of the 
Corridors varies widely across the County including older 
commercial and housing uses developed when US 40 
served as the National Road to small neighborhood 
commercial parcels in unincorporated villages to vacant 
land in areas expected to be developed in the future. Most 
areas currently do not have water and sanitary sewer 
services, but all are located in designated sewer service 
areas and are expected to have service extended to them 
over time. Accordingly, significant new development and 
redevelopment should be timed with the availability of 
such services. The Regional Community Profiles address 
the future character of each of these areas, but in general, 
strip-type development should be avoided with a focus 
more on nodes and internal connectivity and integration 
among different uses/developments. Appropriate 
densities, intensities, and mix of uses for a particular 
Corridor or site will be determined during the 
development review/zoning process.  

Uses:  
• Multi-family residential uses such as: town homes and apartments  
• Mixed-use such as: residential, commercial and/or office uses  
• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation uses such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation 

centers, sports clubs, etc.  
• Institutional uses such as: schools, churches, local government facilities, utility facilities, etc.  
• General commercial and office uses such as: retail, restaurants, accommodations, entertainment, personal 

services, offices, medical clinics, etc. 
• Intensive commercial uses such as: service stations, auto repair, auto sales, contractor shops, repair shops, 

fabrication, storage, etc.; outdoor storage is discouraged and should be screened at a minimum   
Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: centralized water and sewer services for significant new development and redevelopment 
• Transportation: all new roads should be public and include both collectors and local streets with curb, gutter, and 

sidewalks; individual private driveways on adjoining arterial streets are discouraged, with shared access points or 
access from internal streets preferred 

Implementation: 
• Mixed- Use Corridor development should be 5 acres or larger 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include: RM. Residential Multi-family, CN. Commercial Neighborhood, CC. 

Commercial Community, CR. Commercial Regional, with PUD zoning preferred 
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Village Center 
Character: Village Centers are located at major crossroads 
where water and sewer facilities are or will be available in 
addition to supporting public facilities. These are intended 
to be compact and highly integrated master planned 
developments with a range of uses similar to Planned 
Neighborhoods but with more dense and intensive uses. 
Traditional Neighborhood Design principles should be 
employed to create unique and inviting mixed-use 
environments that are somewhat self-contained. Each 
Village Center should include usable public space connected 
by safe and inviting pedestrian spines that promote 
walkability to goods and services that meet the daily needs 
of the residents. The central core of each Village Center is 
expected to be more intensive with lower density areas, if 
included, located closer to the periphery. 

 

Uses:  
• Medium density residential uses such as: detached 

single family homes at densities no greater than six 
units per acre 

• Duplex residential uses  
• Multi-family residential uses such as: town homes and 

apartments limited to no more than six stories at 
densities no greater than 32 units per acre  

• Traditional Neighborhoods as defined in Chapter 3: Housing 
• Mixed-use such as: residential, commercial and/or office uses limited to no more than six stories with floor area 

ratios no greater than 2.0 
• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation uses such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation 

centers, sports clubs, etc.  
• General commercial and office uses such as: retail, restaurants, accommodations, entertainment, personal 

services, offices, medical clinics, etc. limited to no more than six stories with floor area ratios no greater than 2.0 
• Intensive commercial uses such as: service stations, auto repair, auto sales, contractor shops, repair shops, 

fabrication, storage, etc. limited to buildings no larger than 20,000 square feet and no more than two stories with 
no outdoor storage 

Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: centralized water and sewer services; regional stormwater management facilities 
• Transportation: all new roads should be public and include both collectors and local streets with curb, gutter and 

sidewalks; collector streets should incorporate Complete Street designs; private driveways on arterial streets is 
discouraged, with access preferred from internal streets; off-street trails should be included that connect 
residential areas to key area destinations both within a particular development project and those in the 
surrounding area 

• Parking: surface parking should be kept to a minimum with shared parking encouraged and parking for larger 
buildings located under the building or in structures 

Implementation: 
• A wide mix of land uses should be included in each development with no single use occupying more than 60% of 

the area. The County should monitor the overall percentage of uses within each Village Center to ensure an 
appropriate mix of uses are included 

• Village Centers should be developed under a single PUD or at least in quadrants 
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Regional Center 
Character: Regional Centers are compact, dense nodes 
offering a mix of uses. Although these areas are accessed 
primarily by cars, pedestrian movement within a node 
should be encouraged and accommodated. Critical 
densities are required to achieve the kind of animation and 
activity envisioned within these nodes. To accomplish this, 
uses should be mixed vertically and in progression of scale 
that allows the built form to transition from highest 
intensity in the middle to lower scale development that 
would be complimentary to its adjacent uses at the 
periphery. Considerations to design should include 
provisions for open space, Complete Street typologies to 
support walking and cycling, amenities that support the 
broader development, recreation centers, and institutional 
uses such as libraries. 

 

Uses:  
• Multi-family residential uses such as: town homes and 

apartments 
• Mixed-use such as: residential, commercial and/or 

office uses   

• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation uses such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation 
centers, sports clubs, etc.  

• Institutional uses such as: schools, churches, local government facilities, utility facilities, etc.  
• General commercial uses such as: retail, restaurants, accommodations, entertainment, personal services, etc.  
• Office and research use such as: regional and corporate offices, medical clinics and hospitals, research and 

development, call centers, etc. 
• Intensive commercial uses such as: service stations, auto repair, auto sales, contractor shops, repair shops, 

fabrication, storage, etc.; no outdoor storage 
Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: centralized water and sewer services; regional stormwater management facilities 
• Transportation: all new roads should be public and include both collectors and local streets with curb, gutter, and 

sidewalks; collector streets should incorporate Complete Street designs; private driveways on arterial streets is 
discouraged, with access preferred from internal streets; off-street trails should be included that connect 
residential areas to key area destinations both within the Regional Center and those in the surrounding area 

• Parking: surface parking should be kept to a minimum with shared parking encouraged and parking for larger 
buildings located under the building or in structures 

Implementation: 
• Regional Centers should be developed under a single PUD or at least in quadrants  
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Business Park 
Character: Business Parks’ primary uses include office 
campuses, research and development, and light industrial 
while allowing supportive uses such as commercial and 
residential uses. All supporting uses should be limited to no 
more than 25% of the total area of a business park. Any 
intensive commercial and industrial activities should be 
conducted within an enclosed building and should not 
include heavy industrial, production-based uses, or those 
that generate significant truck traffic such as logistics and 
warehousing. These areas are intended to be compact and 
highly integrated master planned developments that create 
a campus atmosphere with a focus on high-quality building 
designs, materials, and landscaping. Each Business Park 
should include usable public space connected by safe and 
inviting pedestrian spines that promote walkability 
between primary employment and supporting uses. 

 

Uses:  
• Multi-family residential uses such as: town homes and 

apartments limited to no more than six stories at 
densities no greater than 32 units per acre 

• Mixed-use such as: residential, commercial and/or office uses limited to no more than six stories with floor area 
ratios no greater than 3.0 comprising no more than 20% of the area 

• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation uses such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation 
centers, sports clubs, etc.  

• Institutional uses such as: schools, churches, local government facilities, utility facilities, etc. comprising no more 
than 10% of the area 

• General commercial uses such as: retail, restaurants, accommodations, entertainment, personal services, etc. 
limited to no more than six stories with floor area ratios no greater than 3.0 comprising no more than 10% of the 
area 

• Office and research use such as: regional and corporate offices, medical clinics and hospitals, research and 
development, call centers, etc. 

• Intensive commercial uses such as: service stations, auto repair, auto sales, contractor shops, repair shops, 
fabrication, storage, etc. limited to buildings no larger than 200,000 square feet and no more than two stories 
with fully screened outdoor storage comprising no more than 10% of the area 

• Light industrial uses such as: assembly, fabrication, packaging, processing, etc. that generate minimal noise, soot, 
odors and other potential nuisances for adjoining properties; warehousing and logistics as principal uses are 
discouraged; limited to buildings no larger than 200,000 square feet and no more than two stories with fully 
screened outdoor storage 

Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: centralized water and sewer services; regional stormwater management facilities 
• Transportation: all new roads should be public and include both collectors and local streets with curb, gutter, and 

sidewalks; individual private driveways on adjoining arterial streets are discouraged, with access from internal 
streets preferred; off-street trails should be included that connect to supporting commercial, open space, and 
residential areas 

Implementation: 
• Business Park development should be 10 acres or larger and preferably 20 acres or larger 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include: IBP. Industrial Business Park, IL. Industrial Light, IG. Industrial General, 

with PUD zoning preferred 
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Industrial 
Character: Industrial areas are intended to support a full 
range of intensive commercial, manufacturing, and logistics 
uses with supportive commercial and residential uses. All 
supporting uses should be limited to no more than 25% of 
the total area. Outdoor storage and operations should be 
screened along roads at the periphery of an Industrial area, 
and deep, dense landscape buffers should be provided 
where Industrial areas abut or are across the street from 
residential uses. Master planned Industrial areas are 
preferred that include trails and pedestrian spines that 
connect to nearby supporting commercial and residential 
uses. 

 

Uses:  
• Multi-family residential uses such as: town homes and 

apartments limited to no more than six stories at 
densities no greater than 32 units per acre and 
comprising no more than 10% of the area 

• Mixed-use such as: residential, commercial and/or 
office uses limited to no more than six stories with floor 
area ratios no greater than 3.0 comprising no more 
than 20% of the area 

• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation uses such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation 
centers, sports clubs, etc.  

• Institutional uses such as: local government facilities, utility facilities, etc. comprising no more than 10% of the 
area 

• General commercial uses such as: retail, restaurants, accommodations, entertainment, personal services, etc. 
comprising no more than 20% of the area 

• Office and research use such as: regional and corporate offices, medical clinics and hospitals, research and 
development, call centers, etc. 

• Intensive commercial uses such as: service stations, auto repair, auto sales, contractor shops, repair shops, 
fabrication, storage, etc.  

• Light industrial uses such as: assembly, fabrication, packaging, processing, etc. that generate minimal noise, soot, 
odors and other potential nuisances for adjoining properties; outdoor operations and storage areas should be 
fully screened where they adjoin non-industrial properties or arterial roads 

• Warehousing and logistics use 
• Manufacturing uses 
Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: centralized water and sewer services; regional stormwater management facilities 
• Transportation: all new roads should be public and include both collectors and local streets with curb, gutter, and 

sidewalks; individual private driveways on adjoining arterial streets are discouraged, with access from internal 
streets preferred; off-street trails should be included that connect to supporting commercial, open space, and 
residential areas 

Implementation: 
• Industrial development should be 10 acres or larger and preferably 20 acres or larger 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include: IBP. Industrial Business Park, IL. Industrial Light, IG. Industrial General, 

with PUD zoning preferred 
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Manufacturing 
Character: Manufacturing areas are intended to support 
large-scale, employment-intensive uses primarily engaged 
in manufacturing with all supporting commercial and 
institutional uses limited to 10% of the area. Due to their 
associated lower job density and wages, warehousing and 
logistic uses are allowed only as accessories to a principal 
manufacturing use on the same site. Outdoor storage and 
operations should be screened along roads at the 
periphery, and deep, dense landscape buffers should be 
provided where Manufacturing areas are adjacent to 
residential uses. 

 

Uses:  
• Community and neighborhood parks and recreation 

uses such as: playgrounds, ballfields, pools, recreation 
centers, sports clubs, etc.  

• Institutional uses such as: schools, churches, local 
government facilities, utility facilities, etc. comprising 
no more than 10% of the area 

• General commercial uses such as: retail, restaurants, 
accommodations, entertainment, personal services, 
etc. comprising no more than 10% of the area 

• Office and research use such as: regional and corporate offices, medical clinics and hospitals, research and 
development, call centers, etc. 

• Intensive commercial uses such as: service stations, auto repair, auto sales, contractor shops, repair shops, 
fabrication, storage, etc.  

• Light industrial uses such as: assembly, fabrication, packaging, processing, etc. that generate minimal noise, soot, 
odors and other potential nuisances for adjoining properties; warehousing and logistics as principal uses are 
discouraged; outdoor storage should be fully screened  

• Warehousing and logistics uses are limited to accessory uses that support a principal, on-site manufacturing use 
that is at least half of the size of the warehouse component 

• Manufacturing uses 
Supporting Infrastructure: 
• Utilities: centralized water and sewer services; regional stormwater management facilities 
• Transportation: all new roads should be public and include both collectors and local streets with curb, gutter, and 

sidewalks; individual private driveways on adjoining arterial streets are discouraged, with access from internal 
streets preferred; off-street trails should be included that connect to supporting commercial, open space, and 
residential areas 

Implementation: 
• Manufacturing development should be 20 acres or larger and preferably 40 acres or larger 
• Appropriate zoning districts may include: IBP. Industrial Business Park, IL. Industrial Light, IG. Industrial General, 

with PUD zoning preferred 
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REGIONAL COMMUNITY STRATEGIES 
Northeast Region 
General Land Uses and Character 
• Predominately agriculture now and in the future 
• Limited development potential adjacent to 

municipalities where utilities are available 
• Residential subdivisions should be kept to a minimum  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

City, Towns, and Villages 
City of Greenfield 
• Long term growth of residential within City sewer 

service area  

Town of Shirley 
• Minimal changes to existing or planned uses within 

municipal limits 
o Limit expansion of non-residential uses on north 

side of town 
• Long term growth of residential development 

adjacent to municipal limits as utilities become 
available 

• Potential for new business park south of Town as 
utilities become available 

Town of Wilkinson 
• Long term growth of residential development 

adjacent to municipal limits as utilities become 
available 

Village of Willow Branch 
• Infill vacant parcels, but maintain densities that can 

be served adequately by on-site septic and wells  
• Minimize development expansion onto adjacent 

agricultural land 

Transportation Recommendations 
• Evaluate reclassification of 700 N between Shirley 

and Wilkinson to collector or minor arterial 
o Incorporate Complete Streets design 

• Improve pedestrian/bike path connection between 
Shirley and Wilkinson 
o Incorporate pedestrian/bike path along 700 N 
o Use former rail corridor to extend Shirley Trail 

to Wilkinson 
• I-70 interchange in region not warranted in next 20 

years 
o Consider additional setbacks along 600 E to 

permit future right-of-way expansion 

Utilities Recommendations 
• Maintain existing limit of Greenfield sewer service 

area 
• Address Shirley sewer treatment deficiencies to 

permit limited growth 
• Seek County and state approval of Shirley sewer 

service area boundary beyond current municipal 
limits  
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Southeast Region 
General Land Uses and Character 
• Predominately agriculture now and in the future 
• Limited development potential adjacent to 

municipalities where utilities are available 
• Residential subdivisions should be kept to a 

minimum 
• Prepare US 40 corridor plan to: 

o Improve appearance of this important gateway 
to the County 

o Determine detailed land uses particularly 
within the villages 

o Honor and reflect heritage as National Highway  

 

 

 

City, Towns, and Villages 
City of Greenfield 
• Long term growth of residential within City sewer 

service area  

Village of Charlottesville 
• Infill vacant parcels that can be served adequately 

by on-site septic and wells 
• Minimize development expansion onto adjacent 

agricultural land 

Village of Cleveland 
• Infill vacant parcels, but maintain densities that can 

adequately be served by on-site septic and well  
• Minimize development expansion onto adjacent 

agricultural land 

Village of Westland 
• Infill vacant parcels, but maintain densities that can 

adequately be served by on-site septic and well  
• Minimize development expansion onto adjacent 

agricultural land 

 

 

Village of Carrolton (Finley) 
• Infill vacant parcels, but maintain densities that can 

adequately be served by on-site septic and well  
• Minimize development expansion onto adjacent 

agricultural land 

Transportation Recommendations 
• See the Hancock County Trails Plan for priority trail 

improvements in the region 

Utilities Recommendations 
• Maintain existing limit of Greenfield sewer service 

area 
• Address failing septic systems in Charlottesville 
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North Central Region 
General Land Uses and Character 
• Significant growth potential with extensions of 

utilities and transportation corridors 
• Non-residential development along SR 9 

should be limited to nodes, not strips 
• Build Regional Center on both sides of 

planned I-70/200 W interchange  
• Develop area east of airport with airport-

compatible industrial uses  
• Retain significant industrial land east of airport 

for large manufacturers/higher wage 
employers 

• Transition to mixed residential development 
east of 300 W 

• Preserve more rural/pastoral character along 
Fortville Pike 

• Separate and buffer areas of higher intensity 
development from low density residential  

City, Towns, and Villages 
Greenfield 
• Build Regional Center on both sides of I-70/SR 9 

interchange  
• Develop mixed density neighborhoods within sewer 

service area 

Fortville 
• Build mixed density neighborhood around schools 

at 200 W/SR 234 
• Develop mixed density neighborhoods within  

Sewer Service Area 

Eden 
• Build Village Center at SR 9/SR 234 intersection 

when utilities become available 

Maxwell 
• Concentrate non-residential development in area 

around SR9/500 N intersection 

Mohawk 
• Build mixed-density neighborhoods around  

existing village 
• Provide adequate buffers to more intensive 

development to the south and west 

Transportation Recommendations 
• Construct interchange at I-70 and 200 W 
• Classify 200 W/300 W as major arterials 
• Classify 300 N and 500 N as minor arterials 
• Use Complete Streets design concepts for all road 

upgrades 
• See the Hancock County Trails Plan for priority trail 

improvements in the region 

Utilities Recommendations 
• Work with NineStar to develop long term phasing 

plan to extend utilities throughout the region 
• Work with NineStar and Greenfield to develop long 

term utility phasing plan north along SR 9 
• Work with Fortville to develop long term utility 

phasing plan to the east and south 
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South Central Region 
General Land Uses and Character 
• Significant growth potential with extensions 

of utilities and transportation corridors, 
generally between I-70 and US 40 

• Extend mixed-use corridor between 300 N 
and I-70, encourage nodal development and 
limit logistics and warehouse uses 

• Development in Planned Neighborhood areas 
to follow utility expansion  

• Prepare US 40 corridor plan to: 
o Improve appearance of this important 

gateway to the County 
o Determine detailed land uses particularly 

within the villages 
o Honor and reflect heritage as National 

Highway  

 

City, Towns, and Villages 
Greenfield 
• Expand employment uses south of US 40 and west 

of current City limits 
• Develop mixed-density neighborhoods within sewer 

service area 

New Palestine 
• Develop phased approach to utility extensions and 

development within Sewer Service Area 
• Promote commercial development in nodes rather 

than strips along US 52 

Cumberland 
• Develop phased approach to utility extensions and 

development within Sewer Service Area 

Spring Lake 
• Maintain existing land use pattern and consider 

infill opportunities for new homes 
• Preserve and monitor water quality and protect 

natural resources, including Spring Lake, through 
development policies that reduce runoff 

 

Philadelphia 
• Infill vacant parcels, but maintain densities that can 

be served adequately by on-site septic and well 
• Prepare more detailed growth and development 

plan with centralized utilities as part of US 40 study 

Gem 
• Infill vacant parcels, but maintain densities that can 

be served adequately by on-site septic and well 
• Prepare more detailed growth and development 

plan with centralized utilities as part of US 40 study 

Transportation Recommendations 
• Upgrade 200 N to Minor Arterial 
• Upgrade 200 W to Major Arterial 
• See the Hancock County Trails Plan for priority trail 

improvements in the region 

Utilities Recommendations 
• Develop long term phasing plans to extend 

Cumberland and NineStar utilities into the region 
• Address New Palestine sewer treatment 

deficiencies 
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Mount Comfort Corridor Region 
General Land Uses and Character 
• Rapidly developing with mostly industrial development north of 

I-70 interchange area 
• Develop Regional Center on both sides of I-70 interchange 
• Significant potential for mostly residential growth south of I-70 

interchange area  
• Detailed land uses and character in recent Corridor Plan 

override this Comprehensive Plan 

 

City, Towns, and Villages 
McCordsville 
• Enter into agreement with the County for long term 

expansion to the south 
• Enter into agreement with Fortville to establish 

growth area boundaries 

Cumberland 
• Build Village Center at intersection of Mount 

Comfort Road and US 40 

New Palestine 
• Continue building Village Center west of 600 W 

south of US 52 
• Build Village Center west of 500 W across from high 

school 
• Develop phased approach to utility extensions and 

development within City Sewer Service Area 

Mount Comfort 
• Prepare for transition away from lower density 

residential use to more intensive development 

Transportation Recommendations 
• Upgrade 525 W to Minor Arterial between US 400 

and 200 N 
• Connect 500 W and 525 W west of Gem 
• See Mount Comfort Corridor Plan for additional 

transportation recommendations 
• See the Hancock County Trails Plan for priority trail 

improvements in the region 

Utilities Recommendations 
• Coordinate McCordsville growth with Aqua Utilities 
• Work with Cumberland to develop long term utility 

phasing plan to the east 
• Address New Palestine sewer treatment 

deficiencies  
• Extend New Palestine sewer service to subdivisions 

with failing septic systems northeast of Town 
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ADDITIONAL LAND USE STRATEGIES 
Coordinate with Hancock County Municipalities on Strategic Growth Areas 

As highlighted elsewhere in this Plan, Hancock County’s future growth and development should be prioritized in areas 
already served by utilities. These utility service areas correspond with the future growth areas surrounding Hancock 
County’s municipal jurisdictions. Encouraging growth in the areas nearest municipalities reduces sprawl and the loss of 
agricultural land to spot development. The process and criteria for reviewing potential development should be created 
with opportunities for direct communication and collaboration between Hancock County and the relevant municipalities 
and should primarily be prompted by rezoning requests. Additionally, as municipalities develop and implement their 
own plans and policies or grow beyond their current boundaries, they should work with the County to limit conflicts with 
the County’s Plans. Further discussion of this is described in Chapter 8: Intergovernmental Cooperation.  

Develop a County Impact Fee Policy 

Preparing for and enabling development can be an expensive endeavor for 
the County with the costs for infrastructure construction and maintenance, 
impacts on public safety staffing, and other public facilities and services. 
These costs often fall to the County; however, alternative financing 
strategies are available to lessen the burden and have potential developers 
shoulder some of the cost. The County should complete an Impact Fee Study 
and develop a policy for implementing development impact fees.  

  

Hancock County Smart Growth Policies: 
The following Smart Growth Policies take the foundational principles described on page 19 of the Plan and further 
applies them to Hancock County and its vision for the future:  
• Provide a mix of land uses and include adequate buffering between uses of differing intensity 
• Take advantage of compact and green/sustainable building design 
• Create a range of housing opportunities and choices 
• Create walkable neighborhoods 
• Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place 
• Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical environmental areas 
• Strengthen and direct development towards existing communities 
• Provide a variety of transportation choices and develop them concurrently with new development 
• Make development and incentive decisions predictable, fair, and cost effective 
• Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration in development decisions 
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Incorporate Public Safety and Public Facilities into the Development Review Process 

As mentioned above, development and the additional residents, employees, and traffic that it generates can have 
significant impacts on public resources. Hancock County Fire Districts and Sherriff’s Department are currently feeling the 
strain of increased emergency calls and traffic accidents, particularly 
on the west side of the County. Additionally, the design, site layout, 
and traffic circulation of new developments can impact the ability of 
public safety personnel to respond to emergencies. Public Safety 
leadership, including Fire District chiefs and the County Sheriff, should 
be engaged early in the development review process to have the 
opportunity to provide input on development proposals and identify 
potential impacts on their departments. Hancock County, in 
collaboration with its public safety partners, should develop and 
codify a development review process that incorporates public safety 
review as well as concept approval criteria based on public safety 
impacts. Additionally, development proposals should require 
applicants to include impacts to public safety as part of their 
submittals.  

Create and Maintain a Future Right of Way and Public 
Facilities Map 

A Future Right of Way and Public Facilities Map is a county-wide map 
that serves as a public and internal record to indicate where Hancock 
County government is likely to require rights-of-way, easements, or 
land for future roads, drainageways, utilities, recreation facilities, and 
public facilities. The Future Right of Way and Facilities Map will enable 
staff as well as landowners to plan for construction projects and helps 
implement the Comprehensive Plan and Future Land Use Map. It is 
recommended that the County develop a process for preparing the map based on the recommended improvements as 
shown in the Thoroughfare Plan and Trails Plan and the Future Land Use Map as it relates to the need for future public 
conservation and open space lands.  
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CHAPTER 5: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
STRATEGY 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Hancock County Economic Development Strategy is a 
framework that builds off of the Future Land Use Plan and 
Thoroughfare Plan with strategic steps that help guide 
economic growth and development into the future. The 
Economic Development Strategy is centered around six key 
themes that emerged from the conversations, interviews, and 
data analysis. They are intended to serve as the core elements 
of Hancock County’s economic development strategy moving 
forward and introduce an Implementation Program. Each 
theme includes three strategies. The strategies provide a 
detailed roadmap for how to achieve the Economic Mission 
Statement & Themes as well as specific actions to guide day-
to-day implementation between HEDC, County staff, partner 
organizations, and the community.  

The following executive summary provides a synthesized 
version of the Economic Development Strategy. The complete 
Hancock County Economic Development Strategy is included 
as a subsection to the Comprehensive Plan at the end of the 
document.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

As part of the Economic Development Strategy, a draft mission statement was developed to serve as  
the organizing element for each of the themes. Overall, goal of the economic development strategy was 
designed to begin with the end in mind. The end, is encompassed in the following economic mission 
statement:  

“To ensure future growth produces an exceptional environment for  
Hancock County residents and businesses to live, work, and prosper.” 
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Economic Development Strategy Themes & Strategies  
The themes, strategies, and detailed initiatives were developed to make it easier for county and economic development 
leaders to move seamlessly from the adoption of the economic development strategy to its implementation. They are 
intended to address the first eighteen to thirty-six months of activity for each theme. It is assumed that those working 
with each theme will expand and extend the work where appropriate. 

THEMES STRATEGIES 
1. Establish 
Hancock County as 
a Prominent Voice 
in the Region 

1.1 – Organize "Hancock County 2042 Regional Leadership Group (HC-RLG) 

1.2 – Set 5- & 10-Year E.D. Agenda (using Themes and CEDS as guides) 

1.3 – Annual Hancock County Regional Roundtable 

2. Agriculture as a 
Foundational Asset 

2.1 – Establish Hancock County Agricultural Dashboard 

2.2 – Establish 10 Year Quantitative Objectives – Farm Activity 

2.3 – Formulate Policies/Programming/Incentives to Support 10 Year Quantitative Objectives 

3. Diversify Business 
Base 

3.1 – Confirm and Commit to Targeted Industrial Sectors 

3.2 – Establish 3-5 Year Goals and Benchmarks for Each Industrial Sector 

3.3 – Formulate Hancock County E.D. Targeted Industry Strategy – Align w Region and State 

4. Comprehensive 
Workforce Logistics 

4.1 – Define Workforce Provider Eco-system and Potential Service Gaps 

4.2 – Overview of Workforce Demand – Present and Future 

4.3 – Outline Short- & Long-Term Responses to Address Workforce Challenges 

5. Quality of Place as an 
Economic Development 
Incentive 

5.1 – Build understanding and consensus on how quality of place supports positive growth outcomes 

5.2 – Establish County and Growth District Quality of Place and Amenity Priorities 

5.3 – Quality of Place/Amenities 10 Year Implementation Program 

6. Innovative Use of 
Economic Development 
Incentives 

6.1 – Assess Current Economic Development Incentives 

6.2 – Perform best practices review aligned with proposed E.D. Themes 

6.3 – Formalize E.D. Objectives and Incentives Required to Realize Them 
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Economic Development Implementation Program 
The Economic Development Strategy Implementation Program below provides an overview of the key groups and 
programs, that if organized and executed upon will produce the outcomes identified in each of the economic 
development themes. The Hancock County Economic Development Council (HEDC) will be accountable for activating the 
implementation program on behalf of local public and private sector leaders. The implementation groups and programs 
should start the work as envisioned in each theme’s strategies and initiatives. 
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CHAPTER 6: THOROUGHFARE PLAN 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Hancock County Thoroughfare Plan provides a vision for the County’s future transportation system and the projects 
and priorities for achieving it. The transportation system and its condition, maintenance, and efficiency are of the 
utmost importance in the quality of life of residents and businesses in Hancock County. Using the Future Hancock Vision 
and Strategic Objective as a guiding principle, the Thoroughfare Plan was developed based on public input and 
discussions with County, regional, and state transportation professionals. It was informed by the Future Land Use Map’s 
land use recommendations’ potential impacts on traffic. It is a long-term plan with much of the implementation 
expected to be 5-10 years out. The Thoroughfare Plan includes detailed analysis of existing transportation conditions in 
the County as well as future traffic models.  

The Thoroughfare Plan will support and implement the Mt. Comfort Corridor Visioning Project as well as the 2018 
Hancock County Trails Plan recommendations. Final recommendations of the Thoroughfare Plan suggest the future 
change in the designation of different county roads and what kinds of upgrades or classifications are most appropriate. 

  

Future Hancock Vision Strategic Objective E: Invest in a Robust and Efficient Transportation System 
Concurrent with Development 

Due to global and national shifts in supply chain management, inventory control, and logistics, as well as shifting 
population dynamics bringing personal vehicle traffic, it is imperative that the County maintain a highly functional, 
multi-faceted transportation system for goods and people by:  

• Working with State, regional, and local partners to have a safe, efficient network of roads within the County to 
improve both freight and passenger mobility  

• Working with the state to make improvements to I-70 and interchanges and state roads  
• Working with IndyGo, Central Indiana Regional Transit Authority, and Hancock Area Rural Transit to create a strong 

multimodal transportation system that supports Hancock’s economic development objectives, that may include: 
o Workforce Connector services 
o Transit expansion  
o Innovative private partnerships to address employer demands 

• Planning for the increased electrification of all transportation modes by working with public and private entities to 
strategically locate charging stations  

• Implementing the Hancock County Trails Plan and develop policies for the addition of bike lanes and sidewalks with 
new development to improve walkability 

• Implementing a Complete Streets approach on new and expanded State, local, and County roads 
• Coordinating with the Indianapolis Regional Airport to avoid conflicting land uses in growth areas surrounding the 

Airport 
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Thoroughfare Planned Improvements Map 
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Prioritized Projects 

The study team prioritized potential future projects for roads and trails in Hancock County based on the following 
criteria: 

Urgency: the degree to which the project is needed in the near-term to address existing or imminent motor vehicle 
congestion, or to fill a critical gap in the pedestrian and bicycle system.  
Synergy: the degree to which the project provides multiple benefits for mobility, accessibility, safety, and economic 
impacts.  
Value: a planning-level assignment of relative level of benefit vs. relative project costs. 

Each project included in the Thoroughfare Plan Map and the Tier 1 and Tier 2 Priority Trails in the Trails Plan Map were 
scored from 1 to 3 on the three criteria above with 1 being higher or better compared to 3 being lower or poorer. 
Consequently, the lowest priority scores (PS) have the highest priority. Therefore, a score of PS of 3 represents the 
highest priority, while a PS of 9 represents a low priority project. 

Motor Vehicle Project Priority Score 
Tier 1 

CR 600 W from US 40 to CR 200 N 4 
CR 600 W from CR 500 N to E 96th Street 4 
CR 600 W from US 52 to US 40 4 

Tier 2 
CR 200 W from CR 200 N to CR 300 N 6 
CR 200 W/CR 300 W from CR 300 N to CR 500 N 6 
CR 200 W from US 40 to CR 200 N 6 
CR 300 N from CR 600 W to CR 300 W 7 
CR 300 N from CR 200 W to SR 9 6 
CR 500 N from CR 600 W to CR 300 W 7 
CR 200 N from CR 600 W to Fortville Pike 6 

Tier 3 
CR 525 W from US 40 to CR 200 N 8 
CR 300 E/CR 400 E from I-70 to SR 234 8 
Trails Project Priority Score 

Tier A 
CR 600 W Multiuse Trail/Protected Bike Lane from US 52 to CR 500 N 3 
Pennsy Trail Multiuse Trail from CR 600 W to CR 150 W 3 

Tier B 
CR 700 W Multiuse Trail from US 52 to Pennsy trail 5 
CR 700 W Multiuse Trail from CR 100 N to CR 600 N 5 
CR 500 W Multiuse Trail from CR 300 S to CR 100 S 5 
SR 9 Multiuse Trail from CR 300 N to CR 500 N 5 
Railroad Street Multiuse Trail from Wilkinson to Shirley 5 

Tier C 
Pennsy Trail from CR 400 E to the County Line 6 
Sugar Creek Multiuse Trail from New Palestine to Eden 7 
Fortville Pike Multiuse Trail from Beckenholt Park to Fortville 7 
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CHAPTER 7: COMMUNITY LIVABILITY 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter discusses several broad and interrelated elements that are critical to the long-term viability and success of 
Hancock County. Many Hancock County residents enjoy a high quality of life due to its community character, small-town 
feel, and accessibility within the Indianapolis metro region. However, in many of the conversations throughout the 
planning process residents, officials, stakeholders, and the Future Hancock 
Steering Committee raised the need for more amenities within the County 
that make it a desirable and attractive place to live and that as the 
population within the County grows additional public and private 
gathering spaces, parks and recreation, entertainment, transportation 
improvements, and community development opportunities are needed. 
These enhancements improve quality of life for all residents and in this 
Plan are described as community livability enhancements.  

What is Livability?  
Specifically, livability refers to the suitability of a place to support a high 
quality of life that contributes to holistic health and happiness of its 
residents. While livability is defined by each individual community, it often 
encompasses topics such as the built environment, housing options, 
physical and mental wellbeing, ease of access and traveling throughout 
the community, parks and open space, economic vitality, social 
infrastructure, cultural resources, safe transportation options, and more. 

While this chapter focuses specifically on livability and includes discussion 
of sustainability, amenities, public health, and quality of life, these topics 
are overarching in nature and influence nearly every other element of the 
Comprehensive Plan. Therefore, references to these concepts and related 
themes are found throughout this Plan. This is by design, as they are 
inseparable from other Comprehensive Plan elements such as land use, 
natural resources, economic development, etc. 

  

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND POLICES 
Definitions of goals, objectives, policies, and recommendations are found in the Introduction Chapter of this Plan.  

Goals 
1. Continue to build on and improve the quality of life for Hancock County residents.  
2. Establish Hancock County as a community of choice for the Indianapolis region that provides a range of attractive 

public and private amenities. 
3. Proactively advance public health through planning, regional collaboration, targeted policies, and initiatives.   
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Objectives 
1. Recognize the link between the built environment and public health 

outcomes, continue to work with public health organizations to 
improve housing, equity, education, food access, clean air, literacy, 
and other social determinants of health.  

2. Expand open space, recreation, and parkland opportunities in 
Hancock County, potentially through a County Parks Board and 
County parkland acquisition strategy.  

3. Preserve Hancock County’s distinct historic and cultural features.  
4. Develop a Hancock County brand and identity as a community of 

choice in the greater-Indianapolis region to attract families, 
amenities, services, and employers. 

5. Help strengthen Hancock County’s municipalities so that they are 
successful and continue to positively contribute to Hancock County’s 
character and identity.   

6. Continue to support Hancock County’s schools as one of Hancock 
County’s strongest and most attractive assets.  

7. Strive for increased civic engagement and encourage increased 
participation in the County decision making process. 

Policies 
1. Expand multi-modal transportation opportunities and connections 

throughout the community to minimize the reliance on automobiles.  
2. Reserve right-of-way to widen County roads where needed to 

facilitate safe, efficient travel that minimizes congestion and 
conflicts.  

3. Continue to promote education programs and events that highlight 
and celebrate Hancock County’s history. 

4. Work with community partners to better connect Hancock County’s 
agricultural community with residents and developers to foster better 
communication and understanding.  

5. Highlight and promote Hancock County’s attractive features to remote 
workers who desire a more rural lifestyle. 

6. Identify and promote new and expanded businesses to stabilize and 
enhance the County’s smaller communities that are appropriate to 
their rural nature. 

7. Recognize and promote Hancock County’s rural and small-town 
character. 

8. Coordinate with the school districts to ensure their long-term quality 
and fiscal health as growth continues. 

9. Increase communication with Hancock County residents through a 
variety of media channels and public engagement activities, including 
improvement to the County website, outreach and communication 
network, and public input opportunities. 
  

Source: Healthy People 2030, U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Office of Disease Prevention and Health 
Promotion. Retrieved April 19, 2022 
from https://health.gov/healthypeople/objectives-and-
data/social-determinants-health 

Figure 3.1. Environmental and Social 
Determinants of Health 

https://health.gov/healthypeople/objectives-and-data/social-determinants-health
https://health.gov/healthypeople/objectives-and-data/social-determinants-health
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Figure 3.2. Characteristics of the Built Environment 
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STRATEGIES 
Expand Community Engagement Opportunities 
While the majority of Hancock County residents live within the 
boundaries of one of the County’s municipal towns or city, Hancock 
County plays an important role in the lives of its residents. Decisions and 
policies made at the County level impact citizens and businesses 
regardless of their location within the County. With that in mind, it is 
essential that Hancock County, as a governmental body, effectively 
communicate and engage with its constituents. This not only increases 
participation in the decision making process so that outcomes can 
better reflect the desires and priorities of the community, but it makes 
residents more comfortable and informed on the direction of the 
County and increases transparency, accountability, and public trust.  

The Future Hancock planning process has helped establish and expand a 
number of the County’s communication and public engagement 
channels, but the County should continue to diversify its engagement. 
Potential strategies include: 

• Keeping residents involved and informed through social media 
channels, websites, newspaper articles, flyers, and newsletters.  

• Coordinating the communication and outreach process within the 
Hancock County government and various departments so that 
messages are consistent.  

• Utilizing the numerous events throughout the year that provide 
opportunities for the community to get together for recreation and 
educational purposes and including outreach from the County on 
upcoming decisions, plans, or initiatives.  

• Finding opportunities to meet residents where they are and bring 
official meetings to various locations within the community.  

• Working with Hancock County elected and appointed officials to 
increase direct communication with constituents through events 
and forums such as listening sessions.  

• Increase opportunities for residents to be involved in Hancock 
County on a volunteer basis through issue-based committees or task 
forces.  

• Expand outreach and education to residents on the opportunities to 
serve as an elected or appointed official in Hancock County, and 
diversify participation in the decision-making process to include 
residents who might not typically engage with County government. 

  

Hancock County Community Foundation – 
Thrive Hancock County  
Closely aligned with the quality of life goals of this 
Plan and the Future Hancock vision, Hancock 
County Community Foundation (HCCF) has the 
potential to be a critical partner in the 
implementation of the Comprehensive Plan as 
well as the Economic Development Strategy 
specifically. HCCF is currently enhancing its role as 
a community connector through the development 
of Thrive Hancock County. 

Thrive Hancock County is a concept for 
countywide collaboration, ideation, and planning 
that features these components: education on 
effective Quality of Life principles and practices, 
the fostering of deeper relationships and crucial 
governance skills among public officials, an 
upgrade of the HCCF’s physical space to serve as 
an impartial host and convener, and consequently 
the community-informed design to raise social 
cohesion, joy, and health across Hancock County. 
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Develop Plans to Preserve and Enhance Community Character 
“Community Character” is a term often used to describe the way a community looks, feels, and functions. It is a function 
of the relationship between the built environment, natural environment, and people who live, work, and visit the 
community. Communities are usually comprised of different, but ideally compatible, components (downtown, 
residential neighborhoods, employment or shopping districts, etc.) 
that make up their overall character. Maintaining and preserving 
Hancock County’s unique community character requires collaboration 
between the County, municipalities, and other stakeholders to 
develop standards and plans for key areas central to the County’s 
character and image. Efforts to enhance community character should 
be completed in coordination with recommendations of the Economic 
Development Strategy to determine quality of place initiatives for the 
County.  

These community character areas include corridors and community 
entryways that span jurisdictional boundaries and therefore require 
intergovernmental partnership. Plans and standards can include 
aesthetic components of development, architectural styles, building 
materials, mix of land uses and integration of parks and open space, 
placemaking and gathering spaces, and preservation of community 
historic and cultural features. Potential community development plans 
could include:  

• US 40 Corridor Plan 
• County Gateways 
• Future Interchange Area at 200 W and I-70 
• Public Art Plan 

Develop a County Park and Open Space System 
Quality of life amenities and access to open space and recreation were among the most popular public input requests in 
the visioning process for this plan. Access to safe outdoor recreation opportunities have been in particularly high 
demand following the COVID-19 pandemic, and Hancock County has seen the increase in popularity of these facilities as 
the Trails Plan has been implemented, including the development of the Pennsy Trail. Hancock County does not 
currently have any County-owned parkland, and the majority of parks or recreational open spaces in Hancock County 
are located in the municipalities or are privately owned. Hancock County also does not have a Park Board, government 
body, or department responsible for parks. This plan recommends the creation of these governing structures as well as a 
system for parkland acquisition to begin the development of a Hancock County Park System. In addition to the governing 
structure to oversee financing, acquisition, and maintenance, the County should create a County Park and Open Space 
Plan to identify criteria for County park development and identify specific parkland opportunities. Development of the 
parkland acquisition strategy and Park and Open Space Plan should include the following considerations:  

• Establish criteria for evaluating potential parkland in the County. Potential parkland acquisitions should be large 
tracts of land, include natural features like creeks, woodlands, wetlands, etc., and lands that might have low 
development value due to environmental constraints. 

• County Parks are ideally open natural spaces that enable passive recreation like hiking, walking, biking, nature trails, 
etc. and have lower maintenance needs than highly developed parks.  

• Initially, parks could have lower intensity development with basic features like trails, boardwalks, picnic grounds, 
dog parks, and basic parking facilities.  
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• The County should identify partners that can play a role in the land identification and acquisition process, including 
Hancock County Townships.  

• The County could partner with local organizations to incorporate interpretation and education features as well as 
signage and public art.  

• Parks could feature specialized signature uses appropriate for the natural setting including bird or animal habitats, 
pollinator gardens, or sculptures and public art to help brand and distinguish the County Park System from other 
parks in the region.  

• Over time, the County might look at more improved facilities for active recreation and sports, including playing 
courts and fields. 

• Park planning and location identification should get ahead of development and identify potential growth areas 
where parks are accessible and needed.  

• Planning for the County Park System and development of the Park and 
Open Space Plan will require input from the community on what 
residents want and need from parks as well as collaboration with 
municipalities to avoid duplication of park facilities available in 
municipal jurisdictions. The County and municipal park systems and 
facilities should complement each other to provide residents with well-
rounded recreation opportunities. 

Increase Public Health Awareness and Collaboration 
The County’s land use pattern, transportation infrastructure, local and 
regional park and trail system, and community facilities all play a large part 
in the promotion and sustainability of improving public health. It is 
recommended that the County work collaboratively to address and advance 
public health initiatives in the region in collaboration with its healthcare and 
non-profit partners. The County has the ability to play a role in improving 
public health outcomes through.  

• Education and programming  
• Data collection and sharing on key health outcomes. 
• Strengthening partnerships with local healthcare and non-profit service 

providers, including Hancock Regional Health on their “Health 365” 
program. 

• Fostering youth leadership programs that can assist in leading health 
initiatives. 

• Building awareness of mental health programming. 
• Increasing local access to services like mobile clinics or medicine disposal 

locations. 
• Improving connection between public safety personnel and the 

community to improve outcomes. 
• Promoting healthy land use patterns that emphasize walking and 

provide adequate open spaces and recreation facilities. 

  

Hancock County – A Healthy County 

Quality of Life is a cornerstone for economic 
development in the 21st Century.  While 
quality of life is traditionally associated with 
great schools, pleasant neighborhoods, safe 
environments, and access to amenities, 
underlying it all is the assumption that a 
community resident is physically and 
emotionally well enough to enjoy these 
community features.  In order to achieve this 
foundational level of wellness, Hancock 
County desires to be the healthiest county in 
the state of Indiana, as measured in the 
county health rankings.  In 2014, the County 
ranked 27th in the state of Indiana.  2020 and 
2021 however, have seen that ranking rise to 
5th and the improvement was not accidental.   

Eight years ago, Hancock Regional Hospital 
worked with many community partners to 
establish a blueprint to achieve this goal.  This 
blueprint brought into existence a movement 
called “Healthy 365” which itself spawned 
programs focused on food as medicine, 
family-oriented outdoor events, mental 
health and substance abuse resources, the 
county-wide trails program, and tobacco 
cessation initiatives.   

A continued focus on creating healthy 
environments at home, work, school, and in 
the community is a fundamental component 
of future economic and community 
development efforts.   
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Finally, Hancock County can utilize policies to advance public health through the development and adoption of a “Health 
in All Policies” approach that integrates public health in all decision-making processes. The Comprehensive Plan 
recognizes the interrelationship between public health, planning, and the built environment. Moving forward, all County 
planning processes and policies should embrace this concept in order to foster improved and equitable public health 
outcomes in the future. 

Continue to Coordinate with Hancock County School 
Districts on Future Planning Decisions 
With rapid growth being experienced in some parts of Hancock 
County, while other areas of the County see less population change, 
Hancock County’s school districts are regularly evaluating the space 
and facility needs as well as staffing to meet the demands of their 
students and families. The County and school district have had a 
longstanding working relationship, and collaboration regarding 
development projects, transportation needs, and other relevant 
planning issues should continue in the future.  

Schools are catalysts for creating community as children’s activities, 
daily social interactions, and community projects are methods for 
creating connections and establishing strong neighborhoods. Beyond 
their impact on the character of neighborhoods and housing values, 
schools serve their primary purpose of educating youth and preparing 
them to participate in the workforce and contribute to society. 
Schools also are among the largest employers in the area, creating 
stable middle-income jobs.   

Schools and other civic and institutional uses should be embedded in 
neighborhoods and accessible to residents, not isolated in remote 
locations. Neighborhoods should be designed and planned in 
conjunction with existing and future schools and civil uses at their center and seek complementary synergies. New 
schools should be sized and located to be easily accessible by children, parents, and staff on foot or bicycle. When well 
placed in neighborhoods, schools can provide amenities to the community, such as outdoor spaces and potential for 
after-hours community or recreation uses. 

As the County continues to grow and new neighborhoods are planned, the County and school districts should plan and 
coordinate very intentionally to create complete, compact neighborhoods with future schools in strategic, central 
locations. It is recommended that the County continue to coordinate land use and development decisions with the 
Hancock County school districts’ long-range planning efforts. As enrollment changes, it is likely that the school districts 
will need to consider the acquisition of land for new schools. The County intends to work with the school district to 
proactively identify appropriate sites for school facilities before land costs escalate and or other development occurs in 
the most desirable areas.  
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CHAPTER 8: INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
COOPERATION 
INTRODUCTION 
Intergovernmental cooperation is the relationships, the culture of collaboration, and the formal or informal agreements 
in which officials of two or more jurisdictions communicate visions, coordinate on plans and policies, and address and 
resolve issues of mutual interest. Many longstanding challenges related to land use, transportation, natural resources 
protection, and more have been difficult for a single jurisdiction to address, as they exist within regional systems, 
independent of municipal boundaries. Regional economic and development pressures also have impacted municipalities 
and the County at different rates, revealing diverse goals and visions for the area. For this reason, implementation of this 
Plan and other plans and policies developed in the County and municipalities will require action and cooperation with 
other jurisdictions within the region. As noted throughout this Plan, Hancock County has many different overlapping, 
adjoining, or abutting governmental jurisdictions. Without communication, coordination, and partnerships with these 
entities, it will be impossible for the County to fully achieve the vision, goals, and recommendations of the public as 
summarized in this Plan.   

 This chapter is intended to promote consistency between this Plan and plans for County jurisdictions, provide 
opportunities for increased collaboration and partnerships, and promote efficiencies between jurisdictions. All regional 
context and existing plans related to neighboring and overlapping jurisdictions can be found in Appendix A.  

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND POLICES 
Definitions of goals, objectives, policies, and recommendations are 
found in the Introduction Chapter of this Plan.  

Goals  
1. Enhance intergovernmental collaboration and coordination to the 

benefit of all county residents.  

Objectives  
1. Work with Hancock County’s incorporated communities to 

encourage an orderly, efficient land use pattern that minimizes 
conflicts between urban and rural uses and preserves farming, open 
space, and natural resources in mutually agreed upon areas. 

2. Encourage collaboration and coordination among Hancock County 
and its incorporated municipalities regarding planning initiatives, 
utilities, and development policies. 

3. Continue to build upon existing and establish new partnerships with 
incorporated municipalities, Hancock County school districts, 
Hancock County Townships, and State agencies on providing shared 
services and facilities.  

4. Work with the Hancock County school districts on school district 
planning, transportation, potential school siting, joint recreational 
spaces and programming, workforce development, equity, diversity 
and inclusion efforts, and other areas of mutual concern.  
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Policies  
1. Consider additional joint services and facilities where consolidating, coordinating, or sharing services or facilities will 

result in more efficient service provision or cost savings.  
2. Cooperate with other governments and nonprofit agencies on planning for natural resources, recreation, climate 

action, sustainability, housing, social equity, public health, transportation, and other regional systems within 
Hancock County.  

3. Actively monitor, participate in, and review and comment on other future planning initiatives that are undertaken by 
overlapping jurisdictions or Hancock County municipal entities. 

4. Pursue intergovernmental boundary agreements with the incorporated communities in Hancock County to identify 
strategic future growth areas.  

5. Work to resolve identified and possible differences between the Hancock County Comprehensive Plan and plans of 
Hancock County municipalities.   

6. Partner with the Hancock County school districts and other local educational institutions on planning for future 
facilities and boosting workforce development.   

STRATEGIES 
Pursue Intergovernmental Agreements with Hancock 
County Jurisdictions and Municipalities  
Hancock County should initiate and participate in 
intergovernmental discussions with surrounding governments with 
the goal of achieving consistency among comprehensive plans and 
implementation programs. These discussions ideally would result in 
formal intergovernmental agreements committing each community 
to the mutually acceptable outcomes of these discussions.  

In general, formal agreements help communities minimize 
competition for development, ensure that future development is of 
high quality and appropriately managed, provide all parties with a 
greater sense of certainty on the future actions of others, and 
promote municipal efficiency in an era of diminishing government 
resources. Formal intergovernmental agreements may cover: 
• Municipal Boundary Agreements: Intergovernmental boundary 

agreements frequently suggest limits or guidelines to long-
range city and town annexation, generally in exchange for some 
compromises with the County. Such compromises may include 
the County’s agreement not to legally contest any annexation 
petition that is within the agreed annexation area and/or to 
limit County development in the possible future annexation 
area. Provisions for future maintenance, upgrades, or extensions of roads affected by annexations often are also 
covered in intergovernmental agreements.  
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• Future Land Use Agreements: Frequently, intergovernmental agreements include maps or descriptions that specify 
future land uses or development densities considered acceptable or unacceptable. Some agreements also include 
provisions that the communities will then amend their comprehensive plans to be consistent with the future land 
use provisions in the agreement, or to not amend their comprehensive plans in a manner that would be inconsistent 
with the agreement. Mutually acceptable, more detailed arrangements with all neighboring jurisdictions would 
come into effect with a potential intergovernmental agreement. 

• Shared Services Agreements: As budgetary constraints continue to evolve over time in the region, 
intergovernmental agreements for services may become increasingly critical. For example, shared agreements could 
be for police, fire, EMS, parks, sanitation, utilities, and other services. Cooperation and a collaborative approach to 
evaluating the service needs of the entire region may point to the need for increased service-based agreements 
between the County and neighboring jurisdictions. 

Any one or combination of the intergovernmental agreements listed above should specify the length of time that it is 
applicable. Twenty years is a typical timeframe (e.g., through 2042), as this corresponds with the comprehensive plan 
time horizon. Occasionally, agreements have provisions for automatic extensions if neither party decides to withdraw. 
Most agreements also include provisions for periodic review and possible amendments if both parties agree. This keeps 
the agreement top of mind and allows for adaptations as conditions change. It is recommended that the County actively 
pursue intergovernmental agreements following adoption of this Plan. 
 
Develop and Expand Opportunities for Intergovernmental Cooperation and Communication  
Communication is key to facilitating productive intergovernmental relationships and collaborative policy 
implementation. Cooperation and communication between jurisdictions, including between the County and the City and 
Towns within the County and with overlapping jurisdictions like the school districts and Townships, are needed at both 
the staff and elected official level. These lines of communication build trust and working relationships that directly 
benefit all Hancock County residents. Key actions to build lines of communication include: 
• Provide Regular Opportunities for Discussion. Create regular opportunities for discussion between jurisdiction staff, 

such as  planning and development discussions. The County should utilize partners such as the Hancock County 
Community Foundation as a facilitator for these discussions. 

• Create and Follow Policies. Codify policies on decision making within growth areas regarding land use, development, 
and infrastructure. 

• Connect Early in the Process. Engage in interjurisdictional communication early in the planning and development 
process to address any conflicts or concerns head on, rather than at the time of approval.  

• Connect Elected Officials. Utilize engagement opportunities and facilitator partners to bring elected officials 
together to understand initiatives and decision making within each jurisdiction. 

• Engage with Constituents. Encourage all elected officials to engage directly with their constituents through open 
houses, meet and greets, neighborhood meetings, etc. Elected officials across jurisdictions should look for 
opportunities to collaborate or partner on this engagement, such as hosting joint meetings.  

 
Advance Coordination within Hancock County Government, Departments, and Elected Bodies  
Hancock County is a vast and impactful organization made up of dedicated staff and elected officials. Each department 
contributes to the well-being of the County and has a role in the implementation of the Future Hancock Comprehensive 
Plan. The two-body governance structure of the County and lack of a single executive and the variety of elected 
departmental positions, like clerk and treasurer, can make coordination and communication challenging. It is essential, 
however, that all departments and offices contribute to the same future vision and use a variety of tools not only to 
work together, but to communicate and keep other departments and the public informed of their efforts and decisions. 
Key opportunities to build and expand coordination with the Hancock County government include:  
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• Improved Website for Outreach and Communication. Increase and 
expand communication and outreach with the public via an improved 
and well-organized Hancock County website and digital media 
channels. Currently, updates to the website and even the website-
hosting platforms are not uniform across all County offices. As the 
landscape for local news outlets continues to change across the country 
and readership of local papers declines, it is important that Hancock 
County take responsibility for spreading its message and 
communicating its policies and decision-making with the public. The 
County should take steps to improve its website in the short term and 
consider a long-term public information officer position to lead 
outreach and communication efforts. A public information officer 
works across County departments to facilitate messaging and 
communication with the public and is responsible for managing and 
growing the County’s media channels and public engagement.  

• Improved Coordination Among County Bodies. Increase and expand 
communication and outreach with the public via an improved and well-
organized Hancock County website and digital media channels. 
Currently, updates to the website and even the website-hosting 
platforms are not uniform across all County offices. As the landscape 
for local news outlets continues to change across the country and readership of local papers declines, it is important 
that Hancock County take responsibility for spreading its message and communicating its policies and decision-
making with the public. The County should take steps to improve its website in the short term and consider a long-
term public information officer position to lead outreach and communication efforts. A public information officer 
works across County departments to facilitate messaging and communication with the public and is responsible for 
managing and growing the County’s media channels and public engagement. 

• Informed Officials. Hancock County elected officials must make very important decisions in a fast-paced and often 
changing local and regional economic and political landscape. This Plan intends to provide them with tools and 
vision to move the County forward. It is important, however, that all elected officials are fully informed on the issues 
so they can make the best decisions possible. Therefore, the County staff and officials should take advantage of new 
partnership opportunities like the Community Foundation’s Thrive Center and new internal procedures to provide 
officials with the facts, context, and implications of the key issues they are making decisions on. One immediate 
action to take is the staff reporting protocol to elected officials by making sure that staff communication and 
recommended actions on key decisions is provided to elected bodies in advance of meetings and that elected 
officials are accountable to reviewing this material prior to making decisions.  

• Utilization of the Communication and Stakeholder Network: The communication and stakeholder network was 
developed during the Future Hancock planning process as a foundation for County outreach, including the email 
listserv and stakeholder groups. 

Coordinate with Public Safety in the Development Process  
New development has far-reaching implications in a community like Hancock County. Increased population, housing 
units, and vehicles can mean changes to traffic and infrastructure demand and increases to public safety services, such 
as police, fire, and EMS. It is important to bring public safety district representatives from the Sherriff’s department, fire 
districts, and Townships into the development review and implementation process in its early stages to determine 
impacts on public safety services, personnel, and resources and to provide input on the design and layout of 
developments to ensure public safety access. Upon receiving a development proposal or request, County Planning and 
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Highway Department staff should meet with relevant public safety personnel to review the request for public safety 
impacts.  

Coordinate with Private Utilities in the County  
Hancock County is in the unique position to have both public and private utility providers operating within the County. 
The private utilities operating primarily in the unincorporated areas of the County provide sewer, water, electrical, and 
broadband services. Implementation of this Plan’s land use policies requires coordination with the County’s private 
utilities, including NineStar Connect, Aqua Indiana, and Duke Energy, due to its emphasis on Smart Growth and focusing 
higher intensity development within utility service areas. County staff and utility personnel should communicate 
regularly on future plans and projects.  

Collaborate on and Take a Leadership Role in Regional Initiatives  
Because many of the County’s goals and objectives relate to issues that extend beyond municipal boundaries, Hancock 
County intends to maintain an active and open dialogue with its communities, jurisdictions, and entities. A few specific 
opportunities to participate in regional initiatives include:  
• Economic Development. It is recommended that the County continue to play an active role in all regional economic 

development activities. 
• Natural Resources, Parks, and Trails. Inherently, these amenities transcend boundaries in terms of their location, 

jurisdiction, and connectivity. Because they play a pivotal role in providing a high quality of life to residents and act 
as regional tourism amenities and destinations, it is recommended that Hancock County work with IDEM, municipal 
jurisdictions, Townships, adult and youth sports organizations, and others to enhance the connectivity, protection, 
and usability of these assets and to develop the Hancock County Park and Open Space Plan. 

• Transportation. Maintaining, planning, and improving County roadways requires coordination between local, 
county, regional (MPOs), and state jurisdictions. As the County continues to evolve and change, it is increasingly 
important to evaluate needs and collaborate on major projects to increase efficiency and allocate resources 
effectively. 

• Climate Action, Sustainability, Equity, and Public Health. There are many local and regional groups working on 
various projects and programs related to advancing these initiatives. As documented throughout this Plan, Hancock 
County should play a key leadership role in advancing these topics at the local and regional level to improve health 
outcomes, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and waste, increase energy efficiency, improve social equity, evaluate 
and expand equitable services, and prepare for climate change. 

• Housing. Hancock County should play a leadership role in partnering with regional entities continuously to evaluate 
regional housing needs, collaborate on programming efforts, and leverage alternative funding sources in order to 
better align housing development with community goals and values and to meet housing needs.  

Contribute to Statewide Initiatives  
Local government services and duties are diverse and complex, ranging from infrastructure to policing and from 
economic development to natural resources and recreation. Encouraging County staff and officials to participate in and 
contribute to state-wide initiatives and professional associations are tools to maintain County services and activities 
consistent with current best practices. This participation is also valuable to contribute to dialog among and between 
governments and their partners on issues that transcend any single jurisdiction. This participation also can result in 
learning about examples of creative and innovative actions or activities to bring back to Hancock County.   
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Public Facilities Map 
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CHAPTER 9: IMPLEMENTATION 
INTRODUCTION 
To advance the vision and goals of this Plan, specific actions will be required based on the strategies described in each 
individual chapter. This chapter provides a roadmap for the County with prioritized action items for implementation, 
including potential partners and timing.  

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND POLICIES 
Goals 

1. Implement the policies and strategies of the adopted Hancock County 
Comprehensive Plan to realize the goals and vision identified in the Plan. 

2. Keep the Comprehensive Plan relevant and applicable to Hancock 
County and its needs and goals through timely updates.  

Objectives 

1. Educate and inform Hancock County staff, elected officials, 
stakeholders, and residents about the Comprehensive Plan.  

2. Track and communicate progress on the implementation of the 
Comprehensive Plans with Hancock County staff, elected officials, and 
residents.  

3. Develop a process for updating and amending to make future changes 
to the Comprehensive Plan and for fully updating the Plan every 10 
years. 

Policies 

1. Provide education and training to staff and elected officials on 
incorporating Comprehensive Plan implementation into their decision making and policy review.  

2. Indicate items or topics relevant to Comprehensive Plan implementation on public meeting agendas.  
3. Incorporate Plan implementation into annual budget and capital improvement plans. 
4. Post and display up-to-date Comprehensive Plan document and materials on the Hancock County website, and in 

County offices, and other community locations, such as public libraries. 
5. Develop an educational presentation on the Comprehensive Plan to share with the public and local stakeholder 

groups. County staff and elected officials should use this presentation to talk about the Plan with constituents and at 
other civic meetings, such as service clubs, Chamber of Commerce meetings, etc. 

6. Require that any request for a Zoning Map Amendment be accompanied by an analysis of the amendment’s 
consistency with the goals, objectives, and policies contained in Comprehensive Plan and the recommended Future 
Land Use.  

7. Track and report progress on the implementation of the Plan to the Area Plan Commission via staff reports and 
presentations to the Area Plan Commission, Council, and County Commissioners at least twice a year. This should 
include a review of any previous Zoning Map Amendments that were deemed to be inconsistent with the goals, 
objectives, and policies contained in the Plan or that varied from the recommend Future Land Use and the potential 
need to amend the text of the Plan and/or Future Land Use Map accordingly. 
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PLAN AMENDMENTS 
The County is strongly encouraged to make decisions consistent with the policies, goals, and vision of this Plan. The 
consistency analysis when reviewing land use decisions in particular can help keep the Comprehensive Plan central in 
the County’s policies and processes. Amendments may be appropriate, however, in the years following initial plan 
adoption as the County continues to evolve, particularly in instances where the Plan is becoming irrelevant or 
contradictory to emerging policy or trends or does not provide specific advice or guidance on an emerging issue. 
“Amendments” are generally defined as minor changes to the Plan maps or text (as opposed to an “update,” described 
later). The Plan should be evaluated for potential amendments regularly. However, frequent amendments only to 
accommodate specific development proposals should be avoided, or else the Plan will become meaningless.  

As a dynamic County facing a myriad of growth issues, the County should establish a single plan amendment 
consideration cycle every year. The County can use an annual plan review and amendment process to ensure these 
evaluations and adjustments are handled in a predictable and efficient manner. This approach requires that all proposed 
plan amendment requests be submitted officially to the County by a designated date of each year, including those 
proposed by the Plan Commission and/or County Commission. A full draft of the proposed amendments is then 
presented to the Plan Commission at a public hearing for its evaluation and recommendation to the County 
Commissioners. The County Commission then acts on the proposed amendment(s), and updated Plan materials are 
published online and in print with a new amendment date. 

PLAN UPDATES 
As opposed to an amendment, an update is often a substantial re-write of the Plan document and maps, updating 
content, goals, and strategies for each Plan element. It is recommended that the County complete an update of the Plan 
every 10 years. Based on this deadline, the County should update this Comprehensive Plan before the year 2033 (i.e., 
ten years after 2022), at the latest.  

STRATEGIC IMPLEMENTATION 
The table below provides a detailed list and timeline of the major actions that the County intends to complete to 
implement this Plan. Often, such actions will require substantial cooperation with others, including other jurisdictions, 
governments, and groups. This list is not exhaustive. It includes the strategies and recommendations that are likely to be 
near-term actions. The County may choose to pursue additional actions or prioritize other actions as conditions change. 
Implementation actions for the Economic Development Strategy and Thoroughfare Plan are found in those documents.  

The table has four different columns of information, described as follows.  

• Topic: The first column identifies the chapter or topic area of this Plan where additional information regarding the 
recommendation may be found or more generally describes the overarching category in which the Action Item falls 
under.  

• Strategy: The second column lists the specific steps, strategies, and actions recommended to implement key aspects 
of the Plan. 

• Vision Principle: The third column identifies the Vision Framework Principle that the strategy advances. 
• Implementation Timeframe:  The fourth, fifth, and sixth columns provide the suggested timeframes for the 

completion of each recommendation. Each timeframe is defined as follows: 
o Short means that the Action Item should be pursued over the next 1 to 4 years, following the adoption date of 

this Plan.  
o Medium means that the Action Item should be pursued over the next 5 to 9 years, following the adoption date 

of this Plan. 
o Long means that the Action Item should be pursued 10+ years, following the adoption date of this Plan. 
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Figure 9.1.: Implementation Action Items 

Topic Strategy 2042 Vision 
Principle 

Short  
(1-4 Years) 

Medium  
(5-9 years) 

Long/Ongoing 
(10+ years) 

Co
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er
va
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 A
gr
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 &
 N

at
ur

al
 R

es
ou
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es

 

Develop a county-wide Climate and 
Sustainability Action Plan  B      
Define Environmental Corridors and 
incorporate into Zoning Ordinance B      
Add Wellhead Protection measures to the 
Zoning Ordinance B      
Use County ordinances to protect 
waterways, wetlands, surface water, 
aquifers, and floodplain areas 

B 
      

Require that natural resource features be 
depicted on site plans and preliminary plats B       
Develop County sustainable infrastructure 
standards B       
Work with partners to map electrification of 
the transportation system E       
Create a construction waste reduction 
program B       
Codify erosion control and stormwater 
management best practices B       
Foster a compact development pattern  G       
Restrict the creation of scattered homes 
sites and subdivisions not served by public 
water and sanitary sewer  

G 
      

Use public acquisition, dedication, 
conservation easements, and the County 
Future Infrastructure and Public Facilities 
Map to preserve critical natural resource 
areas 

G 

      
Work with partners to promote water 
conservation farming best practices B       
Facilitate cooperation between the farming 
community and non-farming residents B       
Link natural resource preservation with 
recreation and tourism opportunities B       
Expand community gardens B       

H
ou

sin
g 

Provide a wider mix of housing types, sizes, 
and costs throughout the County D       
Promote Traditional Neighborhood Design 
principles in housing development D       
Update and implement high-quality housing 
design standards D       
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Topic Strategy 2042 Vision 
Principle 

Short  
(1-4 Years) 

Medium  
(5-9 years) 

Long/Ongoing 
(10+ years) 
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G
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M
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em
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t Implement Future Land Use category 
strategy recommendations and the Future 
Land Use Map 

G 
      

Implement Regional Community strategy 
recommendations G       
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w
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M
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Coordinate with Hancock County 
municipalities on strategic growth areas and 
land use implementation 

G 
      

Develop a County Impact Fee policy G       
Incorporate public safety and public 
facilities into development review process 

G 
      

Create and maintain a County Future Right 
of Way and Public Facilities Map 

G 
      

Co
m

m
un

ity
 L

iv
ab
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ty

 

Expand community engagement and direct 
communication with residents (see chapter 
for action items) 

B 
      

Develop plans to preserve community 
character, including County gateways, US 
40, and future interchange areas 

B 
      

Create a County Park and Open Space plan 
that includes criteria for evaluating potential 
parklands and establishing land standards 
for per capita park and open space,  

B 

      
Establish a governing body for parks and 
open space in the County 

B 
      

Adopt a “Health in All Policies” approach 
that integrates public health in all decision-
making processes 

B 
      

In
te

rg
ov

er
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en
ta

l C
oo

pe
ra

tio
n 

Pursue intergovernmental agreements with 
Hancock County municipalities and 
jurisdictions, regarding growth boundaries, 
land use implementation, and share 
use/shared services 

A 

      

Establish opportunities for interjurisdictional 
communication between staff and elected 
officials 

A 
      

Create opportunities for interjurisdictional 
stakeholder and constituent engagement 

A 
      

Update and improve the Hancock County 
website A       
Establish increased communication among 
County elected bodies and departments 

A 
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Topic Strategy 2042 Vision 
Principle 

Short  
(1-4 Years) 

Medium  
(5-9 years) 

Long/Ongoing 
(10+ years) 

Create or improve internal County 
communications and staff reporting to 
elected bodies to aid in informed decision 
making 

A 

      

Im
pl

em
en

ta
tio

n 

Establish an annual Comprehensive Plan 
amendment process.     
Update the Comprehensive Plan within 10 
years of adoption     
Provide education and training on the 
Comprehensive Plan and implementation to 
County staff and officials     
Track and review Comprehensive Plan 
implementation, including annual reports to 
elected bodies.      

Ec
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De

ve
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t 
St
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te

gy
 

See Economic Develop Strategy for Relevant Implementation Actions 

Th
or

ou
gh

fa
re

 
Pl

an
 

See Thoroughfare Plan for Relevant Implementation Actions 
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INTRODUCTION: A TIME OF CHANGE 
Hancock County’s role in central Indiana’s regional economy has gradually changed the past two decades. Prior to 2000, 
smaller farms and rural communities dominated the County’s landscape. Moving forward to 2010, the economy began to 
diversify with light industrial firms and suburban residential investments becoming more apparent, especially west of 
State Road 9. The County continued to experience growing business and demographic diversity from 2010 to 2020. The 
pace of these changes accelerated beginning in 2016 and is expected to continue into the next decade. 

Future growth represents both an opportunity and challenge to Hancock County’s leaders and residents. The 
opportunities are many. Business investment and new jobs, residential growth, an increasing array of services, enhanced 
infrastructure and community amenities – these should be byproducts of persistent growth. Of course, with growth come 
challenges that must be addressed – ideally proactively versus reactively. Challenges include new land uses, growth 
outstripping infrastructure’s capacity to service, potential loss of rural and agriculture heritage, an inability to ensure 
development as a value add to the community’s quality of place, and long-term economic sustainability.   

 

SECTION 1: ECONOMIC CONTEXT  
To better understand the Hancock County’s economic state, in the fall of 2021 the consultant team conducted 
stakeholder focus groups and interviews with various economic development-oriented organizations and businesses. The 
discussions also helped increase the awareness of the stakeholders that the Hancock County Comprehensive Plan is 
underway. The focus group engagement shed light on state, regional, and local assets and the challenges and 
opportunities for Hancock County to guide the overall economic development strategy.  

The following provides a snapshot of Hancock’s strongest assets, key facts and figures on Hancock’s population, economy, 
and trends within the larger region. This summary highlights the County’s economic role as a growing community and its 
opportunity to chart its own path, provided it is clear on its direction.   

Summary of Key Assets:  

• Location in the region: Hancock County, often referred to as the “last frontier” in the central Indiana region, is an 
attractive location for businesses that seek urban amenities but prefer the comfort of doing business in a small-town 
environment. Its appeal provides some opportunity to influence the type of growth and investment it attracts.  

• Excellent access & infrastructure: Traversed by I-70, U.S. Route 40, State Road 9, and Mount Comfort Road, the 
County lies within a well-connected transportation system and interstate access with availability of undeveloped land 
and supporting infrastructure.  

• Well-connected & served by high-speed broadband: Unlike any other County in the region, Hancock is one of the few 
rural counties in the state that has high-quality broadband service from corner to corner, which it can leverage for 
future economic development opportunities, particularly for remote worker attraction. 

• Strong agricultural identity and prime farmland: With 80% of the County land used for agriculture, the County takes 
pride in its rural identity, as it should. Many opportunities exist to take advantage of the local food movement as an 
economic initiative to diversify its economy with agribusiness, food processing, and farm-to-consumer direct 
marketing and to grow its ag-tourism ecosystem.   

• Authentic downtowns & small-town community character: Hancock County is unique in offering well-rounded 
lifestyle options from rural, suburban, and urban with small-town charm at the heart of the County’s assets. This can 
be a strong marketing opportunity for talent attraction and retention.  

• High-quality school system: Hancock County has four excellent PreK-12 school districts that have increasingly become 
a key factor when families look to relocate. Supporting a strong school system is key for continuing to draw families 
and new jobs.  

• Hancock Health provides wide ranging services focused on both preventative and curative care. It has proactively 
grown with the Hancock County community with the goal of making it a “healthier and happier place to live”.  
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Hancock County Countywide Assets and Opportunities Map 
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Hancock County Regional Assets and Opportunities Map 
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Regional Comparison 

The Indianapolis metro region – comprised of the adjacent counties to and including Marion County – has been growing 
steadily since the 1980s. While Hancock County’s population is smaller than the other counties, it has grown and 
continues to develop at a faster pace than the metro region as a whole. Compared to the Indy metro region, Hancock 
County’s population growth since 2000 ranks fourth, which is 16 points higher than the Indy metro region as whole.    

Household income and housing values vary across the metro region with Hancock County ranking close to the middle with 
a median household income of $74,000. This is significantly higher than Marion County but not but not as high as 
Hamilton County, due north. A similar trend can be seen in median housing value and rent. Hancock County is moderately 
affordable compared to Hamilton, Boone, and Hendricks County.  

Workforce and Jobs Trends 

Similar to its growth trend, Hancock County saw a significant increase in jobs from 2010 to 2019, adding more than 6,000 
jobs, a growth rate of 32% for the period. Over this same time period, the metro region grew at a much slower rate of 
18%. Of the jobs created in Hancock, however, sixty-six percent were filled by non-County residents. 

The job growth does not reflect the logistics jobs of the last two years, including Amazon, Walmart, and several others. 
Even without those jobs, however, the County historically has been an importer of workers while exporting almost 80% of 
its employed residents to other counties, primarily to Marion and Hamilton County.  

Even though there is significant logistics and warehousing 
construction underway, as of 2019, the County still had more 
residents employed in Wholesale Trade, Transportation & 
Warehousing, than the current number of jobs in the County. While 
this is a growing industry sector, there’s also an opportunity for 
residents already in that occupation to work closer to home. 

At the same time, Hancock County is exporting a significant number 
of its highest-paying residents, including those working in Healthcare, 
Educational Services, and Professional, Scientific, and Technical. 
These labor force trends are clear indicators that there is significant 
opportunity to establish strategies that capture talent locally by 
attracting businesses to align better with the professions of residents.   

Industry Sector Trends  

Manufacturing, Retail Trade, Accommodation and Food, and 
Healthcare and Social Assistance make up more than fifty percent of 
the County’s jobs with Manufacturing as its number-one industry 
sector. Even though Manufacturing and Accommodation and Food 
Services were two of the sectors hardest hit by the COVID pandemic, 
as of the latest 2021 employment numbers, they are still within the 
top three industry sectors in the County. As a matter of fact, 
Manufacturing is actually higher than its pre-pandemic job numbers 
in 2019.  
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SECTION 2: INTRODUCTION TO HANCOCK COUNTY ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
In order for Hancock County to take full advantage of future opportunities while addressing challenges, a clear 
understanding of what is possible, what is desired, and a commitment to making it happen is required – in other words, 
“Begin with the End in Mind.”1 It also means that economic policies and programs relevant in 2000, a much different time, 
no longer are relevant. In fact, we are in the midst of yet another industrial revolution – Industry 4.0.2 Smart logistics, 
automation, and digital transformation are all key drivers for businesses and their employees to be competitive in today’s 
economy. The opportunities and evolving business principles does not mean that Hancock County should abandon its 
strengths and assets. In fact, it should protect and integrate them into the process that will determine how Hancock 
County responds to its new role as an emerging regional economic engine and high-quality place to live and work over the 
upcoming decades.    

Section 3 of this report introduces six economic development themes. The themes represent areas of focus that became 
clear from the interviews, focus groups, and community meetings held as part of the comprehensive planning process. 
The themes are intended to serve as core elements of Hancock County’s economic development strategy moving 
forward. They speak to today’s reality – economic development no longer is about “chasing smokestacks” or 
indiscriminately responding to just any business inquiry. A community’s time, talent, and resources are finite. Substantive, 
community-enhancing economic development must be purposeful. It is often is multi-faceted and must include 
collaboration and well-executed extensive partnerships.   

A mission statement serves as an organizing element for each of the six themes. It suggests the big picture outcome that 
the economic development strategy should be aspiring to.  

It will become obvious in reviewing the themes that the economic development strategy is as much about setting the 
table to produce desired outcomes as it is about attracting new investment and creating jobs. It is clear if Hancock County 
leadership is to fully take advantage of its economic potential, it must fully understand its role in a growing competitive 
central Indiana region. Engaging and leading regional discussions about how to prepare the County and region to attract 
quality jobs and businesses should be a new role Hancock County leadership is prepared to play. Agriculture always has 
been a core element of the local economy. It is recommended to give agriculture a fresh look and to reinforce farming 
and then link it to supply chain and technology opportunities.  

  

 
1 Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, Jim Collins 
2 Industry 4.0 refers to a new phase in the Industrial Revolution that focuses heavily on interconnectivity, automation, machine learning, and real-time data. 

Recommended Economic Development Strategy Mission Statement  
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In addition, a deliberate diversification of the County’s business base is an important strategy element, focusing on 
several business sectors that represent significant growth opportunities. There is no escaping that a skilled workforce 
supply will affect future success in maintaining a healthy Hancock County economy – it must receive priority attention. If 
Hancock County is to retain and attract a skilled workforce, quality of place will become an essential focal point for the 
County, towns, and rural areas. What a community offers families and households is often a higher priority in deciding 
where to live than the job opportunity. Finally, the policies and programs (i.e., incentives) used to grow business 
investment is receiving attention in both state and local economic development organizations. Having an effective, 
tailored approach to partnering with businesses to create win-win scenarios for both the business and community is 
essential in producing quality outcomes.   

Each of the themes in Section 3 
introduce a work program 
framework. Each theme will include 
three strategies, and each strategy 
three initiatives. The strategies and 
initiatives were developed to make 
it easier for County and economic 
development leaders to move 
seamlessly from the adoption of the 
economic development strategy to 
its implementation. It is likely that 
leadership will review and modify 
the frameworks to accommodate 
additional input and possible 
changes in the local economy and 
other related initiatives. The 
strategies and initiatives were intended also to address the first eighteen to thirty-six months of activity for each theme. It 
is assumed that those working with each theme will expand and extend the work where appropriate.   

Finally, the economic development themes represent an ambitious work program. The current County economic 
development organizational structure does not have the capacity to execute the work program as envisioned. It is 
assumed that capacity will have to be increased – in both staff and financial resources. In addition, much of the economic 
development strategy assumes that existing partnerships will be strengthened, and new ones formed. These partnerships 
will help address the need for additional capacity and even financial resources, but only in part. As a first step, it will be 
important to finalize the 2022-2024 work program and to determine what additional local economic development 
capacity is necessary to attain the benchmarks. 
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SECTION 3: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY – THEMES 
 

THEME 1 – Hancock County Becomes a Prominent Regional Voice and Leader in Central Indiana’s 
Economic Development Policies, Programs, and Investment Decisions  

Hancock County has enjoyed unprecedented economic growth in recent years. The County has added more than 7,600 
jobs since 2000 and since 2019, more than $770,000,000 in business investment and growth in housing permits of more 
than thirty percent. 

Hancock County is projected to continue its growth and expand its economic contribution to both central Indiana and the 
State. This contribution will come in the form of job creation, talent attraction and retention, increased state tax revenues 
a growing R&D capacity, and manufacturing serving state and national interests. The growth will require not only local, 
but regional, state, and federal investments to support infrastructure and essential services (e.g., roads, utilities, 
education, public safety).   

Quality growth requires time, talent, and treasure. During the past 
three to five years, Hancock County leadership (political and 
professionals) by necessity have engaged in numerous studies, 
garnered resources, and implemented critical investments to 
respond to current and future growth. County leadership also has 
initiated the process of establishing the external partnerships that 
may share some level of the cost burden associated with significant 
growth and investment.   

As the County’s economic stature continues to increase, its voice and 
ability to partner with regional economic development entities, the 
State of Indiana, and national organizations also will strengthen. 
Partnerships should be explored that are mutually beneficial, serving 
the County, its stakeholders, and its external partners. Additionally, 
the County’s voice should command more attention as regional 
priorities are set regarding public and private investments.   

Fulfilling the role as a substantive regional voice in central Indiana 
and state economic development decision-making is not to be taken 
lightly. It requires a deliberate approach, developed by a 
knowledgeable and engaged group of civic-minded Hancock 
leadership that understands the many challenges facing Hancock 
County as it continues to grow and who are also able to consider the 
bigger economic picture that bonds the County to the central Indiana 
region and the State of Indiana.   
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Example – Central Indiana Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy 

The Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) in spring 

2022 completed a yearlong comprehensive economic development 

strategy (CEDS) for the region that included Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, 

Hendricks, Johnson, Madison, Marion, and Morgan Counties. The 

strategy planning process allowed the region’s leadership to come 

together to identify economic opportunities and challenges and then to 

establish a regional framework to address both. The CEDS framework 

highlights three elements: talent, innovation, and place. These 

elements align well with the initiatives that Hancock County has  

under way and that will be evolving over the upcoming years.   

The completion of the CEDS planning process will offer the  

region the opportunity to submit fund requests to the federal  

Economic Development Administration for infrastructure and  

economic development programming. The potential to  

collaborate and determine where regional objectives and  

initiatives can benefit local objectives exists and should be  

integrated into the Hancock County economic development work 

program. The MPO is now pursuing the establishment of a Regional 

Development Authority that will help explore opportunities for the 

region.  

Framework 
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Table 1: Theme 1 Economic Development Strategies & Initiatives  

Theme 1 - Hancock County Becomes a Prominent Regional Voice and Leader in Central Indiana's Economic Development 
Policies, Programs and Investment Decisions 

 WHO? WHEN? TOTAL? KEY OUTCOME(S) MEASURES 

Strategy 1 - Organize "Hancock County 
2042 Regional Leadership Group" (HC-
RLG) 

County 
Leadership & 
HEDC Board 

3rd Qtr. - 
4th Qtr. 
2022 

In-Kind HC-RLG expands county capacity 
and profile in responding to 
regional opportunities and 
collaboration 

HC-RLG members 
appointed and 
meetings scheduled 

a. HEDC organizes process to identify 
members 

County 
Leadership & 
HEDC Board 

3rd Qtr. 
2022 

  Identify diverse stakeholder 
categories with emphasis on 
business and economic 
development knowledge 

Create list of 
potential members 

b. Seek nominations for each of the 
membership categories & issue 
invitations 

  3rd Qtr. 
2022 

  Appoint founding members (12-15) 
for HC-RLG.  Issue invitations to 
serve 

Confirm founding 
members 

c. Convene group to establish short-
term agenda, meeting requirements, 
appoint roles 

  4th Qtr. 
2022 

  Define group's mission, appoint 
officers, establish meeting schedule 
and process for setting future 
meeting agendas 

Conduct initial 
meeting 

Strategy 2 – Set 5- & 10-Year E.D. Agenda 
(using Themes and CEDS as guides) 

HC-RLG & 
HEDC Board 

4th Qtr. 
2022 - 2nd 
Qtr. 2023 

In-Kind Hancock County E.D. Strategy will 
guide county initiatives designed to 
secure quality investment 
opportunities 

10 Year E.D. Agenda 
w/ annual 
benchmarks 

a. Establish 90-180 day process for 
setting multi-year Hancock Co. 
regional E.D. Agenda 

HC-RLG & 
HEDC  

4th Qtr. 
2022 

  HEDC prepares recommended 
process to be reviewed and refined 
by HC-RLG 

Defined process 
adopted 

b. Draft multi-year agenda aligning w 
relevant E.D. Themes & solicit 
feedback from potential partners, 
engage Hancock County stakeholders 

  1st Qtr-2nd 
Qtr. 2023 

  Initial agenda drafted subject to 
refinement as each E.D. Theme is 
advanced and work programs 
finalized 

Initial broadly defined 
5-10 year agenda 
approved by HC-RLG, 
HEDC Board and 
County Leadership 

c. Activate regional E.D. Agenda – set 
key benchmarks, and assign 
accountability 

  2nd Qtr. 
2023 

  HC-RLG and HEDC to monitor 
quarterly progress reaching 
benchmarks 

Hancock County E.D. 
Agenda - posted on-
line and widely 
disseminated 

Strategy 3 - Annual Hancock County 
Regional Roundtable 

HEDC 3rd Qtr. 
2023 - 2nd 
Qtr. 2024 

Estimated 
up to 
$10,000 

Establish high profile platform to 
amplify strategy and to adjust as 
needed 

1st Roundtable  

a. Annually assess progress, successes, 
and failures documenting in report 
form 

HEDC/HC-
RLG 

4th Qtr. 
Annually 

  HEDC provides annual review end 
of each year.  Submits to HC-RLG 
for review and final approval.  
Submitted to key stakeholders and 
posted on-line 

Annual E.D. Agenda 
Review Posted 

b. Establish annual Regional Roundtable 
– deliberate State of Region for 
Hancock County w/ local leaders and 
invited regional/state guests 

  3rd Qtr. 
2023 - 2nd 
Qtr. 2024 

  Assigned planning committee 
initiates process for planning 1st 
roundtable.  Identify key topic(s) 
and organize regional, possibly 
national speakers.  Determine HC 
relevance 

1st HC Roundtable 
planned and 
scheduled 

c. Modify regional agenda to respond 
to changing economic climate and 
presence of new opportunities 

  1st Qtr. 
Annually 

  Utilizing end of year assessment 
modify E.D. Agenda and refine if 
necessary, opportunities and 
benchmarks w approval from HEDC 
Board and County leadership 

Updated E.D. Agenda 

Acronyms: HC: Hancock County, HEDC: Hancock County Economic Development Council, HC-RLG: Hancock County Regional Leadership Group  
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Theme 1, Hancock County Becomes a Prominent Regional Voice and 
Leader in Central Indiana’s Economic Development Policies, 
Programs, and Investment Decisions requires Hancock County’s 
private and public leaders to engage fully in understanding the 
central Indiana region’s growth potential and its assets and how they 
can be leveraged to the benefit of the County. While this practice has 
been partially deployed (i.e., transportation infrastructure and 
broadband development), it has not been developed in a more 
comprehensive strategic manner.  

It is recommended that County leadership organize around the task 
of engaging the region’s opportunities and assets by forming a 
leadership group that becomes the “go to” authority, understanding 
the ever-evolving regional economic environment. This group, 
tentatively referred to as the Hancock County Regional Leadership 
Group (HC-RLG), would meet regularly and partner with the Hancock 
County Economic Development Council (HEDC) to keep abreast of 
regional events, opportunities, and resources that if engaged could 
benefit Hancock County’s economic goals and objectives. The HC-RLG 
will be charged with amplifying the County’s voice in regional policy 
and decision-making and facilitating the formation of a five-to-ten-
year plan that guides County economic development policy and 
programming to take advantage of regional opportunities and 
potential partnerships.  

Key Partnerships – Indiana Economic Development Corporation (IEDC), Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization, 
Indy Partnership, Central Indiana Corporate Partnership 
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THEME 2 – Hancock Agriculture as a Foundational Asset 

Despite its recent growth, Hancock County continues to be viewed as a rural county with a strong farming community. 
While this remains true, this reputation is sharing attention and place with dynamic business and housing growth. There is 
concern in the greater Hancock County community regarding the future of agriculture, considering recent growth and the 
perceived loss of farmland. According to the US Agriculture Census and Rural Indiana Stats, Hancock County lost about 
2,000 acres of crop land between 2007 and 2017. Its annual livestock production sales have increased from $17 million to 
$32 million during the same time. Agriculture is still alive and well for the most part in Hancock County. There is little 
doubt, however, that the 2022 Agriculture Census will show a drop 
both in the number of farms and the cropland farmed due to the 
level of industrial development from 2017 to 2022.   

Agriculture should be seen as a foundational asset – defining Hancock 
County’s past and future. While the past is certain, the future is not. 
Intentional steps are necessary to take full advantage of the 
economic and cultural foundation that agriculture has established in 
the county. The amount of County land dedicated to farming will 
decline, but it will continue to be the predominant land use for 
decades to come. Further, while traditional agriculture will remain a 
strong strand in the Hancock community’s DNA, it is not taking full 
advantage of opportunities such as strategic crop and food 
production - an important and growing part of the national supply 
chain. In addition, technology and science provide new opportunities 
in the field of agriculture. Hancock County is suited perfectly to 
establish a cluster of agri-business related companies that innovate 
and improve agricultural production in Indiana, nationally, and 
internationally. Agbioscience innovation platforms such as value-
added food and nutrition, plant science and crop production, 
agricultural equipment, technologies and systems, and animal health 
and nutrition are and will continue to be large contributors to the 
Indiana economy – nearly $ seventy-six billion in 20183. 
  

 
3 Innovative Agbioscience in Indiana: A 2020 Assessment, AgriNovus, November 2020  
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Example – COUNTY AGRICULTURE AS AN ECONOMIC ASSET 

Rowan County North Carolina has a population of 140,000, located forty miles northeast of Charlotte. County leadership 

is doubling down on its agricultural heritage, focusing on food production and the biosciences industry.    The national 

magazine Business Facilities ranks the County seventh in food processing based on current output and future growth. 

Rowan County is home to the North Carolina Food Innovation Lab, promoting itself with the motto “Let’s Make Foods of 

the Future.” It combines the latest food processing equipment, expert food scientists, and partnerships, helping food 

companies and entrepreneurs develop and market new food products. 

The County is also home to Piedmont Research Station,  

which provides farm testing and application on 1,000 acres  

dedicated to research-based solutions for dairy, poultry,  

field crops, and horticulture. Its goal is to boost production  

and sales in the food and fiber sectors.   

The Rowan Economic Development Council is responsible  

for promoting the Agbioscience sector: “Supported by a  

wealth of resources in the area, Rowan County and the  

Charlotte region are transforming into a specialized and  

world-renowned research, development, and production  

center for the biosciences.” Rowan County has developed  

several national and regional food processors and  

distributors that provide a built-in food-processing supply  

chain for new and existing businesses. The growing supply  

chain combined with the area’s natural resources and  

research and development capacity bode well for future  

growth in the targeted food-processing and agbioscience  

sectors.   

SOURCE: Forward to the Future: Taking a Look at AgBioScience - Live Original (yourrowan.com).  

https://yourrowan.com/agbioscience/
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Table 2: Theme 2 Economic Development Strategies & Initiatives  

Theme 2 – Hancock Agriculture as a Foundational Asset 

 WHO? WHEN? TOTAL? KEY OUTCOME(S) MEASURES 

Strategy 1 – Establish Hancock County 
Agricultural Dashboard 

Ag. Working 
Group, 
Purdue 
Extension, 
Farm 
Bureau, 
IACED, HEDC 

3rd-4th 
Qtr. 2022 

$10-$15k Establish agriculture baseline 
utilized to guide discussions to 
preserve and enhance farming 
economic opportunities 

Current # of 
farms/type/gross 
income/acres 
farmed/crop vs 
animal 

a. Establish 2023 traditional farming 
baseline (i.e. # of farms, acreage, 
production, average income, etc.) 

 
3rd Qtr. 
2022 

 
Use 2022 Ag Census to establish 
Hancock County agriculture 
baseline 

see above 

b. Identify measures for healthy 
Hancock County agricultural eco-
system working with local farmers 
recognized agricultural entities 

  3rd - 4th 
Qtr. 2022 

 
On-going initiative identifying 
farming and ag business 
opportunities suited for targeted 
ag. clusters.  Set 3,5, and 10 year 
quantifiable goals for farming 
economic growth and business 
investment 

i.e. income growth, 
crop variety, ag 
business start-ups, 
etc.  

c. Establish dashboard template based 
on A-D-(1-2) and A-E and A-F strategy 
findings 

  4th Qtr. 
2022 

 
Place ag dashboard on HEDC 
website 1st Qtr. 2023. Update semi-
annually 

Dashboard 
activated/annual 
views 

Strategy 2 – Establish 10 Year 
Quantitative Objectives – Farm Activity 

Ag. Working 
Group, HEDC 

1st-4th Qtr. 
2023 

In-Kind Identify and affirm key objectives 
established to reinforce and grow 
farming opportunities 

Approved plan 

a. Identify current and future farming 
opportunities which will support 
healthy farming outcomes 

 
1st  & 2nd 
Qtr. 2023 

 
Working group engages regional 
and state ag. experts to identify 
farming and ag business trends.  
Establish target short-long term 
opportunities 

Draft white paper 
documenting initial 
findings 

b. Dialogue with local farmers and 
subject experts to establish priorities 
for farming opportunities 

  1st  & 2nd 
Qtr. 2023 

 
Dialogue with Hancock County 
farmers & State of Indiana to 
discuss and establish 
farming/business investment goals 
and opportunities  

Draft initial Ag 
Growth Strategy.  Vet 
with Hancock County 
leadership and 
partners 

c. Establish 10-year program based on 
priority quantitative farming 
objectives 

  2nd-4th 
Qtr. 2023 

 
Initial 10 Year Plan Approved by 
HEDC and County Commissioners 

Implementation 
initiated 

Strategy 3 - Formulate 
Policies/Programming/Incentives to 
Support 10 Year Quantitative Objectives 

Ag. Working 
Group, 
HEDC, 
County 
Leaders 

4th Qtr. 
2023 - 2nd 
Qtr. 2024 

In-Kind Identify and formalize initiatives 
designed to ensure objectives are 
achieved 

On-going discussion. 
Tie to Theme 6 
incentive refinements 

a. Identify local, state and federal 
programming and policies to support 
local farming objectives 

 
4th Qtr. 
2023 - 2nd 
Qtr. 2024 

 
Catalogue technical assistance and 
resource opportunities to support 
ag. E.D. objectives 

Open source 
document for local ag 
community 

b. Assess opportunities to provide 
additional policy, programming, 
incentive support of farming and 
update when necessary 

  On-going 
 

Fixed agenda item for Ag. Working 
Group 2022-24 

Series of 
recommendations 
regarding local, state 
programs and 
policies 

c. Evaluate and adjust priority 
objectives annually as well as update 
dashboard 

  On-going 
 

Annual assessment of 10 year 
strategy progress/lack thereof.  
Refine and update objectives 

Updated dashboard 
and summary annual 
report 

Acronyms: HC: Hancock County, HEDC: Hancock County Economic Development Council, IACED: Indiana Association for Community Economic Development 
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The table above identifies three strategies designed to focus Hancock County’s time and talent on expanding its 
traditional farming and twenty-first century agbusiness opportunities. It will be important to engage the local farm 
community and their partners in a working group to implement this theme. Strategy 1 focuses primarily on establishing a 
uniform understanding of the County’s current farming baseline – for example, number of farms, median income, acres 
farmed, farming type (i.e., crop production, livestock). This baseline will help generate a set of forward-looking goals and 
objectives established by a working group of local and regional ag 
experts, including farmers. The establishment of the dashboard will 
serve to launch a broader discussion that looks at how to meld legacy 
farming practices with twenty-first century technology-driven 
agricultural business and farming opportunities.   

Both Strategies 2 and 3 are crafted to align not only with Hancock 
County’s long-standing involvement in the agbusiness industry, but 
also to take advantage of the well-informed strategy formation that 
has occurred both regionally and at the state level in agbioscience 
and agtech. The multi-billion-dollar markets in fields such as 
agbioscience, agtechnology, and food processing and their potential 
role as economic drivers in the State of Indiana and central Indiana 
economies have been well-documented via in-depth analysis and 
several seminal studies.   

Strategies 2 and 3 partially support Theme 3, diversification of the 
Hancock County business base. There are two to three ag-related 
industry sectors that if pursued successfully will not only diversify the 
County’s economic base but also will generate high-paying jobs and 
increase the region’s ability to attract and retain talent.  

Key Partners – AgriNovus, Central Indiana Corporate Partnership, 
Department of Agriculture (State of Indiana), Indiana Farm Bureau, 
IEDA, NineStar Idea Coop 
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THEME 3 – Diversify the Business Base 

Surprisingly, in spite of Hancock County’s recent job growth, the majority of its residents’ commute outside the County to 
work. Of the slightly more than 41,000 (2019) County residents in the labor force, 32,543 (seventy-nine percent) work 
outside the County. One explanation for the County’s exporting its labor force is the limited employment opportunities in 
the County, especially compared to neighboring counties. While there has been significant job growth in transportation, 
warehousing, and services, such is not the case in higher-wage business sectors such as professional services, finance, 
science, and technology. A more diverse business and employment base not only will provide new opportunity to Hancock 
County’s residents but also lead to a stronger and more resilient local economy.   

Hancock County, with its growing regional profile, combined with recent steps to improve infrastructure and land-use 
planning, is in a much-improved position to attract a more diverse set of business and employment opportunities. The 
Central Indiana Corporate Partnership (CICP) has identified six industrial clusters that offer growth opportunities for the 
central Indiana region4. Three of the six fit well with Hancock County’s existing business base and stated areas of interest. 
The three “technology-oriented industry” clusters that present strong opportunities for Hancock County include: 
Agbiosciences, Automotive/Mobility, and Logistics. The Agbioscience cluster represents several sub-clusters: Value-Added 
Food and Nutrition, Plant Science and Crop Protection, Agricultural Equipment, Technologies and Systems, and Animal 
Health and Nutrition. Both the primary sector and sub-sectors represent emerging growth areas for which local leadership 
should consider establishing focused strategies designed to take full advantage of future investment and job growth.   
 

  

 
4 Clusters & Disruptors: Envisioning Central Indiana’s Economic Future in a Time of Change 

Example – SANDOVAL COUNTY, THE FUTURE IS NOW 

Sandoval County, New Mexico’s population is slightly more than 131,000 residents and is a part of the Albuquerque 

metropolitan area. An integral part of the County’s economic development strategy is its focus on three primary target 

industries – Life Sciences, Professional Services and Support, and Advanced Technology and Manufacturing.  

 Sandoval County realized it served the region as an “export community,” exporting young adults once they graduate 

from school and residents driving to jobs outside the county. Wealth is distributed to neighboring communities via 

shopping and the purchase of services.  

County economic development officials  

conducted an analysis focused on  

identifying those industrial clusters that  

fit well with existing local and regional  

assets and aligned with its growth goals  

and objectives. An action plan then was  

created to assist with growing the  

targeted clusters and other desired  

business investment. The working group  

identified the physical and organizational  

infrastructure required to successfully  

implement the action plan.   

 

SOURCE: Rio Rancho & Sandoval County, The Future is Now, Sandoval Economic Alliance 2020 
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Table 3: Theme 3 Economic Development Strategies & Initiatives  

Theme 3 – Diversify Business Base 

 WHO? WHEN? TOTAL? KEY OUTCOME(S) MEASURES 

Strategy 1 – Confirm and Commit to 
Targeted Industrial Sectors 

HC-RLG, 
HEDC, State, 
CICP 

1st Qtr. 
2023 

In-kind Review and prioritize business 
sectors that will be primary focus of 
economic development and county 
leaders 

Incorporate into 
HEDC's E.D. Strategy 

a. Review/deliberate/finalize targeted 
industrial sectors 

HC_RLG 1st Qtr. 
2023 

 
Deliberated by HC-RLG facilitated 
by HEDC supplemented with 
regional expertise 

HC-RLG endorsement 
of selected targeted 
sectors 

b. Establish subject experts to advise 
and assist in guiding respective 
sector strategies 

HEDC On-going 
 

On-going discussions using HC-RLG 
meetings to inform and advance 
targeted sector strategy 

Creation of technical 
assistance resource 
list  

c. Establish process for advancing 
sector program forward – staffing, 
initial budget, and timing 

HEDC/HC-
RLG 

On-going 
 

see above Standing HC-RLG 
meeting agenda item 

Strategy 2 – Establish 3-5 Year Goals and 
Benchmarks for Each Industrial Sector 

HC-RLG, 
HEDC 

2nd-4th 
Qtr. 2023 

In-kind Establish detailed roadmap for 
achieving priority sector objectives 

Develop work 
program to identify 
businesses in 
targeted industrial 
sectors 

a. Establish initial prioritization of each 
sector subject to economic 
conditions and opportunities 

HC-RLG, 
HEDC 

2nd Qtr. 
2023 

 
Consult with local and regional 
professionals to establish priorities 

Initial list of priority 
assignments 

b. Establish process for identifying 
retention/attraction candidates for 
each sector 

HEDC 2nd-3rd 
Qtr. 2023 

 
Cross reference priority sectors 
with existing county business base 
using 4 digit standard industrial 
classification 

Initial list of retention 
expansion candidates 
by priority industrial 
sector 

c. Establish initial targeted sector work 
program, budget and timetable (18-
36 months) to achieve 

HC-RLG, 
HEDC 

4th Qtr. 
2023 

 
Establish work program with focus 
on retention/expansion and 
attraction opportunities including 
support systems for respective 
sector buildout 

Draft work program 

Strategy 3 – Formulate Hancock County 
E.D. Targeted Industry Strategy & Align 
with Region and State 

HEDC, 
Partners 

4th Qtr. 
2023-On-
going 

In-kind Produce 5 year work program with 
assigned accountability guiding HC-
RLG, HEDC Board 

Approved 5 Year 
work program by HC-
RLG and HEDC Board  

a. Review draft work program with 
potential regional and state partners 

HC-RLG, 
HEDC 

4th Quarter 
2023 

 
HEDC facilitates meetings and 
documents input 

Summary of input 
and resulting work 
program refinements 

b. Finalize subject to partner input and 
HC-RLG approval 

HEDC 1st Qtr. 
2024 

 
HEDC prepares and submits for 
approval 

Final approved plan 

c. Implement work program providing 
quarterly update reports on progress 
to Hancock County Regional 
Leadership Group 

HEDC/HC-
RLG 

On-going TBD Monitor and report progress to HC-
RLG quarterly 

Written quarterly 
reports 

Acronyms:  HC: Hancock County, HEDC: Hancock County Economic Development Council, HC-RLG: Hancock County Regional Leadership Group,  
  CICP: Central Indiana Corporate Partnership 
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Theme 3 focuses on diversifying the county’s business base, relying heavily on the additional capacity created from 
implementation of Theme 1 – establishment of the Hancock County Regional Leadership Group in an effort to become a 
more prominent voice with the central Indiana region. It also 
assumes a process in which a dynamic County-initiated dialogue 
occurs with regional and state economic development professionals 
about the industrial sectors that offer short- to long-term investment 
opportunities in Hancock County. The three strategies combine to 
define a process that will:  

1. Identify and attain consensus on the industrial sectors that 
should be targeted by Hancock County; 

2. Establish a process for prioritization of the industrial sectors 
regarding timing and level of effort required to realize short- 
to long-term economic outcomes; 

3. Implement a detailed work program that assumes regional 
and state-level partnerships with a focus on specific three-to-
five-year outcomes. 

Central to this effort will be the creation and growth of a 
knowledgeable and regionally focused Hancock County-based 
leadership group that partners with the HEDC to take advantage of 
regional opportunities that result in measurable local benefit. The 
process that evolves from Theme 3 will serve to move forward 
Theme 1 while targeting a number of short- to intermediate-term 
sector or business diversification opportunities.   

Key Partners – Indiana Economic Development Corporation (IEDC), 
Central Indiana Corporate Partnership (CICP), Energy Systems Network (ESN), Indy Partnership  
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THEME 4 – Comprehensive Workforce Logistics 

An economic development strategy prepared prior to 2010 likely would not have placed much emphasis on 
understanding the state of a community’s workforce. In today’s world, this may be the number one economic 
development issue – finding and preparing workforce for today’s and tomorrow’s jobs. For the foreseeable future there 
will be more jobs than people to fill them especially in the more skilled professions. Increasingly, there is a mismatch 
between the skill sets required to fill more technology-driven jobs and the training and/or education received by the 
available workforce. If this issue is not addressed at the local level, the workforce challenge quickly moves from a 
manageable problem to a daunting impediment to future investment and opportunity.   

In the past five years there have been numerous studies that have analyzed the impact of automation, artificial 
intelligence, and digital transformation on current and future job opportunity. Purdue University Global summarized 
several recent studies in a publication titled Are Robots Really Coming After Our Jobs? How Automation and AI Will Affect 
the Future of Work. The study showed that the “work activity categories with the highest potential for automation” 
include: 

1. Performing physical activities; 
2. Operating machinery in predictable environments; 
3. Processing and collecting data.   

Hancock County’s largest employment sector is manufacturing with 4,850 privately filled jobs out of the 20,747 in 20205. 
Both manufacturing and transport and warehousing reflected the most significant job growth from 2016 to 2020, from 
fifty percent in 2016 to eighty-six percent in 2020. Retail trade employed more than 2,500 in 2020. Together these three 
sectors made up forty-one percent of the privately filled jobs in Hancock County. These are also some of the sectors most 
vulnerable to automation and AI. 

Communities that are serious about attracting and retaining growth businesses and good-paying jobs actively are 
designing solutions to address impending workforce shortages. The three areas receiving much of the attention are: 
workforce retention, talent attraction, and workforce preparation (training and education). Hancock County has taken 
steps to organize programming in these three areas. The effectiveness of the programming will have a direct impact on 
Hancock County’s competitiveness in attracting quality businesses and jobs.   

 

  

 
5 Indiana County Highlights 
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Example – HANCOCK COUNTY INNOVATION AND EDUCATION CENTER (HC-IEC) 

Hancock County education, private and public sector leaders have come together to explore innovative approaches to 

convert workforce challenges into opportunities.  HC-IEC’s primary goals include: 

1) Building local capacity designed to increase the talent pipeline supply and improve CTE/dual credit offerings and 
certification opportunities for K-12 

2) Establishing direct links and engagement with qualified regional workforce  
3) Organizing work-and-learn opportunities that encourage career pathways at different stages of employment and 

satisfies the IN Dept of Education requirements for the K-12 students 

Local and regional experts will not only focus on today’s workers but engage at the K-12 levels to prepare tomorrow’s 

workers - providing access to job ready certifications, credentials, and dual credit options.  These and other tools will 

offer students multiple opportunities for increasing earning  

power while advancing their education and strengthening the  

foundation of a workforce pipeline for area industry. 

What is most exciting about this initiative, if realized, it allows  

Hancock County to tailor education and workforce solutions to  

the needs of its residents and employers through strategic  

partnerships and implementation of best practices to give  

Hancock County an edge in workforce attraction and retention.   
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Table 4: Theme 4 Economic Development Strategies & Initiatives Matrix  

Theme 4 – Comprehensive Workforce Logistics 

 WHO? WHEN? TOTAL? KEY OUTCOME(S) MEASURES 

Strategy 1 – Define Workforce Provider 
Ecosystem and Potential Service Gaps 

Indy RWP, 
HEDC, CWL 

1st - 2nd 
Qtr. 2023 

In-kind Establish a common understanding 
of how workforce needs are 
addressed and by whom.  Identify 
potential gaps in the workforce 
provider system 

Review of workforce 
provider system and 
ability to respond to 
workforce challenges 
and opportunities 

a. Convene regional workforce 
providers – map system as it relates 
to Hancock Co. workforce challenges 
and opportunities 

CWL, HEDC, 
Select WF 
Providers 

1st Qtr. 
2023 

 
Build on performed by HEDC and 
Innovation and Education Center 
(IEC) working group.  Use data from 
Indiana Department of Workforce 

Hancock County 
workforce asset map 
defining roles and 
who served by 
workforce providers 

b. Document any workforce system 
gaps and confirm with regional 
providers 

see above 2nd Qtr. 
2023 

 
see above Gap analysis 

summary 

c. Identify potential partners to address 
challenges, opportunities, and gaps 

see above 2nd Qtr. 
2023 

 
see above CWL and HEDC 

formalize 
collaboration to act 
upon strategies 2 & 3 

Strategy 2 – Overview of Workforce 
Demand – Present and Future 

CWL, HEDC, 
Collaborators 
including 
employers 

3rd-4th 
Qtr. 2023 

In-kind or 
updated 
survey up 
to $25k 

Quantify/detail current workforce 
need (12-18 months) and forecast 
3-5 workforce opportunity outlook  

Summary report on 
projected demand, 
potentially prepared 
by contracted 3rd 
party 

a. Analyze and build upon 2021 Mt. 
Comfort Workforce survey and IEC 
analysis– establish methodology 

see above - 
possible 3rd 
party 
contractor 

3rd-4th 
Qtr. 2023 

 
see above see above 

b. Document state of workforce for 
Hancock County 

see above 4th Qtr. 
2023 

 
see above see above 

c. Align current/future workforce 
demand w economic development 
strategy and objectives 

see above 4th Qtr. 
2023 

 
HC-RLG and HEDC Board review and 
comment on initial findings 

Document defining 
workforce role in 
supporting E.D. 
strategy 

Strategy 3 – Outline Short & Long Term 
Responses to Address Workforce 
Challenges 

CWL, 
Collaborators, 
HEDC, 
Employers 

4th Qtr. 
2023-3rd 
Qtr. 2024 

In-kind Align Hancock County employer's 
workforce short and long term 
needs with local, regional and state 
workforce provider programming 
and resources 

Established annual 
metrics 
demonstrating 
annual progress in 
preparing, placing 
and retaining 
qualified workforce 

a. Identify opportunities/partners to 
support talent retention/attraction 
and role in addressing documented 
workforce demand 

see above 4th Qtr. 
2023 

 
Summarize partnership 
opportunities and potential role in 
alleviating workforce challenges 

Documented 
opportunities to 
inform local strategy 

b. Organize employer/workforce 
service providers Steering 
Committee to create framework for 
addressing county workforce 
demand 

see above 1st-2nd 
Qtr. 2024 

 
Locally based collaboration to 
establish and execute workforce 
strategy 

Formalized process 
for Steering 
Committee to engage 
and execute 

c. Establish workforce development 
work program – 
accountability/timing/cost 

Steering 
Committee 
HEDC 

2nd Qtr. -
3rd Qtr. 
2024 

 
Launched Workforce Strategy  Activated work 

program 

Acronyms:  HC: Hancock County, HEDC: Hancock County Economic Development Council, Indy RWP: Indianapolis Regional Workforce Partnership,  
  CWL: Comprehensive Workforce Logistics Working Group, WF: Workforce 
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The strategies presented as part of the Comprehensive Workforce 
Logistics theme assume limited local capacity to respond to a current 
and likely long-term challenge – a dramatic shortage of trained 
workforce to meet Hancock County employer demand. The good 
news – recently there have been efforts to focus on the issue by 
Hancock County education, private-, and public-sector leaders. These 
leaders are in the early stages of their work but have envisioned the 
creation of an “Innovation and Education Center” (IEC) designed to 
respond to many of the current workforce challenges. It is too early 
to determine if this initiative will move forward. The group is 
knowledgeable about the workforce issues facing Hancock County. Its 
efforts should be integrated where possible into the strategies 
described above. If this happens, likely the strategies would be 
modified to accommodate the findings and programming that the 
group develops as it conducts its work.   

The strategies above are designed to (1) establish a better local 
leadership understanding of the workforce challenges facing Hancock 
County employers and the community, (2) build local capacity to 
address the issues more effectively, and (3) create a clear road map 
to provide locally based solutions via new partnerships and 
collaborations.   

Key Partners – Local School Corporations, Regional Training 
Institutions, Department of Workforce Development, Indy Partnership, Local Employers 
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THEME 5 – Quality of Place as an Economic Development Incentive 

Hancock County’s growth is putting pressure on County leaders and professional land use planners to work with 
community stakeholders on where growth occurs and in what form. Many are concerned that growth without a clear 
sense of short and long-term outcomes may not preserve what is revered about Hancock County or may not end up being 
valuable to residents, community institutions, and businesses.  

Growth that results in more convenient access to a variety of services including but not limited to K-12 education, a 
healthy mix of retail services, and healthcare, most agree is desirable. Community amenities are also an expectation, 
often including walking trails, parks, active recreation, and cultural facilities. Quality services and amenities should follow 
growth – but they are not necessarily guaranteed. Often the first step is a community-supported plan that is clear on what 
residents’ value regarding services and amenities, how they are to be integrated into the community, and how they are 
paid for. A well-designed community planning process often results in an improved quality of life and place.   

As Hancock County grows, it will have available different quality of place opportunities. The three primary “place” 
opportunities are urban (city and town), County unincorporated areas experiencing growth, and rural areas with little 
growth. Each of these places will define quality of place a bit differently. As each evolves, the goal should be that change 
improves place. Each place type, rural, county, urban, will offer residents unique experiences that can be enjoyed by all. 
These unique experiences will ensure healthy growth, over time attracting families, talent, and quality jobs.   
 
  

“Strong quality of place can’t be achieved as an afterthought.  
Nor can it be achieved when our heads are in the sand.  

It requires planning, self-awareness, discipline, vision, resources, and commitment.  
But if done right, it can reap huge benefits.”  

-   What Makes Up Quality of Place, by Tim Cook and Katie Culp, Inside Indiana Business, December 6, 2018 
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Example – WYTHEVILLE, VIRGINIA 

 
Wytheville, Virginia, is a small (8,000 population) rural community. Once a boom town in the 1950s, it rapidly declined as 

industry and coal jobs exited. Its downtown was all but abandoned with fewer active storefronts each year and little by 

way of amenities. There was nothing to draw existing residents to its downtown, let alone attract new ones.   

Wytheville instinctively initiated a process of physical improvements, focused on improving sidewalks, streetscape, 

lighting, etc. As it focused on how to revive the community with a focus on transformative placemaking, it turned to an 

investment in human capital, specifically in how to develop the skills  

required within the community to drive small business development and  

growth. Residents were engaged and linked to skills training, mentorship  

opportunities, and business start-up resources, including capital. The first  

step was for the community to sponsor a small business competition.  

The program’s goal was to build community capacity, make long-term  

investments in residents, and create a self-sustaining entrepreneurial  

ecosystem.   

Wytheville realized early that it needed external partners to assist with  

garnering the necessary resources and organizational capacity to execute  

a placemaking program. This locally driven initiative in 2018 received  

$800,000 in public investment and $5.7 million in private investment.  

The program continues to focus on growing its own businesses and  

creating a place that is now able to foster opportunity for its residents  

and growth rather than decline.  

SOURCE: Downtownwytheville.org 
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Table 5: Theme 5 Economic Development Strategies & Initiatives Matrix  

Theme 5 – Quality of Place as an Economic Development Incentive 

 WHO? WHEN? TOTAL? KEY OUTCOME(S) MEASURES 

Strategy 1 – Build understanding and 
consensus on how quality of place 
supports positive growth outcomes 

HCCF/Quality 
of Place Work 
Group (QPG) 

4th Qtr. 
2022-4th 
Qtr. 2023 

$75k - 
logistics, 
speakers, 
survey 

Establish a process for a community 
discussion regarding critical quality 
of place elements that influence 
planning and policies decisions to 
better serve Hancock County 
stakeholders 

Announce 
countywide quality of 
place engagement 
process 

a. Establish multi-jurisdictional (towns, 
county, rural) yearlong stakeholder 
engagement focused on place-
making 

HCCF, QPG 4th Qtr. 
2022 

 
see above see above 

b. Survey Hancock County stakeholders 
related  placemaking/amenity 
opportunities 

HCCF, QPG 1st-2ndQtr 
2023 

 
 Survey county, towns, and rural 
stakeholders re: quality of place 
preferences/expectations 

Published survey 
results - discussed in 
public meetings 

c. Hold quarterly informational/public 
meetings/ issue meeting report outs 

HCCF, QPG 2nd-4th 
Qtr. 2023 

 
Multiple meetings throughout 2023 
across the county to inform and 
seek input on quality of place 
elements 

Meeting reports outs 
- online and printed 

Strategy 2 – Establish County and Growth 
District Quality of Place and Amenity 
Priorities 

HCCF, QPG, 
Town & 
county 
leaders 

4th Qtr. 
2023-2nd 
Qtr. 2024 

In-kind Document yearlong community 
input, complete initial phase of 
engagement process, identify short- 
and long-term priorities 

Document county, 
town, rural quality of 
place priorities, 
programs. Seek 
public adoption 

a. Produce findings from place-making 
forum and meetings with 
recommendations regarding 
placemaking/amenities priorities for 
county and towns 

HCCF, QPG 4th Qtr. 
2023 

 
see above see above 

b. QPG collaborate with public sector 
leaders to identify 
public/private/civic initiatives to 
address placemaking/amenity 
priorities over 10 year period 

QPG, HCCF 4th Qtr. 
2023-2nd 
Qtr. 2024 

 
Identify 10 year quality of place 
priorities for towns, county, rural 
areas 

Public sector 
consensus on 
priorities 

c. Develop initial budget and funding 
strategy to support 10 year initiative 

QPG, HCCF, 
Public Sector 
Leaders 

4th Qtr. 
2023-2nd 
Qtr. 2024 

 
By geography draft schedule, 
preliminary budgets for quality of 
place improvements 

Draft quality of place 
work program and 
budget 

Strategy 3 – Quality of Place/Amenities 
10 Year Implementation Program 

Town & 
County 
Leaders, 
HCCF, QPG 

2nd Qtr. 
2024-On-
going 

In-kind Establish 10 year work program 
with proposed budget, schedule 
and accountability. 

Resolution by public 
bodies of intent to 
implement 
conditioned on 
funding availability 

a. Review priorities and budgets with 
county and town jurisdictions 

see above 2nd-3rd 
Qtr. 2024 

 
Engage and modify per ongoing 
dialogue 

Reach agreement on 
priorities and 
budgets 

b. Seek annual/multi-year conditional 
commitment from participating 
jurisdictions to advance priorities 

see above 2nd-3rd 
Qtr. 2024 

 
Secure agreement to prioritize 
quality of place programming on 
participating jurisdictions agendas 
over next 10 yrs. 

Agreements from 
participating 
jurisdictions 

c. Execute annual and multi-year 
quality of place/amenities 
programming 

Private, Civic 
and Public 
Leaders 

On-going TBD Annual prioritization of quality of 
place improvements and 
programming across Hancock 
County 

Investment/Reported 
Results Annually 

Acronyms:  HC: Hancock County, HCCF: Hancock County Community Foundation, QPG: Quality of Place Working Group  
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The Theme 5 strategies work to establish a twelve-to-fifteen-month 
community engagement process. The engagement will both inform 
and collect input about what Hancock County stakeholders want to 
preserve in their respective places, what they feel is missing, and 
what quality of place elements they would like to see prioritized.   

Community dialogue sessions will occur in 2023 throughout Hancock 
County – county unincorporated areas and rural and urban areas. 
The community engagement process will have five objectives:  

1. Create a common understanding of what is meant by quality of 
place and what elements it may include. 

2. Distinguish how quality of place may be defined differently 
subject to the geographical context. 

3. Identify how urban, rural, and county geography can provide 
mutually beneficial but unique quality-of-place experiences. 

4. Reach agreement on quality-of-place elements that should be 
prioritized short- and long-term by Hancock County communities 
and local leaders. 

5. Publish a Hancock County quality-of-place agenda for public, 
private, and civic entities to review and assist with its 
implementation. 

Key Partners – Hancock County Community Foundation, County 
Commissioners, Town and City Councils, Indiana Economic 
Development Council, Ball State School of Planning 
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THEME 6 – Innovative Economic Development Incentives 

The themes presented in this section are designed to accomplish one very important objective – ensure future growth 
produces an outstanding environment for Hancock County residents and businesses to live, work, and prosper. County 
leadership should be clear on the economic development objectives they wish to promote and then create policies and 
programs to make them easier to achieve.   

The use of incentives to encourage investment often has two primary objectives. The first step is to encourage the 
investment opportunity to locate to a targeted area benefitting both the prospect and the community. This often means 
the prospect is considering other competitive locations, and the community wants to level the playing field where 
necessary to capture the investment. The second objective is to encourage the investor to deliver a well-designed 
development that delivers economic benefit, which can mean additional cost and risk.   

Hancock County, viewed in its current economic development context, has over the past five to eight years transitioned 
from the hunter to the hunted. In other words, it was not too long ago that County leadership and the HEDC had to seek 
business investment opportunities and then work hard to get business prospects to consider investing in the county – 
losing more than winning. Hancock County’s many successes have positioned it to be more selective about the 
opportunities it wishes to pursue. As the economic development themes in this section suggest, a gradual transition to a 
more targeted business attraction and retention approach is viable. Such an approach will help to diversify the County’ 
business base, producing higher-paying jobs while establishing a more resilient local economy resistant to economic 
disruptions.   

This transition calls for change in how prospects are identified, engaged with, and ultimately persuaded to invest in 
Hancock County. Policies, programming, and incentives should be reviewed and modified where needed to align with the 
more targeted economic development approach. Economic development policies to attract growth companies with good-
paying jobs, build a prepared and adaptable workforce, and encourage investments that provide measurable win-wins for 
both the business and the community will assist the County as it attempts to make smart productive investments in the 
future.    

“The highest payoffs from business-attraction efforts come from projects  
that are part of a more holistic strategy to boost growth within certain economic sectors  

or to address areas in which investment otherwise wouldn’t happen.”  
-   McKinsey, How state and local governments win at attracting jobs, Christian Gonzales et al, September 13, 2019 

Example – SMART GROWTH, NEW INCENTIVES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY 

Smart Growth, an online clearinghouse for development and effective growth strategies, identified several economic 

objectives it believed helpful in crafting incentives for the twenty-first Century1.   

A Smart Growth article summarizes a study presented by Economic Development Research Partners (EDRP), an affiliated 

think tank of the International Economic Development Council. The article states that about ninety-five percent of U.S. 

jurisdictions offer at least one incentive for economic development. In many cases the effectiveness of the incentives used 

is difficult to measure. A twenty-first century approach begins with the premise that incentives should be efficient, 

responsibly applied, and cost-effective. Innovative incentives are focused on potential job increase, investment, tax 

revenues, and consumer spending. 

Developing incentives that promote entrepreneurship, attract and develop human capital, accelerate growth companies, 

address local impediments to investment (e.g., brownfield site, adaptive re-use of older properties,), encourage export 

promotion, incorporate smart growth principles, encourage local hiring, retain and expand existing businesses, and 

implement energy efficiency are viewed as more likely aligning with local objectives and are easier to provide a return on 

a community’s investment.  
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Table 6: Theme 6 Economic Development Strategies & Initiatives Matrix 

Theme 6 – Innovative Use of Economic Development Incentives 

 WHO? WHEN? TOTAL? KEY OUTCOME(S) MEASURES 

Strategy 1 – Assess Current Economic 
Development Incentives 

HEDC, II 
Working 
Group (IIG) w. 
consultant 

3rd-4th 
Qtr. 2022 

$30k-
$75k 

Produce report that analyzes 
current economic development 
incentives and their effectiveness in 
accomplishing updated E.D. 
strategy objectives 

Report - Hancock 
County incentive 
program analysis 

a. Identify key E.D. incentives used to 
encourage business investments – 
past three years 

 
3rd Qtr. 
2022  

 
review w county leaders/HEDC Agreement on 

primary county 
incentives  

b. Document how each incentive was 
used, and public benefit and impact 
realized 

 
3rd Qtr. 
2022  

 
see above Impact analysis 

summary 

c. Offer initial qualitative analysis of 
incentive in achieving stated E.D. 
objectives 

 
3rd-4th 
Qtr. 2022  

 
see above Review report w 

HEDC and county 
leaders 

Strategy 2 – Perform best practices 
review aligned with proposed E.D. 
Themes 

HEDC, IIG, w 
consultant 

4th Qtr. 
2022-2nd 
Qtr2023 

see 
above 

Establish criteria to be considered 
in drafting new incentives/policies 
to achieve economic development 
objectives 

Criteria for HC 
economic 
development 
incentives/policies 

a. Conduct review of “best practice” 
E.D. incentive programs viewed as 
innovative and effective 

 
4th Qtr. 
2022  

 
Summary of best state/local 
practices to induce desired 
economic development investment 

Best Practices Report 

b. Document Hancock County new or 
modified E.D. objectives aligned with 
revised economic development 
strategy 

 
1st-2ndQtr 
2023 

 
Facilitated meetings with county 
leaders, HEDC Board, key 
stakeholders 

Agreement on 
primary E.D. 
objectives 

c. Draft criteria to be considered for 
existing and/or new incentives 

 
2nd Qtr. 
2023 

 
HEDC Board and Staff w consultant, 
present to county leaders and key 
stakeholders for review and 
refinement 

Agreement on 
criteria to be used for 
E.D. public 
investment 

Strategy 3 – Formalize E.D. Objectives 
and Incentives Required to Realize Them 

HEDC w 
consultant 

2nd-3rd 
Qtr. 2023 

see 
above 

Draft revised E.D. incentive, policy 
and program initiatives to be 
submitted to county leaders 

Adopted updated 
E.D. Incentive and 
Policy Program 

a. Review earlier Strategy 1 and 2 
findings with county 
leaders/stakeholders and refine per 
input 

 
2nd Qtr. 
2023 

 
Fully vet process, make final 
refinements 

Final E.D. incentive 
policy 
recommendations for 
consideration 

b. Recommend final modified E.D. 
incentive package with criteria and 
desired outcomes 

 
2nd-3rd 
Qtr. 2023 

 
Submit to decision making bodies - 
review and refine per public 
deliberations 

Resolution to adopt 
final 
recommendations 

c. Adopt new E.D. incentive package, 
provide annual report evaluating 
effectiveness in achieving desired 
outcomes 

 
3rd Qtr. 
2023 

 
Submitted resolutions/ordinances 
for updated E.D. incentive/policy 
program & process 

Adoption by Hancock 
County 

Acronyms:  HC: Hancock County, HEDC: Hancock County Economic Development Council, IIG: Innovative Working Group 
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The strategies for Theme 6 are designed to establish a well-defined 
process led by a third-party subject expert to review and update 
Hancock County’s incentive and policies. As written earlier, Hancock 
County is entering a new era of economic development. Given its 
rate of growth, the County likely will focus on achieving economic 
development objectives to positively influence the quality of jobs, 
living, and place for many decades. The tools at its disposal must be 
better aligned with these objectives to ensure such outcomes.   

It is recommended that the review and updating of the incentive 
programming and policies be initiated as soon as possible. The 
process will take time, but the decision-making and growth will not 
wait.   

Key Partners – Consultant, Public Sector Leaders, IEDC-State of 
Indiana, IACED 
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SECTION 4: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
IMPLEMENTATION  
 

I. Introduction  

The Hancock County Comprehensive Plan’s economic development strategy was designed to “begin with the end in 

mind”1. The end, is encompassed in the following vision statement:   

 

 

The past 5 years have seen unprecedented economic investment in western Hancock County. The velocity and type of 

development has not been planned for. In most cases, Hancock County has been in a reactive mode. The comprehensive 

planning process and its’ economic development strategy are intended to position county leadership and residents to be 

in a more proactive mode. Begin with the end in mind – plan and execute to the economic and community outcomes that 

are desired and determine how to ensure they are realized.  The Economic Development Strategy Implementation 

Program (see Diagram 1) provides an overview of the key groups and programs, that if organized and executed upon will 

produce the outcomes identified in each of the economic development themes. The Hancock County Economic 

Development Council (HEDC) will be accountable for activating the implementation program on behalf of local public and 

private sector leaders. The implementation groups and programs should start the work as envisioned in each theme’s 

strategies and initiatives. Three of the six themes (see Diagram #1) will establish working groups that will help inform, add 

capacity and expertise to the work involved with the respective theme.  The working groups will be established by the 

HEDC with assistance from Hancock County leadership and relevant regional and state level professionals.   

As Diagram #1 shows, the Quality-of-Life theme will initiate a process that engages County leaders and stakeholders in 

determining what priorities it wishes to set in ensuring tangible quality of place results. Finally, a new group, the Hancock 

County 2042 Regional Leadership Group will assist in charting a clear path forward for a comprehensive economic 

development strategy that identifies opportunities to fully leverage local, regional and other public and private resources 

that serve to support the County’s short- and long-term economic objectives.  This group will serve as a well-informed 

advisory group for the County’s public and private sector leaders.   

If the economic development strategy is to realize this objective, additional talent, time, and resource must be invested.  

It is clear, there is not sufficient capacity in these three categories to carry-out an economic development strategy that 

will deliver the types of outcomes that support the above-mentioned vision statement.   

This section will recommend steps to be considered by county leaders. Steps that will grow the required capacity to 

implement a multi-faceted economic development strategy that focuses on producing outcomes that reinforce and 

enhance Hancock County’s quality of life and long-term prosperity.     

 

 

Vision Statement –  for Economic Development Strategy 

“To ensure future growth produces an exceptional environment for  
Hancock County residents and businesses to live, work, and prosper.” 
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Diagram 1: Economic Development Implementation Program 
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II. Phasing the Economic Development Strategy Themes 

The Hancock County Comprehensive Plan’s economic development strategy is ambitious by any measure. It realizes that 

Hancock County is becoming an important member of a growing and vibrant central Indiana region – a fairly recent 

phenomena. The County’s role in attracting investment and economic growth within the region will expand with the 

proper preparation. The result will increase the ability to garner external resources and build effective partnerships that 

benefit Hancock County.   

Table 7 provides a schedule for implementing the six economic development themes and their respective strategies 

(three for each theme). Tables 1-6 in the earlier sections include specific initiatives or tasks to be executed to realize each 

strategy.   
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The six themes as presented combine to establish a holistic economic 

development strategy.  Most of the themes will be implemented over 

several years. Themes 1-4 fall into this category. Themes 5 and 6 will be 

shorter-term. It is recommended that each of the themes be initiated within 

3-6 months of the comprehensive plan’s adoption. The early initiation of the 

six themes will ensure time does not erode the momentum garnered during 

the comprehensive planning process. Activation of the economic 

development strategy will also demonstrate to the Hancock County 

community as well as regional partners that county leaders are committed to realizing the vision and objectives as 

presented in the comprehensive plan.   

While a strong and visible economic strategy kick-off is important, it is equally as important that all realize the journey is a 

marathon not a sprint. Steady and coordinated progress amongst the themes is more important than attempting to 

realize significant results overnight. Only theme six, Innovative Use of Economic Development Incentives, is viewed as a 

short-term objective. Revising the county’s economic development tools and policies to align with the new economic 

development strategy is an important early first step. Ideally to be accomplished in the first half of 2023. An updated 

menu of tools and policies will equip the county to better attract priority investments and to measure and realize stronger 

returns on investments. Theme 5, Quality of Place Supporting Emerging Growth Districts and Amenities, is also a shorter-

term objective, projected to wrap-up by year end 2024. The goal is for the county and its incorporated area partners to 

have well-articulated quality of place agendas to guide future public-private investments.   

 The remaining themes, while starting right away, can establish longer timetables, ensuring steady progress is made. It is 

likely for example that Theme 4, Comprehensive Workforce Logistics, will move more quickly given current needs and 

local efforts, than Theme 3, Diversify the Business Base.  Diversifying the business base will require organizing resources 

and partnerships that will take time and concentrated effort. In addition, an operating Comprehensive Workforce 

Logistics program will serve as a critical tool, helping to diversify the county’s business base (Theme 3). An effective 

workforce development initiative will provide a qualified and talented workforce pipeline that will help attract targeted 

industry sectors and expand local businesses.   

The key to a successfully implemented Hancock County economic development strategy, is to start strong (4th quarter 

2022-1st quarter 2023). This will involve engaging key local leaders and organizations and forming the recommended 

partnerships and working groups. Once this is accomplished, fine tuning each theme’s work program with a schedule of 

measurable milestones to be realized should be in place.  Finally, consistent reporting to the community and local and 

regional partners will help retain focus on the vision and the incremental benefits that are being realized as the strategy is 

implemented.   

  

 

Most of the themes will be 

implemented over several years. 

Themes 1-4 fall into this category. 
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III. Capacity  

The county’s economic development economic development capacity has 

not changed notably in over 20 years. For example, not until recently has 

the Hancock County Economic Development Council increased staff 

positions from its’ 2000 level. The HEDC, has both history and experience 

in responding to local economic development opportunities. The velocity 

of economic change and opportunity has increased dramatically within 

the past 10 years. While the County, represented primarily by the HEDC 

does a good job of reacting to economic development opportunities, it is 

not organized to find and/or pursue those opportunities that provide 

“quality” jobs and long-term growth. Currently, Hancock County is 

attracting a significant level of logistics related investment. For the most 

part this has resulted in positive, but not diversified business and job 

growth. There have not been many opportunities for other “value add” 

industries such as Ag-tech, IT, food processing, and automotive and 

mobility, etc. While these investments are occurring elsewhere in the 

state, and throughout the Midwest, rarely does Hancock County make the 

short list for these types of investments – although there is some 

evidence this is gradually changing.   

The choice for Hancock County is to continue to react to the “better” 

opportunities as they periodically make inquiries, or to proactively identify 

and target its prospects. Several Indiana economic development 

organizations have chosen to be more proactive in their economic 

development strategies – Boone County Economic Development 

Corporation, Elkhart Development Corporation, 1 Southern Indiana, and 

Grow Wabash County are but a few examples.  Each of these 

organizations have prioritized economic development sectors, have well 

designed work programs, and growing professional staff rosters 

accountable for achieving results.  

The HEDC in early 2020 completed a strategic plan intended to guide its future economic development priorities and 

growth.  The strategic planning process, conducted by a third-party consultant, found that while Hancock County enjoys a 

“wealth of opportunity”, from an economic development standpoint, the lack of a clear economic development strategy 

and an under resourced economic development organization (staff and financial investment) severely hamper its ability to 

support a “broader economic development agenda” (Hancock Economic Development Council – Strategic Plan, June 

2020). The strategic plan included a recommendation that by 2022 the HEDC would have staff support of no less than four 

professionals with diverse economic development backgrounds. It was recommended that each staff position would be 

accountable for specific economic development objectives ranging from establishing and implementing a targeted 

industry program to building a robust business retention and expansion program targeting local businesses. Building a 

strong entrepreneurial eco-system was also viewed as an important HEDC agenda item, designed to generate more 

home-grown businesses. In addition, an organization with increased skill sets and capacity would allow the executive 

director to focus on strategically building the partnerships and expanding the resources available to execute the County’s 

wide-ranging economic development objectives.   

In 2022, the HEDC had two economic development professionals versus the four recommended in its 2020 strategic plan. 

The executive director and the HEDC Board have been conservative stewards of its resources and the organization’s 

Boone County Economic Development 

Corporation – An Overview 

 
The Boone County Economic Development 

Corporation (Boone-EDC) formed in 1989 has a 

staff of four professionals.  The EDC’s mission is 

to “increase assessed value in Boone County. It 

lists its core competencies as; traditional 

economic development, talent attraction and 

retention and placemaking.  It reported in 2018 

an over $36 dollar return for every dollar 

invested in the EDC.   

The Boone EDC’s annual budget has grown 

substantially over the past 8 years, funded by 

Boone County and several local units of 

government and private sector partners.  Recent 

county growth has outstripped the ability of 

Boone EDC to provide quality programming for its 

public and private sector constituents. The EDC is 

in the midst of a capital raise. Increased funding 

will support  additional staff to better focus on 

business leads and workforce development.  

Primary focus moving forward: workforce 

development, marketing, lead development, 

small business growth. 
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growth. Both understand that the organization must grow if it is to be an effective implementer of a result-goal oriented 

countywide economic development program. Table 8 offers initial thinking regarding the level of staff support and 

potential resource requirements of each of the economic development strategy themes. This initial take on what the 

economic development strategy requires in additional support is summarized in Table 7. In order to support the economic 

development strategy as presented in the comprehensive plan, it is recommended that the HEDC add an additional 4 full 

time equivalent positions within the next 18 months. Two of the positions would focus on executing programs designed to 

diversify the county’s business base (Theme 3) – most notably by creating and activating a targeted industry investment 

strategy. Theme 3 also supports parts of Theme 1 (A Prominent Regional Voice) and Theme 2 (Agriculture as a 

Foundational Asset). These three themes will be supported by up to three full time equivalent staff members.   

Table 8: Resources to Support Economic Development Strategy  

Estimated Additional Capacity – Time & Resources to Support Economic Development Strategy   

THEME 

Full-Time 
Equivalents 

(FTE) FTE Expense – Range 
One Time 

Cost 
Recurring 

Cost 

TOTAL: 
ONE TIME 

COST 

TOTAL: 
ANNUAL 

COSTS 

Theme 1 – Hancock County: A Prominent Regional Voice 0.5 $30,000 $35,000  $15,000  $47,500 

Theme 2 – Agriculture as a Foundational Asset 0.25 $15,000 $20,000 $10,000 $7,500 $10,000 $25,000 

Theme 3 – Diversify Business Base 2 $125,000 $150,000 $50,000 $175,000 $50,000 $312,500 

Theme 4 – Comprehensive Workforce Logistics 0.25 $15,000 $20,000 $ - $ -  $17,500 

Theme 5 – Quality of Place Supporting Emerging Growth 
Districts and Amenities 

0.75 $50,000 $75,000 $50,000 $ - $50,000 $62,500 

Theme 6 – Innovative Use of Economic Development 
Incentives 

0.25 $35,000 $50,000 $50,000 $ - $50,000 $42,500 

TOTAL 4.00 $270,000 $350,000 $160,000 $197,500 $160,000 $507,500 

 

IV. Resources 

Clearly, if additional staff are required to support the economic 

development strategy, and new programming is to be developed, 

financial resources must be invested to support both. Table 8 

identifies three projected economic development strategy 

expenditure categories. 

Two categories relate to on-going estimated annual costs.  Annual 

costs include staff (4 FTE positions) and recurring program costs. 

Expenses for new professional staff by far comprise the largest part 

of the estimated new budget – ranging from $270,000-$350,000 

annually.  The additional personnel expand the county’s economic 

development capacity by 200% with a focus on targeted diversified industry growth.  A well-run targeted industry 

investment program will provide a strong return on investment from new specialized business attraction and expansion, 

“knowledge oriented” job growth and tax base. It is important to remember that while the central Indiana region is 

focused on a robust targeted industry strategy, Hancock County has yet to organize in a manner to effectively participate 

and benefit. The second annual cost category involves on-going programming. Approximately 90% of the recurring 

program costs are tied to Theme 3– diversifying the business base.  Program costs will include research into which 

businesses in the targeted sectors are prospects for Hancock County investment, developing a strong list of targeted 

business prospects, engaging the prospects and developing economic development packages which result in securing new 

 

The additional personnel expand the 

county’s economic development capacity 

by 200% with a focus on targeted 

diversified industry growth.  A well-run 

targeted industry investment program will 

provide a strong return on investment 

from new specialized business attraction 

and expansion, “knowledge oriented” job 

growth and tax base. 
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business investment and job growth. Two of the four 

additional positions are recommended to support 

Theme 3 – diversifying the business base.  

The third cost category includes one-time expenses. 

Approximately 60% of the cost in this category 

involves two important studies. One which will 

provide an in-depth analysis of the targeted 

industrial sectors that should be prioritized with a 

recommendation of specific businesses that should 

be pursued. The second study focuses on updating 

the county’s incentives and economic development policies impacting public-private partnerships.  Given the increased 

level of interest in businesses considering investing in Hancock County, combined with an updated economic 

development strategy, there is a need to reset the tools used to secure private sector investment linked to a clear set of 

economic objectives and return on investment expectations.  If a public-private partnership is to be considered, a broader 

assortment of efficient and effective tools and policies are required to ensure the desired outcomes are realized.   

It is recommended that specific, measurable goals be established for each theme.  Expanded economic development 

capacity must translate into increased quantifiable economic benefits for the county and its citizens. An increase in new 

jobs median income, growth in labor force participation, increased tax revenues, growth in external public and 

institutional investments, etc. serve as “return on investments” measures important to validating continued local 

investment.   

 

V. Conclusion 

Brookings Metropolitan Policy Program provided an important warning to those charged with ensuring the central Indiana 

economy remained competitive both nationally and internationally. Its report, “Advancing Opportunity in Central Indiana” 

(2018) documented that the region had one of the fastest growth rates in the Midwest, thanks to growth in the advanced 

industries sectors. Concurrent with this growth however was the loss of middle-class jobs in manufacturing and 

construction. While job growth was healthy, “earnings were slow and uneven” in central Indiana with more of the region’s 

families struggling to make ends meet. A focus on attracting and encouraging investment by those industries with 

occupations that provide family-sustaining wages and benefits was recommended. In other words, targeting “opportunity 

industries – the industries that concentrate the region’s good jobs and promising jobs”. 

There will be regions, and local economic development corporations that will organize and be successful in growing 

“opportunity industries”.  There will be many more that will not enjoy such success. It is clear, that the secret sauce 

involves a sound economic development strategy and the capacity to implement it. Hancock County is poised to adopt a 

strategy that it has invested the better part of year to establish, and now must make sure it has the talent, time and 

resource organized to successfully generate the desired outcomes.  

As the Brookings report documents, good outcomes should not be assumed. Our region while fortunate to enjoy strong 

growth, actually lost economic ground – negatively impacting many of the region’s households.  

There’s no question that Hancock County will grow. The question will be, will growth translate into its’ citizens and 

communities enjoying a growing prosperity and quality of life. Begin with the end in mind.   

 

“Investing in strategies and policies that improve labor 

market opportunity can regrow the region’s middle class, 

ensuring working families’ economic independence and 

securing a more stable and prosperous economic future for 

the region” (Brookings) – and Hancock County 
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2 Future Hancock Thoroughfare Plan 

INTRODUCTION 
The Hancock County (County) Thoroughfare Plan (Thoroughfare Plan) is a component of Future Hancock (update to the 
County’s Comprehensive Plan). The Thoroughfare Plan summarizes existing conditions, evaluates future conditions 
based on the updated Future Land Use map developed during Future Hancock, and recommends modifications and 
improvements to the transportation system to accommodate motor vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles, transit, and aviation. 

SECTION 1: THOROUGHFARE PLAN ELEMENTS  
The Thoroughfare Plan discusses the following elements.  

A. Existing Conditions and Roadway Classifications 
1. Motor Vehicles 

a. Existing Land Use and Traffic Volumes 
b. Overview of Federal and State Corridors 
c. Summary of Arterial and Collector Roadways 

2. Alternate Modes 
a. Pedestrians and Bicycles 
b. Transit 
c. Aviation 

3. Existing Typical Sections 
B. Future Conditions 

1. Motor Vehicles 
a. Future Land Use and Projected Traffic Volumes 
b. Improved Corridors, New Roadway Connections, and Changes to Functional Classifications 
c. Travel Demand Management 

2. Alternate Modes 
a. Pedestrians and Bicycles 

i. Complete Streets 
ii. Key Corridors and Connections 

b. Transit 
c. Aviation 

3. Proposed Typical Sections 
C. Recommended Capital Improvements 

1. Prioritized Projects  
2. Implementation Matrix 
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SECTION 2: EXISTING CONDITIONS AND 
ROADWAY CLASSIFICATIONS 
2.01  MOTOR VEHICLES 
A. Existing Land Use and Traffic Volumes 

Much of the County is in agricultural land uses. Developed areas of the County are generally centered on the 
incorporated communities of the Town of Cumberland (Cumberland), the Town of New Palestine (New Palestine), 
Town of McCordsville (McCordsville), Town of Fortville (Fortville) and the City of Greenfield (Greenfield). Industrial and 
commercial land uses are also prevalent west and east of the County Road 600 West (CR 600 W)/Mt. Comfort Road 
corridor primarily north of Interstate (I)-70. Figure 2.01-1 shows the existing land uses in the County. 

This Thoroughfare Plan uses traffic data provided by the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). The 
MPO maintains a Travel Demand Model (TDM) that uses land use, employment, and population data to model traffic 
volumes on key streets and highways in the metropolitan area. Figure 2.01-2 shows the existing (2020) traffic volumes 
from the TDM.  

Figure 2.01-1: Map 2. Hancock County Existing Land Use 
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The map below shows that the majority of corridors in the County carry less than 10,000 vehicles per day (vpd) which is 
typically suitable for a two-lane road. Based on traffic count data provided by the County, the TDM appears to 
underpredict traffic volumes on CR 600 W/Mt. Comfort Road near I-70. 2019 daily traffic counts provided by the MPO 
were 20,000 vpd north of the I-70 interchange while the model shows less than 10,000 vpd, and the counts were 14,000 
vpd south of the interchange while the model shows less than 5,000 vpd. The study team accounted for these and 
similar differences by applying the predicted traffic volume growth between 2020 and 2050 from the MPO TDM, 
adjusted for the updated land use types and areas, to 2019 traffic counts rather than to the 2020 TDM volumes. 

Figure 2.01-2: Existing Traffic Volumes from the MPO TDM (2020) 
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B. Overview of Federal and State Corridors 

Motor vehicles in the County are well served by federal, state, and county roads. I-70 runs east to west through the 
center of the County with interchange access provided as follows: 

 CR 600 W/Mt. Comfort Road interchange serving the Indianapolis Regional Airport and McCordsville to the north 
and Cumberland and New Palestine to the south. 

 State Road (SR) 9 interchange serving the City of Greenfield to the north and south, and the Town of Fortville to the 
north. 

 SR 109 east of the County line serving the Towns of Wilkinson and Shirley to the north. 

United States Highway (US) 36 runs southwest to northeast in the northwest portion of the County and travels through 
McCordsville and Fortville. US 40 runs east to west parallel to and south of I-70 and passes through Cumberland and 
Greenfield. US 52 runs northwest to southeast in the southwest portion of the County and travels through New 
Palestine.  

SR 9 runs north to south through the middle of the County and travels through Greenfield. SR 109 traverses the 
northeast corner of the County and travels through Wilkinson. SR 234 runs east to west in the northern portion of the 
County and runs through McCordsville. 
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C. Summary of Arterial and Collector Roadways  

The existing roadway classifications are shown in Figure 2.01-3. The legend lists them from highest mobility and lowest 
level of access (Freeway) to lowest mobility and highest level of access (Local Road). Arterial streets are major corridors 
that connect other important routes and destinations. They prioritize mobility (movement) over access to adjacent land 
uses. Collector streets blend mobility and access and generally move traffic from local streets to the arterial and freeway 
system. Local streets provide lower mobility but a high level of access (driveways and cross streets). 

 

Figure 2.01-3: Map 7. Existing Hancock County Roadway Classifications 
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1. US 36  

US 36 travels Northeast to Southwest for 7.2 miles in the County. It travels through one unincorporated town 
(town of Woodbury [Woodbury]). For two miles, US 36 travels through McCordsville and for 1.5 miles, it travels 
through Fortville. Through McCordsville and Fortville the roadway consists of two, 12-foot lanes in each 
direction with turning lanes at higher volume intersections. Otherwise, the roadway consists of one 12-foot 
travel lane in each direction with 8-foot paved shoulders. A summary of major intersections is included in Table 
2.01-1.  

Table 2.01-1: US 36 Major Intersections 
Crossroad 4-Way Stop 2-Way Stop on Crossroad T-Intersection Stop on Crossroad Signal 
Carroll Road    X 
750 North  X   
600 West    X 
SR 234    X 
500 West  X   
900 North   X  
400 West  X   
300 West   X  
South Maple Street    X 
SR 13    X 

2. US 40 

US 40 is a Major Arterial that travels east to west for 19 miles through the County. On the eastern side of the 
County, US 40 is a divided highway, separated by a grass median, with two 12-foot travel lanes in each direction 
and 2-foot paved shoulders which passes through the unincorporated town of Charlottesville. Throughout the 5 
miles through Greenfield, INDOT implemented a road diet wherein the median is replaced with a center left-
turn lane and the lanes are reduced to one 10-foot lane in each direction with varying shoulder widths. A 6-foot 
bike lane on each side of the road is also added for 1.7 miles through Greenfield limits. On the western side of 
the County, US 40 is a 2-lane highway in each direction, with 10-foot paved shoulders. US 40 passes through 
0.4 miles of Cumberland city limits in Hancock County; however. US 40 also passed through two unincorporated 
towns, the town of Philadelphia and the town of Gem. INDOT is considering extending the road diet concept 
along US 40 east and west of Greenfield. A summary of major intersections on US 40 is included in Table 2.01-2. 

Table 2.01-2: US 40 Major Intersections 
Crossroad 4-Way Stop 2-Way Stop on Crossroad Signal 
800 West  X  
700 West   X 
600 West   X 
500 West   X 
400 West  X  
200 West   X 
150 West  X  
100 East   X 
SR 9   X 
400 East  X  
600 East  X  
1050 East  X  
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3. US 52 

S 52 travels southeast to northwest through the County for approximately 8.6 miles. The roadway consists of 
one 11-foot travel lane in each direction with 2-foot paved shoulders. US 52 travels through New Palestine for 
approximately one mile. Throughout New Palestine the roadway changes to include a center left-turn lane. US 
52 travels through the unincorporated town of Carrolton. A summary of major intersections is included in Table 
2.01-3.  

Table 2.01-3: US 52 Major Intersections 
Crossroad 4-Way Stop 2-Way Stop on Crossroad T-intersection Stop on Crossroad Signal 
800 West    X 
700 West    X 
600 West    X 
500 West    X 
400 West  X   
200 West   X  

 

4. SR 9 

SR 9 is a Major Arterial that extends north to south for 17.2 miles through the County. There is one travel lane in 
each direction that is 12 feet in width with a 4-foot paved shoulder. SR 9 travels through Greenfield for 
approximately 5.3 miles. SR 9 also passes through the unincorporated towns of Maxwell and Eden. A summary 
of major intersections on SR 9 is included in Table 2.01-4. 

Table 2.01-4: SR-9 Major Intersections 
Crossroad 4-Way Stop 2-Way Stop on Crossroad Signal 
400 South  X  
300 South  X  
200 South  X  
100 South   X 
US 40   X 
100 North   X 
200 North   X 
I-70   X 
300 North   X 
600 North  X  
SR 234 X   
1000 North  X  
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5. SR 109 

SR 109 travels north to south through the County for approximately 6 miles. SR 109 passes through the 
unincorporated town of Warrington, while 0.8 miles of SR 109 passes through the Town of Wilkinson. The 
roadway consists of one 12-foot lane in each direction with 2-foot paved shoulders. A summary of major 
intersections is included in table 2.01-5. 

Table 2.01-5: SR 109 Major Intersections 
Crossroad 4-Way Stop 2-Way Stop on Crossroad T-Intersection Stop on Crossroad Signal 
650 North  X   
1050 East   X  
700 North   X  
SR 234  X   
Nashville Road   X  

 

6. SR 234 

SR 234 is a Major Arterial that extends east to west for 18 miles through the County. There is one travel lane in 
each direction that is 12 feet in width with 2-foot paved shoulders. SR 234 travels through McCordsville for 
approximately 0.8 miles and passes through the town of Eden at SR 9.  A summary of major intersections on SR 
234 is included in Table 2.01-6. 

Table 2.01-6: SR 234 Major Intersections 
Crossroad 4-Way Stop 2-Way Stop on Crossroad Signal 
US 36   X 
500 West  X  
400 West  X  
300 West  X  
200 West X   
North Fortville Pike X   
50 West  X  
SR 9 X   
600 East  X  
SR 109 X   
1200 East  X  
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7. CR 500 W  

CR 500 W is a minor arterial that travels north to south for 5.6 miles through the County. It passes through New 
Palestine for approximately 0.5 miles and ends at the unincorporated town of Gem. The roadway consists of one 
10-foot lane in each direction with 1-foot aggregate shoulders. A summary of major intersections is included in 
table 2.01-7. 

Table 2.01-7: CR 500 W Major Intersections 
Crossroad 4-Way Stop 2-Way Stop on Crossroad T-Intersection Stop on Crossroad Signal 
US 52    X 
300 South  X   
200 South  X   
100 South  X   
US 40    X 

 

8. CR 600 W (Mt. Comfort Road) 

CR 600 W travels north to south through the County for approximately 16 miles. North of I-70, it passes through 
the unincorporated town of Mt. Comfort. For 3.7 miles the road is within the Town of McCordsville. In the 
southernmost section of CR 600 W, the road consists of one 10-foot travel lane in each direction for 
approximately 5.75 miles. From there the lanes expand to 11-foot travel lanes with 8-foot paved shoulders. For 
the northernmost 2.5 miles of CR 600 W, the paved shoulder width expands to 10 feet. A summary of major 
intersections is included in table 2.01-8. 

Table 2.01-8: CR 600 W Major Intersections 
Crossing Road 4-Way Stop Roundabout 2-Way Stop on Crossing Road Signal 

600 South X    
W Stinemeyer Rd X    
SR 52    X 
300 South   X  
200 South   X  
100 South   X  
US 40    X 
100 North    X 
200 North   X  
300 North  X   
350 North   X  
400 North   X  
500 North   X  
600 North    X 
650 North   X  
700 North   X  
750 North   X  
US 36    X 
900 North    X 
1000 North    X 
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9. Collector Roadways 

Table 2.01-9 summarizes the lengths of major and minor collectors in the County.  

 

Table 2.01-9: Major and Minor Collectors in County 
Road Name Classification Length (Miles) 

600 North Major Collector 14 
675 West Major Collector 7 
700 West Major Collector 10.5 
West Stinemeyer Road Major Collector 3 
700 North Major Collector 4 
900 North Major Collector 8.3 
500 North Major Collector 7 
200 North Major Collector 

Minor Collector 
14 

100 North Major Collector 
Minor Collector 

14 

100 South Major Collector 4 
200 South Major Collector 10 
300 South Major Collector 14 
1050 East Major Collector 6.5 
600 East Major Collector 16.5 
200 West Major Collector 15 
400 West Major Collector 14 
500 West Major Collector 12 
700 West Major Collector 11 
800 West Major Collector 12 
1200 East Minor Collector 5 
1000 North Minor Collector 16 
650 North Minor Collector 1 
400 East Minor Collector 

Major Collector 
9 

650 West Minor Collector 1 
150 West Minor Collector 2 
400 South Minor Collector 4 
300 North Minor Collector 

Minor Arterial 
Major Collector 

14 

Nashville Road Minor Collector 3.5  
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2.02  ALTERNATE MODES 
A. Pedestrians and Bicycles 

Sidewalks generally exist along the main thoroughfares through the incorporated towns and cities in the County, but 
often do not exist on other local streets. In rural areas, pedestrians are accommodated on wide shoulders, where they 
exist. 

Multiuse paths for pedestrian and bicycle use exist primarily in the western part of the County, near the US 40 corridor, 
and near schools.  

1. The Pennsy Trail is a rails-to-trails conversion of the railroad corridor that US 40 formerly followed. This trail 
originates in Marion County, just west of the Hancock County line. In the County, it travels from CR 800 W to CR 
600 W, and from CR 150 W to CR 400 E through Greenfield. A project was let in February 2022 to extend the trail 
from CR 600 W to CR 500 W. 

2. The Buck Creek Trail is near Cumberland. Starting at the Pennsy Trail at the south end, it travels along Buck 
Creek to CR 100 N, jogs west to Buck Creek Road, and follows that road north until it ends at I-70.  

3. In McCordsville, a side path exists along CR 600 W from McCordsville Elementary School to CR 1000 N, with the 
exception of two short segments: from CR 750 N to approximately 360 feet south of the intersection with US 
36/SR 67; and from US 36/SR 67 to CR 800 N. This trail does not provide a crossing of the double-track CSX 
Railroad. A side path also exists on the north side of 96th Street/CR 1000 N between Carroll Road and CR 600 W 
but is technically in Hamilton County jurisdiction. 

4. New Palestine does not currently have any exclusive pedestrian and bicycle trails. A project is currently in design 
to reconstruct CR 600 W between the railroad near US 52 and CR 100 S. This project will include an 8-foot side 
path on the west side of the roadway. 

5. In Fortville, little exists for exclusive pedestrian and bicycle trails. However, a project is currently in design for a 
trail to connect Fortville with the Mt. Vernon School complex at SR 234 and CR 200 W. This trail will travel from 
Garden Street in Fortville along Fortville Pike and then turn south on CR 200 W to reach the schools. 

6. In Greenfield, side paths exist along Broadway Street between CR 200 N and Greenfield High School, as well as 
on Franklin Street and McKenzie Street which provides connectivity between the junior high school and the high 
school. 

B. Transit 

Existing County transit options consist of call-for-service carriers. Table 2.02-2 shows a summary of participating 
transportation providers in the County that provide transportation on behalf of consumers. 

Table 2.02-1: Transportation Providers in County 
Program/Agency Name Legal Authority 
Central Indiana Regional Transportation Authority  Regional Transportation Authorities 
CICOA Aging & In-Home Solutions Inc. Private Non-Profit Organization 
Hancock Area Rural Transit/Hancock Senior Services Private Non-Profit Organization 
Noble Inc.  Private Non-Profit Organization 
Tangram Private Non-Profit Organization 

 

Fixed route transit service in the Indianapolis metropolitan area is provided by IndyGo. Route 8 provides 15-minute 
service along US 40/Washington Street as far east as Cumberland, west of the County line. Currently, there are no fixed 
routes serving the County. 
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C. Aviation 

The Indianapolis Regional Airport (formerly known as Mount Comfort Airport), or MQJ, is owned and operated by the 
Indianapolis Airport Authority (IAA). MQJ is located on 1,805 acres north of I-70 and east of CR 600 W/Mt. Comfort 
Road. MQJ has served the area for 40 years, having opened on November 6, 1977. MQJ has two paved runways: the 
6,005-foot asphalt Runway 7/25 equipped with an Instrument Landing System (ILS) on the 7 approach; and the 3,900-
foot concrete crosswind runway 16/34. As a general aviation airport, MQJ serves both corporate businesses and private 
pilots.1 MQJ is currently developing an updated Airport Master Plan. 

2.03  EXISTING TYPICAL SECTIONS 
The County follows Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) design guidance for roadway typical sections. INDOT 
subdivides typical sections for each roadway by Average Annual Daily Traffic and/or the type of roadway. Table 2.03-1 
lists typical section dimensions that result in the widest total section width for each roadway classification.  

Table 2.03-1: County Typical Roadway Sections 
 Travel Lane 

Width (feet) 
Shoulder Width 
(feet) 

Clear Zone 
Width (feet) 

Auxiliary Lane 
Width (feet) 

Curb Offset* 
(feet) 

Rural Arterial  12 11 usable  
10 paved 

22 11 N/A 

Rural Collector 12 10 usable  
8 paved 

22 11 N/A 

Urban Arterial  
(4 Lanes) 

12 Curbed: 2 paved 
Uncurbed: 4 paved 

16 11 2 

Urban Arterial  
(2 Lanes) 

12 Curbed: 2 paved 
Uncurbed: 10 paved 

16 11 2 

Urban Collector 11 Curbed:  2  paved 
Uncurbed: 8 paved 

18 11 2 

Urban Local Road 11 2 usable 16 10 2 
Rural Local Road 12 8 usable 22 10 N/A 

*If applicable 

 

  

 

1 https://www.ind.com/mqjmasterplan referenced February 12, 2022 

https://www.ind.com/business/general-aviation-airports/indianapolis-regional-airport
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SECTION 3: FUTURE CONDITIONS 
3.01  MOTOR VEHICLES 
A. Future Land Use and Projected Traffic Volumes 

Figure 3.01-1 shows the Future Land Use map developed by the Future Hancock team and local stakeholders. The Future 
Land Use map reflects continued agricultural land use for the eastern portion of the County. Continuing industrial and 
commercial/business park development served by CR 600 W/Mt. Comfort Road is planned, which is complemented by 
new areas of suburban residential, planned neighborhoods, neighborhood commercial, and village center land uses in 
the western portion of the County.  

Figure 3.01-1: Map 3. Hancock County Future Land Use Map 
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Figure 3.01-2: Future Traffic Volumes from the MPO TDM (2050) 

 

 

Figure 3.01-2 shows the future (2050) traffic volumes from the MPO TDM. The TDM reflects planned land uses from 
adopted plans as of January 2022, and is not fully reflective of the Future Land Use map developed as part of Future 
Hancock. The MPO traffic forecasts that a number of corridors in Hancock County will carry more than 10,000 vpd, 
which is the range where expansion from a two-lane road to a three-lane road (one travel lane in each direction with a 
center left-turn lane) or a four-lane road may need to be considered. Some corridors generally carry 15,000 to 20,000 
vpd or more, suggesting a two-lane facility is not likely to have sufficient capacity to avoid recurring congestion and 
delays.  

Furthermore, a review of the increased population and employment in the TDM between 2020 and 2050 suggests that 
the model likely underestimates the growth that is now planned between CR 600 W and CR 200 W. Specifically, the 
growth planned northeast of the CR 600 W/Mt. Comfort Road interchange with I-70 would likely result in higher traffic 
volumes on CR 600 W/Mt. Comfort Road north of I-70, CR 300 N between CR 600 W and CR 200 W, and CR 500 N 
between CR 600 W and CR 200 W than the model indicates. The MPO model also predicts heavy truck traffic will double 
on most of these corridors, even without a new I-70 interchange at CR 200 W and with a lower amount of population 
and employment growth in this area than is currently expected. 
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Figure 3.01-3: Hancock County 2050 Traffic Volumes Estimation Process  

 

Figure 3.01-3 shows the process the study team used to create an updated estimate of the 2050 traffic volumes in 
Hancock County. 

First, the study team compared the future land use types, locations, and areas between the currently adopted 2012 
Future Land Use (FLU) Map upon which the 2050 MPO TDM is based with the draft Future Hancock 2022 FLU Map. 
Based on the differences the study team created FLU Factors to account for the generally higher traffic generating land 
uses in the 2022 FLU Map. The FLU Factors are based on the land use differences over the following general areas within 
Hancock County: 

• New Palestine Area 
• Cumberland/Gem Area 
• Mt. Comfort Road North Area 
• McCordsville Area 
• East Airport Area 
• SR 9 Area 
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Second, the study team calculated FLU Factors per 
Corridor based on applying a weighted average to the 
base FLU Factors likely to contribute traffic to specific 
corridors.  

Third, the study team applied FLU Factors per Corridor to 
the growth predicted between 2020 and 2050 by the 
MPO TDM and added the resultant traffic volume growth 
to 2019 traffic volumes provided by the MPO.  

Finally, the 2050 corridor volumes were evaluated 
against existing corridor cross sections (number of travel 
lanes) and the study team developed the following 
recommendations. Appendix A provides details of the 
process to create the estimated 2050 traffic volumes. 

 

B. Improved Corridors, New Roadway Connections, 
and Changes to Functional Classifications 
1. CR 600 W/Mt. Comfort Road  

The County should generally support and seek to 
help implement the corridor plan developed in 
the Mount Comfort Corridor Visioning Project 
(MCCVP) completed by Stantec, Inc. and dated 
July 16, 2021. Figure 3.01-4 shows the 
transportation recommendations included in the 
MCCVP. Along CR 600 W/Mt. Comfort Road itself 
the street typology calls for a four-lane divided 
street section where forecasted future traffic 
volumes warrant it. This Thoroughfare Plan 
incorporates and adopts the Mount Comfort 
Corridor Visioning Project for implementation 
except where additions or changes are noted. 

Following are specific recommendations based on the Future Hancock land uses and estimated 2050 traffic 
volumes developed by the study team for this Thoroughfare Plan. 

  

Figure 3.01-4: Mt. Comfort Corridor Visioning Project
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a. CR 600 W from CR 200 N to CR 500 N 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 20,000 vpd 
Existing Section: 4/5 lane section 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 31,000 vpd 
Proposed Section: No Change 

Limit new access points to cross streets, frontage or backage roads, and/or right-in/right-out access on CR 
600 W. Figure 3.01-5 shows recent improvements to access control in this area. 

Figure 3.01-5: Recent Access Control Improvements on CR 600 W 

 

b. CR 600 W from US 40 to CR 200 N 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 14,000 vpd 
Existing Section: 2 lane section 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 20,000 vpd 
Proposed Section: Widen to 4/5 lane section, or 3 lane section 

Limit the number of new full access driveways. 2050 volumes in this area are expected to be similar to 2019 
volumes on CR 600 W south of CR 500 N. 

c. CR 600 W from CR 500 N to E 96th Street 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 15,000 vpd 
Existing Section: 2 lane section with some turn/bypass lanes 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 23,000 vpd 
Proposed Section: Widen to 4/5 lane section. 

Limit the number of new full access driveways. 2050 volumes in this area are expected to be similar to 2019 
volumes on CR 600 W north of I-70. 
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d. CR 600 W from US 52 to US 40 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 8,000 vpd 
Existing Section: 2 lane section with some turn/bypass lanes 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 13,000 vpd 
Proposed Section: Widen to 3 lane section and/or add turn/bypass lanes as needed 

2050 volumes in this area are expected to be similar to 2019 volumes on US 40 at Apple Street (see Figure 
3.01-6). 

Figure 3.01-6: Three-Lane Section on US 40 at Apple Street 

 

 

2. New I-70 Interchange at CR 200 W 

Previous planning efforts have considered the need for, value of, and impacts associated with new interchanges 
on I-70. The two locations that show the most promise are CR 200 W between the existing interchanges at CR 
600 W and SR 9 and CR 600 E between the existing interchanges at SR 9 and SR 109. Based on the current 
planning that primarily maintains the agricultural land uses in eastern Hancock County and the lack of planned 
utilities needed to serve development that could be attracted by a new interchange at CR 600 E, that location is 
a lower priority for a new interchange at this time.  

Considering the growth planned in the Future Hancock Future Land Use map northeast of the CR 600 W/Mt. 
Comfort Road interchange, a new I-70 interchange at CR 200 W would potentially provide the following benefits: 

 Provide improved access and mobility for the planned growth areas 
 Reduce the traffic burden on CR 600 W, including the heavy truck traffic associated with the planned 

industrial and commercial land uses north of I-70 
 Provide alternate access to Greenfield, relieving the SR 9 corridor 
 Make the CR 200 W corridor north and south of I-70 more attractive for future growth 
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3. Improved CR 200 W/CR 300 W corridor 

Upgrade CR 200 W south of CR 300 N and upgrade and realign the route to follow CR 300 W north of CR 300 N. 
Designate the CR 200 W/CR 300 W  corridor throughout the County as a Major Arterial in anticipation of a new I-
70 Interchange. At CR 600 N eliminate the exiting offset tee intersections to provide a continuous north to south 
route throughout the full length of the County. 

CR 200 W/CR 300 W should generally be planned to accommodate a three-lane typical section with center left-
turn lane (retrofit where existing driveways and side streets exist and cannot be reconfigured) from US 40 to CR 
500 N. The portion of CR 200 W that will carry the highest traffic volumes is expected near I-70 (from CR 200 N 
to CR 300 N) serving the planned industrial, commercial, and residential growth in this part of the County. This 
portion of CR 200 W should be planned as a four-lane divided boulevard or five-lane section. 

a. CR 200 W from CR 200 N to CR 300 N 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 3,000 vpd 
Existing Section: 2 lane section without turn/bypass lanes 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 9,000 vpd (higher near the proposed I-70 interchange) 
Proposed Section: Widen to 4/5 lane section 

2050 volumes in this area are expected to be similar to 2019 volumes at SR 9 and I-70. 

b. CR 200 W/CR 300 W from CR 300 N to CR 500 N 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 2,000 vpd 
Existing Section: 2 lane section without turn/bypass lanes 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 5,000 vpd (higher at full buildout beyond 2050) 

Proposed Section: Widen to 3 lane section and realign with CR 300 W 

The estimated 2050 volumes above do not fully reflect the ultimate development possible in this area. This new 
Major Arterial serving the proposed I-70 interchange at CR 200 W should be shifted west to CR 300 W north of I-
70. This allows the higher traffic volumes and truck traffic to avoid passing through Mohawk and the Mt. Vernon 
Schools campus to the north. This realignment could occur by directing traffic to use an improved CR 300 N to 
travel between CR 200 W and CR 300 W, or ideally if the opportunity arises it would be done via a new off-
alignment reverse curve between CR 300 N and CR 400 N. 

c. CR 200 W from US 40 to CR 200 N 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 4,000 vpd 
Existing Section: 2 lane section with some turn/bypass lanes 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 7,000 vpd (possibly higher with SR 9 diversion) 
Proposed Section: Widen to 3 lane section and/or add turn/bypass lanes as needed 

The estimated 2050 volumes above may not fully reflect diversion that could occur from SR 9 to CR 200 W due 
to the proposed I-70 interchange at CR 200 W. For some Greenfield residents it may be more desirable to use CR 
200 W to access I-70 for trips to/from the west rather than traveling SR 9 and through the signalized 
intersections along that corridor. 
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d. CR 200 W/CR 300 W Remainder (north of CR 500 N and south of US 40) 

Add turn/bypass lanes as needed. Realign the offset tee CR 300 W intersections at CR 600 N. 

4. CR 300 N 

Upgrade CR 300 N between CR 600 W and CR 200 W from Minor Arterial to Major Arterial. Plan to 
accommodate a three-lane typical section with center left-turn lane.  

Upgrade CR 300 N between CR 200 W and SR 9 from Major Collector to Minor Arterial. Plan to accommodate a 
three-lane typical section with center left-turn lane. 

a. CR 300 N from CR 600 W to CR 200 W 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 3,000 vpd 
Existing Section: 3 lane/2 lane section with turn/bypass lanes 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 6,000 vpd (higher at full buildout beyond 2050) 
Proposed Section: Widen to 3 lane section 

2050 volumes in this area are expected to be similar to 2019 volumes on CR 600 W north of New Palestine. 
The estimated 2050 volumes above do not fully reflect the ultimate development possible in this area.  

b. CR 300 N from CR 200 W to SR 9 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 3,000 vpd 
Existing Section: 2 lane section without turn/bypass lanes 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 6,000 vpd (higher at full buildout beyond 2050) 
Proposed Section: Widen to 3 lane section and/or add turn/bypass lanes as needed 

2050 volumes in this area are expected to be similar to 2019 volumes on CR 600 W north of New Palestine. 
The estimated 2050 volumes above do not fully reflect the ultimate development possible in this area. 

5. CR 500 N 

Upgrade CR 500 N between CR 600 W and CR 300 W from Major Collector to Minor Arterial. Plan to 
accommodate a three-lane typical section with center left-turn lane or add turn/bypass lanes as needed. 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 2,000 vpd 
Existing Section: 2 lane section without turn/bypass lanes 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 5,000 vpd (higher at full buildout beyond 2050) 
Proposed Section: Widen to 3 lane section and/or add turn/bypass lanes as needed 

2050 volumes in this area are expected to be similar to 2019 volumes on CR 600 W north of New Palestine. 
The estimated 2050 volumes above do not fully reflect the ultimate development possible in this area. 

6. CR 200 N 

Upgrade CR 200 N between CR 600 W and Fortville Pike from Major Collector to Minor Arterial. Plan to 
accommodate a three-lane typical section with center left-turn lane or add turn/bypass lanes as needed. 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 3,000 vpd 
Existing Section: 2 lane section without turn/bypass lanes 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 7,000 vpd (higher at full buildout beyond 2050) 
Proposed Section: Widen to 3 lane section and/or add turn/bypass lanes as needed 
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2050 volumes in this area are expected to be similar to 2019 volumes on CR 600 W north of New Palestine. 
The estimated 2050 volumes above do not fully reflect the ultimate development possible in this area. 

7. CR 525 W 

Upgrade CR 525 W between US 40 and CR 200 N from Local Road to Minor Collector. The combination of this 
section of CR 525 W and CR 500 W south of US 40 provides an alternate north to south route to CR 600 W. The 
existing two-lane section should provide adequate capacity for future volumes. Turn lanes should be considered 
at the intersections. Consider connecting CR 525 W to CR 500 W south of US 40 via currently vacant land. 

2019 Traffic Volumes: 500 vpd 
Existing Section: 2 lane section without turn/bypass lanes 
2050 Traffic Volumes: 1,000 vpd (relief route for CR 600 W) 
Proposed Section: Add turn/bypass lanes as needed 

Consider realigning CR 525 W with CR 500 W south of US 40. 

8. North-South Routes parallel to and east of SR 9 

The 2050 traffic forecasts indicate SR 9 could carry between 20,000 and 40,000 vpd from US 40 to SR 234. 
Opportunities to add capacity on SR 9 are limited, and continuous alternate north to south routes are lacking 
east of Maxwell between SR 9 and CR 600 E. While a new I-70 interchange at CR 200 W would provide relief to 
SR 9, considering the more intensive land uses shown in the Future Land Use map versus the MPO model, the 
County should look for opportunities to improve north to south continuity along CR 300 E and CR 400 E as they 
arise. 

Figure 3.01-7 highlights the proposed updates to the Hancock County Throughfare Plan Map. 
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Figure 3.01-7: Map 8. Thoroughfare Planned Improvements  

 

C. Travel Demand Management (DM) 

Travel Demand Management (DM) refers to strategies whose primary goal is to reduce the traffic impacts associated 
with development and make transportation associated with it more sustainable. This is accomplished by developing a 
partnership between elected officials, municipal staff, and development teams to identify strategies that will reduce the 
number of peak-hour, single-occupant motor vehicle trips to and from the development site. DM plans and programs 
often set an initial goal of reducing single-occupant motor vehicle trips (SOMV) by 15 to 30 percent compared to 
Institute of Transportation Engineers trip generation rates.  
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The County should encourage use of DM strategies as development continues to occur, particularly where the density of 
jobs and/or housing is higher. A brief description of strategies to consider follows. 

1. Transportation Management Associations (TMA) 

A TMA is a non-profit organization that supports, monitors, and refines/updates DM strategies for an area with 
multiple property and/or business owners, such as shopping malls or warehouse districts. It is typically member-
controlled with a board that includes representatives of the member property and business owners.  

Among other duties, a TMA is responsible for implementing, maintaining, and managing the DM strategies and 
may enforce and sustain the DM. A TMA may typically levy fines for continuing or flagrant violations of the DM 
measures. All owners within the TMA may be subject to a general annual assessment, determined and levied by 
TMA board for the purpose of paying the costs and expenses incurred by the TMA and are also subject to special 
assessments for extraordinary expenses that are outside the budgeted general annual assessment.  

2. Measures to Encourage Walking and Bicycling 

As development occurs, the County and other reviewing agencies should consider and require the appropriate 
level of pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure to make walking and bicycling a more achievable means of 
transportation to and from individual sites. Specific measures to consider requiring or encouraging include: 

 Provide on-site, covered bicycle parking. 
 Provide a bike repair and maintenance facility. 
 Provide lockers and showers for employees. 
 Provide sidewalk along all street frontage and connect it to building entries. 
 Provide funding for additional public street improvements to improve conditions for pedestrians and 

bicyclists. 

3. Transit and Shared Ride Services 

Transit is much more efficient on a per trip basis than travel by personal automobile, when sufficient density 
exists to make service feasible. Shared ride options can reduce parking demand and may result in fewer motor 
vehicle trips to and from the site over the course of a day. Specific measures to consider requiring or 
encouraging include: 

 Provide or help fund vanpools and or shuttle bus options. 
 Provide on-site car share or fleet vehicles. 
 Provide or participate in a guaranteed ride home program to offer a fixed amount of reimbursable taxi rides 

for employees that choose not to drive to work. 
 Continue to monitor land use types and densities and communicate with the Central Indiana Regional 

Transit Authority (CIRTA) and IndyGo transit services regarding the feasibility of expanded service to the 
County. 
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4. Parking 

The number of on-site, free parking stalls has one of the largest impacts on the number of SOMV trips to and 
from individual properties. Providing less parking can reduce transportation impacts of a site provided viable 
alternatives to driving are made available. Specific measures to consider requiring or encouraging include: 

 Priced parking program (one or both of the following) 
 Construct less parking and with the savings offer a stipend for employees that choose not to drive to 

work. 
 Charge employees and residents a monthly rate for parking. 

 Provide premium parking for carpool vehicles. 

5. Land Use 

Providing mixed land uses within a site or among neighboring sites can reduce the need to use a personal 
automobile for travel. Specific measures to consider requiring or encouraging include: 

 Complementing employment, services, and housing land uses (mixed use) within individual sites or adjacent 
to one another with adequate pedestrian and bicycle accommodations connecting them. 

 Provide on-site day care for larger employers. 
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3.02  ALTERNATE MODES 
A. Pedestrians and Bicycles 

1. Complete Streets 

Complete Streets is a term used to describe an overall goal to improve accommodations on streets and 
highways for pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users instead of only prioritizing personal motor vehicle and 
freight transportation modes. Improving conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists through Complete Streets 
initiatives has a number of potential benefits. Nationally, the percentage of children walking or bicycling to 
school has dropped significantly since 1969. At that time, 48 percent of children walked or bicycled to school 
while 12 percent were driven in a family vehicle. In 2009, 13 percent of children walked or bicycled to school 
while 45 percent were driven in a family vehicle.2 Parents driving students to school comprise 10 to 14 percent 
of morning peak hour traffic.3  More parents driving creates more traffic which leads to yet more parents driving 
their children rather than letting them walk or bike to school. Implementing Complete Streets improvements in 
urban and suburban areas can increase the number of parents who are comfortable letting their children walk 
or bike to school. 

Another benefit of providing pedestrian accommodations is the benefit they provide to senior residents; 
nationally, 21 percent of people over 65 years of age do not drive. Of this population, approximately one half 
stay home on a given day because they lack travel options. These senior citizens could benefit from improved 
access to basic services such as groceries and daily appointments. As the Baby Boomer generation ages, this 
demographic is a growing segment of the population.    

There are also health benefits associated with providing complete streets and pedestrian infrastructure. 55 
percent of the US adult population falls short of daily activity guidelines. 43 percent of people with safe places to 
walk typically meet recommended activity guidelines, versus 27 percent of those without safe places to walk. 
People in walkable neighborhoods do 35 to 45 more minutes of moderate intensity physical activity per week. 

Finally, improving conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists is increasingly seen as a key component to quality of 
life for when people are making decisions regarding where they prefer to live and work.  

The Hancock County Trails Plan includes the following complete streets recommendations: 

 ENG-4. Strategy: Adopt Complete Streets policies 
 ENG-7. Strategy: Create a Complete Streets checklist to ensure policy standards are met 

  

 

2 https://www.saferoutespartnership.org/healthy-communities/101/facts 
3 McDonald, Brown, Marchetti, & Pedroso, 2011 
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2. Key Corridors and Connections 

The Hancock County Trails Plan was adopted in late 2018. The key routes and priorities remain appropriate 
considering the Future Hancock Future Land Use map. This Thoroughfare Plan incorporates and adopts the 
Hancock County Trails Plan for implementation except where additions or changes are noted. This Thoroughfare 
Plan recommends four additions. 

 Proposed Multiuse Trail along CR 300 N connecting the future industrial, commercial, and residential land 
uses northwest of I-70 and CR 600 W interchange to the SR 9 and CR 600 W corridors.   
o 600 W to SR 9: North Side 

 Proposed Multiuse Trail between New Palestine in the southwest part of the County and Eden in the north 
central part of the County along Sugar Creek and connecting greenways. 
o New Pal to 300 S: East Side 
o 300 S to 200 S: West Side 
o 200 S to 100 S: East Side 
o 100 S to 100 W/375 N: West Side 
o 100 W/375 N to Eden: East Side 

 Proposed Multiuse Trail along CR 200 W/CR 300 W. 
o County Line to US 40: West Side 
o US 40 to 100 N: East Side 
o 100 N to Fortville: West Side 

 Proposed Multiuse Trail between Beckenholt Park and Fortville along Fortville Pike 
o Beckenholt Park to Fortville Pike: West Side 
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Figure 3.02-1: Map 9. Bike/Pedestrian Trails 

 

Figure 3.02-1 shows the updated County Trails Plan with the four additions noted above highlighted. 

Proposed multiuse paths are categorized by tier, as follows: 

 Tier 1: 
 CR 600 W Corridor 
 Consider locating the path on the west side of CR 600 W 

 Pennsy Trail connection between CR 600 W and CR 150 W 
 Consider locating the path along the former rail line south of US 40 from CR 600 W to CR 300 W; along the 

west side of CR 300 W north to US 40; along the south side of US 40 from CR 300 W to CR 250 W; along the 
west side of CR 250 W south to the former rail line; along the former rail line to meet the existing Pennsy 
Trail 
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 Tier 2:  
 CR 700 W Corridor 
 Consider locating the path along the west side from the Pennsy Trail to CR 300 S 

 CR 500 W between Pennsy Trail and CR 300 S (New Palestine limits) 
 Consider locating the path along the east side from CR 300 N to CR 500 N 

 SR 9 from CR 300 N to CR 500 N, connecting Greenfield and Maxwell 
 Consider locating the path along the east side from CR 300 N to CR 500 N 

 Extension of the Pennsy Trail from CR 400 E to the east 
 Consider locating the path along the former rail line 

 A rail trail connecting the towns of Wilkinson and Shirley 
 Consider locating the path along the south side of CR 700 N from SR 109 to Shirley Street 

 Proposed Multiuse Trail between New Palestine and Eden along Sugar Creek and connecting greenways (added 
by this Thoroughfare Plan) 

 Proposed Multiuse Trail between Beckenholt Park and Fortville along Fortville Pike. 
 Consider locating the path along the south side of CR 700 N from SR 109 to Shirley Street 

 Several more projects are considered Tiers 3 and 4 as shown in the figure. 
 

B. Transit 

The CIRTA currently has three workforce connector routes in operation. Two routes serve business/industrial parks in 
Plainfield (one north and one south of US 40 near Ronald Reagan Parkway). The third route serves business/industrial 
parks in Whitestown along both sides of I-65 from Whitestown Parkway to Albert South White Drive. All three routes tie 
into Marion County and IndyGo stops to expand mobility. 

Four additional proposed routes are currently in planning stages and anticipate starting services in 2022 or 2023. These 
proposed routes would serve the I-70 and SR 39 warehouse area in Plainfield; Greenwood, Whiteland, and Franklin 
warehouse districts along I-65 in Johnson County; the Mt. Comfort warehouse area and the new adult training center at 
the old John Marshall High School in Marion County; and the I-74, Ronald Reagan, and Industrial Drive business districts 
in Brownsburg. All of these services would also tie into IndyGo stops in Marion County.4 

The County should continue coordinating with the MPO and CIRTA as development occurs that is served by CR 600 
W/Mt. Comfort Road. There may be future opportunities to connect housing and jobs with additional or modified transit 
service. 

C. Aviation 

MQJ is currently updating its airport master plan. As noted, MQJ has two paved runways. Runway 7-25 is 6,000-feet in 
length and is equipped with an ILS on the 7 approach. Airport staff are considering extending runway 7-25 to 7,000 feet 
in length and adding ILS on the 25 approach.  

  

 

4 https://d16db69sqbolil.cloudfront.net/mpo-website/downloads/MTP-LRTP/MTP-2050/2050-MTP_2021-12-
15_220125_170022.pdf 
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3.03  PROPOSED TYPICAL SECTIONS 
Table 3.03-1 shows the recommended typical section widths for County roads. The proposed updates are shown in 
italicized text and are intended to provide sufficient width for buffered on-street bicycle accommodations in the 
urbanized areas.  

 

Table 3.03-1: Recommended Typical Section Width for County Roads 
 Travel Lane 

Width 
(feet) 

Shoulder Width 
(feet) 

Clear Zone 
Width 
(feet) 

Auxiliary Lane 
Width 
(feet) 

Curb offset* 
(feet) 

Rural Arterial  12 11 usable  
10 paved 

22 11 N/A 

Rural Collector 12 10 usable  
8 paved 

22 11 N/A 

Urban Arterial 
(4 Lanes) 

12 Curbed: 8 paved 
Uncurbed: 10 paved 

16 11 2 

Urban Arterial  
(2 Lanes) 

12 Curbed: 8 paved 
Uncurbed: 10 paved 

16 11 2 

Urban Collector 11 Curbed: 2 paved 
Uncurbed: 8 paved 

18 11 2 

Urban Local Road 11 2 usable 16 ft 10 2 
Rural Local Road 12 8 usable 22 10 N/A 
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SECTION 4: RECOMMENDED CAPITAL 
IMPROVEMENTS 
4.01  PRIORITIZED PROJECTS LIST 
The study team prioritized potential future projects for roads and trails in Hancock County based on the following 
criteria: 

Urgency: the degree to which the project is needed in the near-term to address existing or imminent motor vehicle 
congestion, or to fill a critical gap in the pedestrian and bicycle system.  
Synergy: the degree to which the project provides multiple benefits for mobility, accessibility, safety, and economic 
impacts.  
Value: a planning-level assignment of relative level of benefit vs. relative project costs 

Each project included in the Thoroughfare Plan Map and the Tier 1 and Tier 2 Priority Trails in the Trails Plan Map were 
scored from 1 to 3 on the three criteria above with 1 being higher or better compared to 3 being lower or poorer. 
Therefore, the lowest priority scores (PS) have the highest priority. Therefore, a score of PS of 3 represents the highest 
priority, while a PS of 9 represents a low priority project. The scoring and results are summarized in appendix A.  

A. Motor Vehicle Projects 

Motor Vehicle Project Priority Score 
Tier 1 

CR 600 W from US 40 to CR 200 N 4 
CR 600 W from CR 500 N to E 96th Street 4 
CR 600 W from US 52 to US 40 4 

Tier 2 
CR 200 W from CR 200 N to CR 300 N 6 
CR 200 W/CR 300 W from CR 300 N to CR 500 N 6 
CR 200 W from US 40 to CR 200 N 6 
CR 300 N from CR 600 W to CR 300 W 7 
CR 300 N from CR 200 W to SR 9 6 
CR 500 N from CR 600 W to CR 300 W 7 
CR 200 N from CR 600 W to Fortville Pike 6 

Tier 3 
CR 525 W from US 40 to CR 200 N 8 
CR 300 E/CR 400 E from I-70 to SR 234 8 
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B. Trails Projects 

Trails Project Priority Score 
Tier A 

CR 600 W Multiuse Trail/Protected Bike Lane from US 52 to CR 500 N 3 
Pennsy Trail Multiuse Trail from CR 600 W to CR 150 W 3 

Tier B 
CR 700 W Multiuse Trail from US 52 to Pennsy trail 5 
CR 700 W Multiuse Trail from CR 100 N to CR 600 N 5 
CR 500 W Multiuse Trail from CR 300 S to CR 100 S 5 
SR 9 Multiuse Trail from CR 300 N to CR 500 N 5 
Railroad Street Multiuse Trail from Wilkinson to Shirley 5 

Tier C 
Pennsy Trail from CR 400 E to the County Line 6 
Sugar Creek Multiuse Trail from New Palestine to Eden 7 
Fortville Pike Multiuse Trail from Beckenholt Park to Fortville 7 

 

4.02  IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX 
The study team reviewed the Indianapolis MPO’s Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) and the Hancock County 
Highway Department’s Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) and cross referenced the projects included against the 
Thoroughfare Plan’s Prioritized Projects list. Table 4.02-1 provides a summary. The MPO uses 10-year date ranges in 
their MTP: 2020-2029; 2030-2039; and 2040-2049. Those projects labeled as “Illustrative” have not been assigned to any 
of the three time periods. 

Upon adoption of the 2022 Thoroughfare Plan some of the priority corridors/and projects should be considered as 
possible additions to the Regional and/or County plans.  

Improvements to the CR 600 W/Mt. Comfort Road north of I-70 are currently included in the MTP and CIP. The portions 
of CR 600 W south of I-70 should be added to the current plans.  

Improvements to CR 200 W are included in the current MTP between US 40 and CR 300 N but this portion of the 
corridor is not currently in the CIP and should be considered as a possible addition. To be consistent with CR 200 W/ CR 
300 W functioning as a Major Arterial once a new I-70 interchange is added at CR 200 W, the portions of CR 200 W south 
of US 40 and CR 300 W north of CR 500 N should be considered as possible additions to both the MTP and CIP. 

Improvements to CR 300 N are included in the current MTP, although the 2040-2049 timeframe for the portion from CR 
400 W to SR 9 should be moved up if the proposed new interchange with I-70 and CR 200 W is studied, designed, and 
constructed on a more accelerated schedule. Portions of CR 300 N east of CR 500 W should be considered as possible 
additions to the CIP. 

The CR 500 N, CR 200 N, CR 525 W, and CR 300 E/CR 400 E corridors identified in this Thoroughfare Plan are not 
currently included in the MTP or CIP. CR 500 N and CR 200 N are considered Tier 2 priorities and should be considered as 
possible additions to the MTP and CIP. CR 525 W and CR 300 E/CR 400 E are considered Tier 3 priorities and should be 
monitored for possible inclusion in future versions of the MTP and CIP pending the actual amount and intensity of 
development in Hancock County. 
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Table 4.02-1 Prioritized Projects Implementation Matrix 
PN Thoroughfare Plan MPO MTP Status County Capital Plan 

Route From To Roadway Trails Years From To 
MPO 
Cost Years From To 

Local 
Share 

1 
CR  

600 W 
CR  

200 N CR 500 N 4/5-lane 

Multiuse 
Trail/ 

Protected 
Bike Lane 

2020-2029 CR  
300 N 

CR  
400 N $7M 2019-

2023 CR 300 N CR  
400 N $3M 

2020-2029 CR  
400 N 

CR  
550 N 

$24 M 2019-
2023 

CR  
400 N 

CR  
550 N 

$7 M 

2 CR  
600 W 

US 40 CR 200 N 4/5-lane or 
3-lane 

Protected 
Bike Lane 

NA    NA    

3 CR  
600 W 

CR  
500 N 

E 96th 
Street 

4/5-lane or 
3-lane 

Multiuse 
Trail 

2030-2039 CR  
600 N 

CR  
750 N 

$24 M 2020-
2024 

CR 145 CSX RR $2 M 

2040-2049 CR  
750 N 

CR  
800 N 

$50 M 

2040-2049 CR  
900 N 

CR 
1000 N 

$22 M 

Illustrative CR  
800 N 

CR  
900 N 

$22 M 

Illustrative CR  
500 N 

CR  
600 N 

$20 M 

4 CR  
600 W 

US 52 US 40 3-lane or  
2-lane+ 

Multiuse 
Trail 

NA    2019-
2022 

Broken 
Arrow 

CR  
200 S 

 

5 CR  
200 W 

CR  
200 N 

CR 300 N 4/5-lane Multiuse 
Trail 

2030-2039 US 40 CR  
300 N 

$46 M NA    

6 CR  
200 W / 
300 W 

CR  
300 N 

CR 500 N 3-lane or 2-
lane+ 

Multiuse 
Trail 

NA    NA    

7 CR  
200 W 

US 40 CR 200 N 3-lane Multiuse 
Trail 

2030-2039 US 40 CR  
300 N 

See 
above 

NA    

8 CR  
300 N 

CR  
600 W 

CR 200 W 3-lane Multiuse 
Trail 

2020-2029 CR  
600 W 

East of 
CR 500 

W 

$10 M  2019-
2022 

CR  
600 W 

CR  
500 W 

$4 M 

2040-2049 CR  
400 W 

SR 9 $105 M 

Illustrative CR  
500 W 

CR  
400 W 

$26 M 

9 CR  
300 N 

CR  
200 W 

SR 9 3-lane or  
2-lane+ 

Multiuse 
Trail 

2040-2049 CR  
400 W 

SR 9 See 
above 

NA    

10 CR  
500 N 

CR  
600 W 

CR 300 W 3-lane or  
2-lane+ 

NA NA    NA    

11 CR  
200 N 

CR  
600 W 

Fortville 
Pike 

2-lane+ NA NA    NA    

12 CR  
525 W 

US 40 CR 200 N 2-lane+ NA NA    NA    

13 CR 300 
E, CR 
400 E 

I-70 SR 234 2-lane+ NA NA    NA    
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APPENDIX 
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Appendix A
FLU Factor Calculations

FLU Factor Key Corridor Factors
60% net acerage adjusment Percent Developed by 2050 2020 to 2050 Growth

Area # acres net acres LU Type people jobs people jobs people jobs people jobs Segment Route From To
2012 Map 16000 9600 Suburban Residential 74592 0 50% 50% 37,296 0 1 CR 600 W CR 200 N CR 500 N 2.2 0.5 1.4
2022 FLU 6400 3840 Suburban Residential 29837 0 50% 50% 14918 New Pal Area 1.4 50% 50%

9600 5760 Planned Neighborhood 74592 0 50% 50% 37296
2 CR 600 W US 40 CR 200 N 1.4 2.2 0.5 1.6

25% 50% 25%
2012 Map 5900 3540 Suburban Residential 27506 0 50% 50% 13,753 0
2022 FLU 4720 2832 Planned Neighborhood 36674 0 50% 50% 18337 Cumberland/Gem Area 2.2 3 CR 600 W CR 500 N E 96th Street 0.5 1.7 1.1

590 354 Village Center 9169 0 50% 50% 4584 50% 50%
590 354 Regional Center 9169 15576 50% 50% 7788

4 CR 600 W US 52 US 40 1.4 2.2 1.8
7600 50% 50%

2012 Map 1520 912 Suburban Residential 7086 0 70% 70% 4,960
760 456 Industrial 0 2964 70% 70% 2075 5 CR 200 W CR 200 N CR 300 N 3.2 2.2 3.0

3040 1824 Regional Center 0 80256 70% 70% 56179 75% 25%
2022 FLU 3040 1824 Industrial 0 11856 70% 70% 8299 Mt. Comfort North Area 0.5

32 1520 912 Planned Neighborhood 11810 0 70% 70% 8267 6 CR 200 W CR 300 N CR 500 N 3.2 3.2
760 456 Regional Center 0 20064 70% 70% 14045 100%

2012 Map 1000 600 Suburban Residential 4662 0 50% 50% 2,331 7 CR 200 W US 40 CR 200 N 2.2 3.2 2.5
1000 600 Planned Neighborhood 7770 0 50% 50% 3885 McCordsville Area 1.7 75% 25%

10900 8 CR 300 N CR 600 W CR 200 W 0.5 3.2 2.5
2012 Map 2180 1308 Planned Mixed-Use 33877 0 50% 50% 16,939 25% 75%
2022 FLU 2180 1308 Industrial 0 8502 50% 50% 4251

1090 654 Regional Center 0 28776 50% 50% 14388 East Airport Area 3.2 9 CR 300 N CR 200 W SR 9 3.2 1.1 1.6
3270 1962 Planned Neighborhood 25408 0 50% 50% 12703.95 25% 75%
1090 654 Regional Center 16939 28776 50% 50% 8469.3 14388

10 CR 500 N CR 600 W CR 200 W 0.5 3.2 2.5
9400 25% 75%

2012 Map 1880 1128 Regional Center 0 49632 50% 50% 24816
1880 1128 Planned Mixed-Use 29215 0 50% 50% 14,608 11 CR 200 N CR 600 W Fortville Pike 2.2 2.2

2022 FLU 2820 1692 Planned Neighborhood 21911 0 50% 50% 10,956 SR 9 Area 1.1 100%
1410 846 Regional Center 21911 37224 50% 50% 10,956 18,612

470 282 Suburban Residential 2191 0 50% 50% 1,096 12 CR 525 W US 40 CR 200 N 1.4 2.2 0.5 1.6
25% 50% 25%
25% 50% 25%

13 CR 300 E, 400 E I-70 SR 234 1.1 1.1
100%

2012 Map FLU Map
2020 to 2050 Growth
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Appendix A
2050 Corridor Volumes Calculations
Key Corridors for Improvements

SegmentRoute From To 2019 Volume MPO Vol Growth 2050 Raw Volume 2022 FLU 2050 TP Volume Recommendation
(vpd) (vpd) Corridor Factor (vpd)

1 CR 600 W CR 200 N CR 500 N 20000 8000 28000 1.4 31200 4/5-lane section 
2 CR 600 W US 40 CR 200 N 14000 3500 17500 1.6 19600 4/5-lane section , or 3-lane section with minimal full access points
3 CR 600 W CR 500 N E 96th Street 15000 7000 22000 1.1 22700 4/5-lane section , or 3-lane section with minimal full access points
4 CR 600 W US 52 US 40 8000 2500 10500 1.8 12500 3-lane section, or 2-lane section with turn lanes at intersections

5 CR 200 W CR 200 N CR 300 N 3000 2000 5000 3 9000 4/5-lane section, volumes right at interchange likely to be higher
6 CR 200 W CR 300 N CR 500 N 2000 1000 3000 3.2 5200 3-lane section, or 2-lane section with turn lanes at intersections (interchange may drive volumes higher)
7 CR 200 W US 40 CR 200 N 4000 1000 5000 2.5 6500 3-lane section, or 2-lane section with turn lanes at intersections (interchange may drive volumes higher)

8 CR 300 N CR 600 W CR 200 W 3000 1000 4000 2.5 5500 2-lane section with turn lanes at intersections
9 CR 300 N CR 200 W SR 9 3000 1000 4000 2.5 5500 2-lane section with turn lanes at intersections

10 CR 500 N CR 600 W CR 300 W 2000 1000 3000 2.5 4500 3-lane section, or 2-lane section with turn lanes at intersections

11 CR 200 N CR 600 W Fortville Pike 3000 2000 5000 2.2 7400 2-lane section with turn lanes at intersections

12 CR 525 W US 40 CR 200 N 500 500 1000 1.6 1300 2-lane section, consider turn lanes, consider aligning with CR 500 W south of US 40

13 CR 300 E, 400 E I-70 SR 234 500 200 700 1.1 720 2-lane section, consider turn lanes, consider realigning for contiuous north-south route parallel to SR 9



Hancock County Thorughfare Plan
Appendix A
Improvement Projects Prioritization

Roadway
Seg Route From To Proposed Existing

Section Capacity 2050 Vol 2050 V/C Urgency Synergy Aggregate
1 CR 600 W CR 200 N CR 500 N 4/5-lane 4/5-lane 40000 31000 0.78 Benefit Cost B/C Rating
2 CR 600 W US 40 CR 200 N 4/5-lane, or 3-lane 2-lane+ 14000 20000 1.43 1 1 3 3 1.0 2 4
3 CR 600 W CR 500 N E 96th Street 4/5-lane, or 3-lane 2-lane+ 14000 23000 1.64 1 1 3 3 1.0 2 4
4 CR 600 W US 52 US 40 3-lane, or 2-lane+ 2-lane+ 14000 13000 0.93 1 1 2 2 1.0 2 4

5 CR 200 W CR 200 N CR 300 N 4/5-lane 2-lane 10000 9000 0.90 1 2 2 3 0.7 3 6
6 CR 200 W/CR 300 W CR 300 N CR 500 N 3-lane, or 2-lane+ 2-lane 10000 5000 0.50 2 2 2 2 1.0 2 6
7 CR 200 W US 40 CR 200 N 3-lane, or 2-lane+ 2-lane+ 14000 7000 0.50 2 2 2 2 1.0 2 6

8 CR 300 N CR 600 W CR 200 W 3-lane 3-lane 16000 6000 0.38 3 2 1 1 1.0 2 7
9 CR 300 N CR 200 W SR 9 3-lane, or 2-lane+ 2-lane 10000 6000 0.60 2 2 2 2 1.0 2 6

10 CR 500 N CR 600 W CR 300 W 3-lane, or 2-lane+ 2-lane 10000 5000 0.50 2 3 2 2 1.0 2 7

11 CR 200 N CR 600 W Fortville Pike 2-lane+ 2-lane 10000 7000 0.70 2 3 2 1 2.0 1 6

12 CR 525 W US 40 CR 200 N 2-lane+ 2-lane 10000 1000 0.10 3 3 1 1 1.0 2 8

13 CR 300 E, 400 E I-70 SR 234 2-lane+ 2-lane 10000 1000 0.10 3 3 1 1 1.0 2 8

Trails

A CR 600 W US 52 CR 500 N Multiuse Trail/Protected Bike Lane 1 1 3 1 3.0 1 3
B Pennsy Trail CR 600 W CR 150 W Multiuse Trail 1 1 3 1 3.0 1 3

C CR 700 W US 52 Pennsy Trail Multiuse Trail 2 1 2 1 2.0 2 5
D CR 700 W CR 100 N CR 600 N Multiuse Trail 2 2 2 1 2.0 2 5
E CR 500 W CR 300 S CR 100 S Multiuse Trail 2 1 2 1 2.0 2 5
F Sugar Creek New Pal Eden Multiuse Trail 2 1 2 2 1.0 3 7
G Fortville Pike Beckenholt Park Fortville Multiuse Trail 2 2 2 2 1.0 3 7
H SR 9 CR 300 N CR 500 N Multiuse Trail 2 2 2 1 2.0 2 5
I Pennsy Trail CR 400 E County Line Multiuse Trail 2 1 1 1 1.0 3 6
J Railroad Street Wilkinson Shirley Multiuse Trail 2 2 2 1 2.0 2 5

Value
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Appendix A
Implemntation Matrix

Seg Route From To Roadway Trails MPO LRTP Status County Capital Budget
Years From To MPO Cost Years From To Local Share

1 CR 600 W CR 200 N CR 500 N 4/5-lane Multiuse Trail/Protected Bike Lane 2020-2029 CR 300 N CR 400 N 7,000,000$        2019-2023 CR 300 N CR 400 N 3,000,000$   
2020-2029 CR 400 N CR 550 N 24,000,000$      CR 400 N CR 550 N 7,000,000$   

2 CR 600 W US 40 CR 200 N 4/5-lane, or 3-lane Protected Bike Lane NA

3 CR 600 W CR 500 N E 96th Street 4/5-lane, or 3-lane Multiuse Trail 2030-2039 CR 600 N CR 750 N 24,000,000$      2020-2024 CR 145 CSX RR 2,000,000$   
2040-2049 CR 750 N CR 800 N 50,000,000$      
2040-2049 CR 900 N CR 1000 N 22,000,000$      
Illustrative CR 800 N CR 900 N 22,000,000$      
Illustrative CR 500 N CR 600 N 20,000,000$      

4 CR 600 W US 52 US 40 3-lane, or 2-lane+ Multiuse Trail NA 2019-2022 S of Broken Arrow 2,000,000$   

5 CR 200 W CR 200 N CR 300 N 4/5-lane Multiuse Trail 2030-2039 US 40 CR 300 N 46,000,000$      NA

6 CR 200 W/CR 300 W CR 300 N CR 500 N 3-lane, or 2-lane+ Multiuse Trail NA NA

7 CR 200 W US 40 CR 200 N 3-lane, or 2-lane+ Multiuse Trail 2030-2039 See above See above See above NA

8 CR 300 N CR 600 W CR 200 W 3-lane Multiuse Trail 2020-2029 CR 600 W East of CR 500 W 10,000,000$      2019-2022 CR 600 W CR 500 W 4,000,000$   
2040-2049 CR 400 W SR 9 105,000,000$    
Illustrative CR 500 W CR 400 W 26,000,000$      

9 CR 300 N CR 200 W SR 9 3-lane, or 2-lane+ Multiuse Trail 2040-2049 See above See above

10 CR 500 N CR 600 W CR 300 W 3-lane, or 2-lane+ NA NA

11 CR 200 N CR 600 W Fortville Pike 2-lane+ NA NA

12 CR 525 W US 40 CR 200 N 2-lane+ NA NA

13 CR 300 E, 400 E I-70 SR 234 2-lane+ NA NA
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